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ALARM 
2-06-19 
HH)  sound My alarm;   send it forth;   this nation first;   send forth the 
Mighty sounding of My Alarm for all to hear who will;   stand and do so 
now;   (did – WTLAOYNY, I send forth the Mighty sounding of the alarm of 
Almighty Yahweh and I LAAI it all.)  


8-31-19 
L)   My horns shall blow;   Mt horns shall blow;   understand;   (I think so, 
Lord.)   yes, in this place;   let them resound;   Hallelujah;  
  


ALMIGHTY YAHWEH / ALLEGIANCE 
4-07-19 
HP)   Consign;   Consign your allegiance permanently to Me;   (Father, I 
gladly Consign my total allegiance permanently to You and I LAAI 
WTLAOYNY this Consignment.  Hallelujah!)   yes, yes, Hallelujah;   be it 
now so;   inform the Core of Your choice 


10-21-19 
L)   Contrast Me not;   I am that I am;   there is none other as Me, like Me;   
Contrast Me not with anyone or thing;   Child, it is time that you begin to 
see Me in the maximum of which you are capable;   the maximum in which 
I created you, equipped you; understand;   (Yes, Father, I yield totally to 
Your judgment as to what that is.)   Hallelujah 


12-03-19 
HP)   SIS;   Holy is My Name;   use it, use it, use it;   in all matters use it 


12-14-19 
HH)  Child, Magnify My Presence in this Place;   legally allow this 
Magnification;   ( I legally allow the Magnification of You the Trinity of 
Almighty Yahweh, King Yahushua, and Ruach Hakodesh here in this place 
to whatever level You desire and I LAAI WTLAOYNY this legal allowance.  
Hallelujah!)   Hallelujah and Amen;   Child, take in the significance of what 
you just did;   (did – Lord, I legally also give You free reign in all of this 
place and I LAAI WTLAOYNY this giving of free reign in this place to You.  
Hallelujah!)   Amen, Child;   now, be aware of Our presence, be aware , be 
aware 
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12-27-19 
L)   SIS;   hunger, hunger, Child;   hunger after Me, My truths, My ways, all 
that I am;   (Yes, Lord this is my desire to hunger after You in all these 
ways.)   


ANGELS, HOSTS, AND MINISTERING SPIRITS 
1-01-19 
HP)   SIS;   activity, activity, activity;   so, so much activity in all realms and 
levels;   much anticipation among My Hosts and Angels;   Might, they are 
arising in Might to accomplish My Will, My Plans;   


1-17-19    
30 minutes:   yes, Child, allow My ministering spirits to minister to you, 
especially to your soul;   (Ministering Spirits sent by Almighty Yahweh, I 
legally allow you to minister to me, especially to My soul.  I legally allow 
you to do so w/the legal A of YNY and I legally AAI it all according to the 
will of Almighty Yahweh.)   Hallelujah, Child;   I gladly seal this Declaration 
of allowance;   


4-13-19   
L)  SIS;   send angels out ahead of you, Child, that they make your way as 
I say each day, each hour of each day;   (WTLAOYNY, I LAAI the sending 
out of angels to make my way each and every day, every hour of each day 
exactly as Almighty Yahweh decrees, hallelujah.)   again, Hallelujah, so be 
it, My Child, so be it;   inform the Core and Jacob;   


6-07-19 
HH)  sit and trust;   (I was sending forth angels and hosts to protect Justina 
and me concerning our trip to Manhattan...)   harms way;   (I then told them 
to keep all of us out of harms way WTLAOYNY  and I LAAI this statement.)   
now you have the protection you need, Child; 


6-23-19 
10 minutes:   Redeeming Angels;   send them forth 
L)   SIS;   shy not in sending forth all I tell you to send forth whether it be 
praises, mercy, grace, healing virtue, angels or hosts, Child;   shy not be 


6-25-19 
HH)   hinder not My angels;   make no assumptions concerning them;   
allow Me to guide;  understand;    


6-27-19    
HP)   Child, let My will flow through you;   ( I LAAI WTLAOYNY  the flowing 
of the will of Almighty Yahweh through me as He deems.)   (Hallelujah)   
yes, many, many , many Hallelujahs;   My Praising angels are raising up 
Hallelujahs in Praises sealing, sealing again and again, Child;   receive, 
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receive, receive the benefits;   reap the benefits;   (yes, Lord,  I LAAI 
WTLAOYNY the receiving of these benefits generated byYour angels.  
Hallelujah!)   so be it 


6-28-19   
HP)  subtle, subtle, subtle;   watch for the subtle actions of the enemy, 
Child;   (Yes, Father, I ask for Angels to aid me in this.  I ask for Angels that 
are equipped for this task.)   on their way, Child, they are on their way;   
expect their aid  very soon;   (Thank You, Father)   you are welcome, Child 


7-11-19 
HH)  watch spoken words that you hear and let not wrong words reach the 
ground to root;   be that aware and quick to cancel them;   understand;   
(Yes, Lord, please guide me that I not miss even one.)   take angels to aid;   
(Yes, Lord, I ask for the exact number of angels I shall need in order for 
them to rotate being on duty so that whichever one or ones on duty will be 
at peak performance.)   you have them; 


7-19-19 
HP)  (As I was sending different kinds of angels to cover Jacob and Kyle, I 
found myself calling forth redeeming angels for them.  At first, I thought I 
had misspoken and almost called them back, but suddenly I knew 
redeeming angels needed to go with them to aid them in redeeming 
the lost.  So then I called forth redeeming angels to aid the Bride in saving 
the lost.  Hallelujah!)   Amen and Amen, Child 
HH)  revelation, revelation, revelation, just one of many;   forget it not;  be 
sure to inform the Bride tell them to make use of My Redeeming Angels, 
good, wise use;   understand 


7-23-19 
HH)   exceeding Joy, exceeding Joy;   let it descend upon you, Child;   ( I 
LAAI  WTLAOYNY letting exceeding Joy descend upon me.)   now, Child, 
employ Hope and expectancy in receiving it;  use them to Hope for and 
expect it;  (Yes, Lord,  I LAAI WTLAOYNY the employment and use of 
Hope and expectancy in receiving the exceeding Joy You desire to 
descend upon me.  Hallelujah!)   yes, yes;   call forth warring and 
ministering angels to aid you, Child;   (I call forth all the warring and 
ministering angels needed to aid me in receiving the exceeding Joy 
Almighty yahweh desires for me to have.  I LAAI WTLAOYNY the calling 
forth of warring and ministering angels to aid me in receiving the exceeding 
Joy Almighty Yahweh desires for me to have. Hallelujah)   


7-28-19 
HH)   vSIS;   be in prayer for the Core meeting;   call forth angels delivering 
My truth, My Blessings for this meeting;   call forth protective angels to 
guard the premises from intruding evil spirits;   tell them to stand 
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shoulder to shoulder protecting My Core;  call forth and station 
patrolling angels to patrol around the encasing protective angels;   call 
forth ministering angels to minister to you as We meet;  Child, this all is 
imperative;   see to and tell the Core to be united in this effort;   now 
absorb and go tend;   (I prayed and asked how we were to go about calling 
forth the angels.  I saw “Wednesday.”   


7-31-19 
HH)  Child, tell of My angels;   educate all who will listen;   (Yes, Father, I 
ask You to lead me to whomever will listen.)   yes, follow My lead;   (Yes, 
Lord, I gladly choose to follow Your lead.)   step by step by step;   no 
running nor leaping, it must be step by perfect step;   


8-28-19    
HP)   commandeer all the angels needed to bring forth My plans for 
this place, Child;   ( I LAAI WTLAOYNY commandeering all the angels 
needed to bring forth Your plans for this place, Almighty Yahweh, 
Hallelujah!)   so be it;   Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Hallelujah and Amen;   it is 
time to begin;   (Hallelujah, Lord, so be it;  I agree, I agree, I agree.) 


10-13-19 
L)   SIS;   encasement;   encasement;   protect it, receive and protect it;   
(How, Lord?)   assisting angels;    (WTLAOYNY, I LAAI  asking for all the 
assisting angels needed to protect the encasements.  Hallelujah!)   yes, 
keep them on task 


10-18-19 
L)  SIS;   gather info;   (Yes, Lord, please guide me.)   gather it for My 
purposes as I direct;   watch and listen;   angels are preparing;   watch 
and listen, Child;   


11-04-19 
L)   SIS;   Clear the way, Child;   constantly be aware and see that the way 
is clear;   adjure the angels to sweep wherever you are wherever you 
go;   keep the way clear for My Core 


11-08-19 
HP)   (When I covered the Hill Called The Place with Praises and 
Hallelujahs, I adjured the angels to tend to every detail Almighty Yahweh 
says to and then I told them to do so because, “It is time to bring it about.”   
(several times)   S 


11-16-19 
HH)   there is much ado, much ado;  My angels and hosts are 
accomplishing so much on many levels;  great preparations are being 
made, making ready;   My Core, you must fulfill your part;   be alert 
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overlooking absolutely nothing, understand;   obey My Son;  (Yes, Father, I 
agree to obey Your Son.)   Child, sit and absorb My words to you this day 


12-01-19 
HH)   aware;   you know to be aware, Child;   take 2 sweeping angels 
wherever you go during this trip;   adjure them to keep you swept and there 
with you;   adjure them to sweep before you, after you and on either side of 
you as well as the airways;   (thank You, Father)   (I call forth 2 sweeping 
angels and adjure you to keep me and those with me swept all throughout 
this trip.  I adjure you to sweep before me, after me, all sides of me and all 
airways.  I do so and I LAAI WTLAOYNY this sweeping)   good, Child, you 
are covered 


12-15-19 
HH)  keep the angels sweeping this seat;   it must be kept clean at all 
times;   understand;   (Yes, Father)   there is much you will be doing from 
this seat and it must not be unclean in any manner;   grasp, grasp the 
crucial importance of this, Child;  (Yes, Father, I believe I do and shall take 
note of it all.  Hallelujah!)   good;   always be prepared; 
12-29-19 
HH)  vSIS;   adjure My angels to behave in the manner for which they were 
created;   (Angels of Almighty Yahweh, I adjure you each to behave in the 
manner for which Almighty Yahweh created you and I LAAI WTLAOYNY 
this adjurement.  Hallelujah!)   Amen, Amen, so be it;    


ANOINTING 
1-02-19 
 Child, you are blessed;   clean the seat and sit;   VSIS;   (For some reason I 
raised my hands and said, “Anoint me anew, Lord.”)   yes, I agree and Anoint you 
anew for My purposes;   agree, Child;   (Yes, Father, I most certainly agree and 
legally AAI the receiving of Your Anointing anew upon me w/A of YNY.)   yes, it is 
done, legally done, Child;   


6-13-19 
30 minutes:   employ the anointings, employ the anointings  


ARSONAL 
2-11-19   
HH)  (While I was bowed before Yahweh...)   parameters broadened;   yes, look 
for and expect My timing;   vSIS;   glean, Child, glean from My truth;   glean the 
Power and Might within them;  take of the Power and Might for your arsenal;   
take of their increase;  glean again and again;   your work is a Mighty work;   
glean in preparation for it;   you must have massive Power and Might;   
overcoming Power and Might;   glean, glean, glean;   understand 
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7-04-19 
HH)    Challenge, many Challenges, Child;   you shall meet and overcome by My 
Power, My Might, My strength, My Knowledge, My Understanding, My Words, My 
will, My Plans;   I have just given you a listing of My main heavy duty 
weaponry;   use, use, use them, use them wisely and strategically;   grasp what 
I am telling you, Child;   (I do grasp it and I LAAI it all WTLAOYNY. Halleluyah)   
Hallelujah 


7-14-19 
L)   SIS;   Push, Push forth with great force, My Children;   push down every 
enemy blockade;   let none stand;   your arsenals, power, might, and strength are 
sufficient 


7-22-19 
HP)  SIS;   on guard;   yes, I say be on guard;   Child, watch carefully;   enemy 
approaching;   cover yourself with all My arms I have for you;   weapons ready;   
hands ready;   warring angels;   beckon them to surround you, this property;   
family;   beckon them now;   (I LAAI WTLAOYNY beckoning all the warrior angels 
Almighty Yahweh has for me to protect me, this property and my family.  Warrior 
angels of Almighty Yahweh, I beckon you to come forth prepared and ready at all 
times to protect me, this property, and my family wherever they or I may be and I 
adjure you to be at peak performance whenever you are on duty.)   Hallelujah, 
Child 


9-05-19 
L)   SIS;   charge;   charge;   charge forth, Child;   Charge forth equipped, legally 
equipped with all I have provided;   do so now;   (did) 


BABES / THE LOST / MASSES / ONSLAUGHT 
1-03-19 
L)  SIS;   Care for My babes;   forget them not;   aware, be aware of them 
wherever you are;   


1-24-19 
L)  SIS;   Indoctrinate;   Indoctrinate all you can of My truths into the babes and 
all of whom you meet;   do so deliberately, carefully, My Chosen;   you have My 
truths;   share step by step just as you have been taught;   see openings, see 
them 


1-28-19 
L)  SIS;   hide not My truths;   plan for the steps to share;   steps for each level of 
development;   understand;   overlook no detail;   careful, careful   


2-13-19  
HH)   gracious, gracious, Child always be gracious even to those who 
intentionally hurt you and others;   be gracious for I am gracious;   it is time to see 
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beyond the wrongs done and being done by the lost;   these We must be 
gracious to and lead them into salvation;  


2-21-19 
HP)  conditions, conditions, conditions;   My Chosen, be aware of the conditions 
of the souls of the babes and the lost with which you work;   be aware;   be not 
blinded by surfaces;   see deep into their souls;   understand;   look beyond and 
meet the needs 


2-24-19   
HH)  teach My babes silence;  they must know about calm silence;   see to it, My 
Chosen;      


2-25-19  
HH)  train, train, you must train the babes;   teach and train;   understand;    


3-21-19 
HP)   lift the loads;   yes, lift the loads from the babes, My Children;   unburden 
them;   follow My lead for I shall guide you in each situation;   be not afraid   ever;   
understand;    


3-31-19 
L)  SIS;   Enlighten;   forget not to Enlighten those I send you;    prove Me to 
them;   testify with irrefutable testimonies, My Children;   hallelujah;   
HP)  SIS;   be in My flow, be in My flow;   tell the babes;   Child, stay in My flow at 
ALL times;   


4-10-19 
HP)   hinder not My babes;   feed them what I say, when I say;   choke them not;   
they must be allowed time and space to absorb;   be aware, be aware, My 
Chosen;   


5-06-19  
HP)   see to the salvation of the babes and the lost;   cover and teach them;   
hesitate not;   let no opportunity pass by, My Children;  


5-27-19   
HP)  Conjure no more;   My people must Conjure not;   relate this to them as they 
come;  understand;   aid them in total trust of Me 


6-04-19 
HP)   remember, My Chosen, your first priority is salvation for the lost;   utmost, 
utmost importance;   let this priority not wane;   understand 
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6-05-19 
L)   SIS;   minister, minister, minister;   watch for openings to minister My truths to 
all I bring to you, My Child;   (Yes, Lord, I trust You to guide me in it.)   Hallelujah 


6-19-19 
L)   SIS;   Call forth the babes;  Child, it is time to call forth the babes;  Call them, 
Call them, Call them;   (I do now legally Call forth the babes for as Almighty 
Yahweh has said it is time.  WTLAOYNY, I LAAI this Calling forth of the babes.  
Hallelujah!) 


6-21-19 
HP)   wishful thinking;   serves no good purpose;   understand;   reveal to the 
babes;   replace with trust, absolute trust in Me;   teach, teach, teach 


6-30-19 
L)   Negotiate;   Negotiate not with any enemy force whatsoever;   tell the babes, 
tell the babes this must not be;   (Yes, Father, I agree.)  good, Child, good;   be 
ready to teach My truths on many levels of readiness;   understand   


7-04-19 
HP)   do you believe Me;   (Yes, Lord, I do.)   feed My sheep;   


7-14-19 
HP)  hunger, hunger, hunger;   My Children, see those who hunger after Me;   aid 
them in feasting of Me;   recognize their hunger and feed them;   understand;   


7-21-19 
L)  SIS;   guide, guide, guide;   let Me guide you in guiding those I bring to you, 
Child;    (I LAAI WTLAOYNY letting You, Almighty Yahweh, guide me in guiding 
those You bring to me.)   be ready for they are coming   
8-13-19 
L)   Comfort the lost with My truth, wisdom Mercy, Grace;  Comfort them with My 
words I have given you, My Chosen;   understand and Comfort them 


11-02-19 
L)   legal, legal;   ease into explaining My legalities to others;   remember step by 
step;   overwhelm not the babes 


Battle / War / Warrior 
 1-07-19  
HH)     My Mighty, Young Warrior;   you shall do well in battle;   I have spoken;   
stand on these My words;   look up to Me;   lift your arms to Me;   blessings 
abound in these your arms and hands;    
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2-02-19   
SIS:   Charge, Charge, Charge forth on My command;   you are ready;   stay 
ready and Charge as I say;   when, where, how;   understand;   
HH)   yield only to Me;   this absolutely must be, My Children;   courage, 
courage, courage, let it not wane;  allow it to increase at My rate;   expect it to 
soar, Child;   expect it to soar;  


2-20-19 
HH)   pay close attention;   attention, attention, attention;   spiritual eyes alert;   
(suddenly, I disallowed the enemy from Our meetings tonight through any source 
or means and I put up a shield surrounding Our meeting place so the enemy had 
no entrance or access and I LAAI the disallowance and LAAI the putting up of the 
shield surrounding Our meeting place all WTLAOYNY.)   good discernment;   it 
was imperative;   Obedience, Obedience, Obedience is key;   Child, see the need 
for Obedience without discussion;   enemy stopped before they knew or could 
know about the defense being put in place;   stay on guard, stay on guard;   be 
aware of unctions I give you and be quick to act on them;  


3-03-19  
HH)  My warriors, I call you to attention;   all eyes focused on Me;   be ready for 
My commands;   judgment comes, judgment comes;   you shall withstand;   My 
Children, many will not;   time is short;   get all saved that ou can;  understand; 
7-06-19   
HP)   shudder not at what you see Me do concerning the evil forces;   shudder 
not at what I tell you to do in freeing the lost and the babes;   your trust in Me 
must be total;   understand;   (Yes, Lord, I do and agree with You in all matters.  
WTLAOYNY, I LAAI this trust and every action You require of me, Father.)   
Hallelujah 


7-07-19 
L)     send forth Hallelujahs;   send them forth as warring Hallelujahs;   (cover, 
I adjure you to cover all that Almighty Yahweh says for you to cover, to protect, to 
seal.   I LAAI WTLAOYNY  this covering by warring Hallelujahs.) 


7-22-19 
L)  SIS;   Encasement, Encasement;   keep the Praises stirred in each for more 
increasing;    this truth, this truth, this truth;   the Bride must know of this truth;   
(meaning the walking on Praises)  
HP)  SIS;   on guard;   yes, I say be on guard;   Child, watch carefully;   enemy 
approaching;   cover yourself with all My arms I have for you;   weapons ready;   
hands ready;   warring angels;   beckon them to surround you, this property;   
family;   beckon them now;   (I LAAI WTLAOYNY beckoning all the warrior 
angels Almighty Yahweh has for me to protect me, this property and my family.  
Warrior angels of Almighty Yahweh, I beckon you to come forth prepared 
and ready at all times to protect me, this property, and my family wherever they 
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or I may be and I adjure you to be at peak performance whenever you are on 
duty.)   Hallelujah, Child 


7-23-19 
HH)   exceeding Joy, exceeding Joy;   let it descend upon you, Child;   ( I LAAI  
WTLAOYNY letting exceeding Joy descend upon me.)   now, Child, employ Hope 
and expectancy in receiving it;  use them to Hope for and expect it;  (Yes, Lord,  I 
LAAI WTLAOYNY the employment and use of Hope and expectancy in receiving 
the exceeding Joy You desire to descend upon me.  Hallelujah!)   yes, yes;   call 
forth warring and ministering angels to aid you, Child;   (I call forth all the warring 
and ministering angels needed to aid me in receiving the exceeding Joy Almighty 
yahweh desires for me to have.  I LAAI WTLAOYNY the calling forth of warring 
and ministering angels to aid me in receiving the exceeding Joy Almighty Yahweh 
desires for me to have. Hallelujah)   


11-12-19 
L)   SIS;   Charge;   be ready to Charge ahead as I say;   yes, quick, sure, 
prepared, equipped;   My Children, be ready;  watch, watch, careful watches 


BEYOND / VAST / HORIZON 
5-17-19 
10 minutes:   (My elbows were resting on the chair arms and my hands were up.  
Suddenly I realized both of my thumbs had a numb feeling.  It lasted 2-3 minutes 
and left as suddenly as it had come.  Then my right forefinger had the same 
sensation.  As I remember the thumb represents judgment.  I then recalled that 
some time ago He told me, “You shall judge.”  While I was contemplating what 
my pointer finger represented He suddenly said...)   push through.  (I made a 
motion with my hands as though I were making a way through.)   My vast is now 
open to you, My vast is now open to you 
HH)  (As I bowed before Him...)   pass through My gates into the vast, pass 
through My gates into the vast;   (did)   vast knowledge, vast knowledge;   (over 
and over many times)   Yes, Child, this SOA is in and a part of the vast and so is 
the Healing Room;   be not dismayed;   allow yourself to grasp the vastness of 
this knowledge;   (WTLAOYNY, I LAAI allowing myself to grasp the vastness of 
this knowledge Almighty Yahweh has for me to grasp.)   Hallelujah, Hallelujah  
(over and over)  Yes, know ye not that these My Hallelujahs are unending, 
sealing the knowledge and truths of My ever increasing vastness which also is 
unending;  grasp, Child, grasp all you can;   (Yes, Father, thank You)   


6-18-19 
L)   SIS;   configure;   Child, always look beyond any external configuration;   look 
beyond, look beyond 
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BLESSINGS / GIFTINGS 
1-08-19    
L)   SIS;   Mighty Blessings with myriads of facets I bestow to My Chosen;     
watch 
HH)  Monumental this night;   true ministry;   water, water, water;   experience 
My rain, Child;   blessings untold;   look for them, look at them;   receive them in 
the fullness I intend for you to see;   overlook nothing;  


1-13-19 
HH)  (I started to roil the healing waters...)   bless them;   (did with the blessings 
of Yahweh, I blessed them and then drank.)   (As I took the first drink...)   you are 
drinking blessings;   drink your fill;   (I drank until he said..)   enough 


1-30-19 
HH)   come forth to receive;   (Father, here am I.)   multiple, multiple, multiple 
blessings I bestow upon you;   receivest thou;   (Yes, Father; w/the LAOYNY, 
ILAAI receiving of these Your multiple, multiple, multiple blessings upon me.)   
they are for your work in this room;   Kyle must receive the ones I have for him as 
well;   blessings shall abound in this place;   I have spoken;   it now is in effect 


3-13-19 
L)  SIS;  giftings, giftings, My Children, stir your giftings;   (WTLAOYNY, I stir the 
giftings 


5-07-19 
L)  SIS;   My Children, My Children, allow My Blessings upon you;   garner all I 
have for you, Child;    


5-09-19 
HH)   you are blessed;   receive My showers;    


5-16-19 
HP)  hone, hone, hone;   Keep Honing your giftings and your skills of your 
positions, My children;   be not lax;   totally refuse lax in your midst;   ( I LAAI 
WTLAOYNY the total refusal of lax in my midst.)   Hallelujah 


6-29-19 
HP)   Child, Prepare to receive;   great abundance;   abundance in many things 
and areas;   Prepare, Prepare;   (Father, I legally Prepare to receive all You have 
for me to receive.)   Hallelujah, Child;   go forth now with My Blessings;   yes, I 
said Blessings 


6-30-19 
HH)   teeter not, Child;   keep My balance I have blessed you with;   ( I LAAI 
WTLAOYNY keeping the balance with which Almighty Yahweh has Blessed me, 
Hallelujah!)    Child, keep absorbing;   participate as I show you,Child;   many 
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times I desire for you to hang back and watch;   intervene as I say, only as I say;   
understand   
7-01-19 
HH)   yield, yield, yield all to Me;   understand;   all, everything yielded to Me;  
(Yes, Father, I agree and choose to do so.)   now, tend to those who grieve;   
bless them and sweep what you can from them;  


7-23-19 
L)  SIS;   great gifts, great gifts, great gifts;   expect with all hope;   understand;   ( 
I LAAI WTLAOYNY expecting great gifts with all hope.  Hallelujah!)   I agree, 
Amen 


10-02-19 
HH)   sense Me, Child, sense Me;   Prepare to receive, Prepare to receive;   
Blessings this night;  Cherish them;   Cherish them for they are special, special, 
special;   take not for granted;   understand;   


11-24-19 
HH)   stand, again I say stand, My Child;   My Blessings, My Blessings I now 
bestow upon you, My Child;   receivest thou them;   (Yes, Father, I LAAI 
WTLAOYNY receiving these Your Blessings for me and I thank You for them.  
Hallelujah!)   


11-30-19 
HP)   Prepare to receive;   great gifts I desire to bestow upon you;   yes, you, My 
Child;   (Father  I LAAI, WTLAOLYNY receiving these great gifts You desire to 
bestow upon me and I thank You for them, Hallelujah!)   yes, yes, yes and yes 
again, My Child, Hallelujah! 


12-03-19 
HH)   comfort, I bestow Comfort upon you, Child;   yes, you are correct to wonder 
because there are many kinds;   I give you all manner of good, positive Comfort;   
take and cherish each;   be aware and recognize them as they appear unto you;   
understand;   (Yes, Father, and I thank You for each of them.)   take great 
Comfort from seeing healing and receiving it as well;   take Comfort in all I shall 
supply you with during the busiest of upcoming times;    I shall add as needs 
arise;   take Comfort in this knowledge, Child;   (Yes, Father, I shall.)  


12-05-19  
HH)   (I saw a cotton field that was almost solid white with a beautiful crop of 
cotton.)   Yes, I supply;   I supply;   fear not for I supply all you need and more;   
abundantly more;   grasp what I am saying;   (Father, I thank You for supplying all 
our needs and for this abundance)   use wisely  
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12-31-19 
L)  grey skies shall turn to blue;  My blue;   yes, Child, I want you to watch and 
expect for more of My Blue;   you experienced a triple blessing assuredly and I 
desire for more, many more for you;   now; truly watch and expect;   (triple 
blessings on the 28th – Clinton's birth, Kelsey's wedding, Lynsey's attending the 
wedding)   
HP) SIS;   Child, Child, Child, bless all I tell you to bless;   understand;   (Yes, 
Lord)   speak blessings into this house that all who enter it this night shall be 
blessed;   ( I legally speak blessings into every part of this house so that all who 
enter it this night shall be blessed.   I LAAI WTLAOYNY this Declaration of 
blessings.  Hallelujah!)   Amen, Amen 
(As I read these words, I sent Hallelujahs over the triple blessings of the 28th of 
December 2019  that they may not be besmirched, rather that they be sealed 
and protected legally by Hallelujahs I LAAI WTLAOYNY this declaration. 


BRIDE / MY CHOSEN / MY CHILDREN 
2-14-19 
L)   SIS;   careful, careful with whom you conjoin, My Chosen;   let your 
conjoining be with Us;   understand;  
HP)   SIS;   Conduct;   prepare yourself, Child to Conduct what I have for you to 
Conduct;   Massive effort required by you and those standing with you;  every 
detail must be perfectly seen about, understand;   prepare your mind starting 
now;  (Yes Father, I so choose according to Your will.) 


2-25-19   
HH)   My Children, you must study the archives;   understand;   study, not just 
read, but study them; 


3-13-19 
HP)  genuine, genuine, genuine in all levels My Chosen;   you must be, you must 
be;   understand;   absolutely genuine as am I;   if you do not mean it, don't say 
or do it in any or all situations;   understand 


3-14-19 
L)   SIS;   encumbered;   be ye not encumbered by the duties of man, My 
Children;   you must recognize what is not of Me, My Children;   let these things 
not be burdens on you;   understand;   


3-16-19    
HP)   Plenty, Plenty, Plenty;   I have given you Plenty and shall continue to do so, 
My Children;   remember to allow and receive all I give, when I give it;   


3-17-19 
30 minutes:   Decline;   deny and sever any past allegiances you have made both 
knowingly and unknowingly, My Children;   Decline any lingering attachments;   
My children, you must sever any rights you have given to any source besides 
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Me;   understand;   understand be it a person or persons or any type of 
organization, business, or group;   these ties of allegiances must be severed;   
(WTLAOYNY, I legally sever any and all allegiance or allegiances I may have 
made to any person, persons, organizations, business, thing or group of any sort 
other than  Almighty Yahweh, King Yahushua, or Ruak Hakodesh, and I LAAI this 
severance WTLAOYNY.)   (Almighty Yahweh, King Yahushua, Ruak Hakodesh, I 
now pledge my total allegiance to You and I LAAI this pledge WTLAOYNY.)   
Hallelujah, so be it 


3-18-19 
HP)   SIS;   Great Allegiances being formed;   My Children, My Children, aid, aid;   
Allegiances to Me, Allegiances to Me;   be aware of them, aid, aid    


3-19-19 
L)  Extol;   Extol My will;   Extol Me and all that I am, My Children;   hold back 
not;    
HP)  SIS;   Allegiance, Allegiance, Allegiance;   I appreciate your Allegiance and 
dedication to Me, My Children;   let it not wane;   understand;  your tongues, your 
tongues, your tongues, take care of your tongues tune your ears to hear 
yourselves;   correct all that needs correcting;   understand;    
HH)  tend to Our business;   Enlighten;   Enlighten wherever I send you;  you are 
My Beacons, My Children;   take this not lightly;   you are My Chosen Ones;   
I have chosen you to Enlighten the nations;   step forth, boldly step forth, My 
Chosen Ones;   teach, free, and teach more   understand;   shackles must be 
permanently removed from all who will believe and receive;   judge them not;   
teach and free them;  understand this directive, understand it fully;    be prepared 
to go forth 


3-22-19 
HP)   Purchased;  know you have been Purchased by My blood;     enter into My 
rest;    enter into it as you finish each work I have called you to;   understand, My 
Children, understand;       


3-23-19 
L)   My chosen, work at understanding;   take nothing for granted;   always look 
beyond;   yield totally to Me so I can reveal all I desire to reveal to you;   
understand;   yield totally to Me;   


3-24-19 
HP)    Enter with calm assurances;   Enter with calm assurances wherever I send 
you, My Children;   this must be and you must remember and do so;    


3-29-19 
L)  Write;   My theme is healing of souls, hearts, minds, physical and spiritual 
beings; yes, the salvation of all and the healing of all;   grasp, grasp, grasp, My 
Chosen;   hallelujah and Amen 
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3-31-19 
30 minutes:   Calm assurance, calm assurance;   allow yourself to be in it at all 
times;   
L)   Enlighten;   forget not to Enlighten those I send you;  prove Me to them;   
testify with irrefutable testimonies, My Children;   hallelujah;   


4-09-19 
HP) lag not behind Me , My Chosen;   keep up, be aware and keeps up;   stay in 
My time, My timing;   understand;   
HH)   judgment shall come, be ye ready, My Children;   yes, My Children, use 
your faith, your mighty faith and be ready;   be ready to carry out My plans;   let 
there be not hesitation when I speak;   the time for consistent instant 
obedience is now here;   understand;   grasp and understand and Obey; 


4-10-19 
L)   SIS;   fall not down, fall not down, My Children;   stand firm;   give Me your 
feet;   yes, that they may  trod where and how I direct 
HP)   hinder not My babes;   feed them what I say, when I say;   choke them not;   
they must be allowed time and space to absorb;   be aware, be aware, My 
Chosen;   


4-13-19 
 (I wondered why He had told me about the shifting of Power to the Christians in 
the board words this morning.)  they needed to be spoken, legally spoken;   
spoken with the agreement of more than 2 or 3;   this body of true believers must 
speak;   understand;  (I then wondered why now?)   it was time, My time for it;   
doubt not My plans, My Children, doubt not Me;    
HP)   bleed not;   let not your souls bleed, My Children;   allow it not;   
(WTLAOYNY, I LAAI the disallowance of my soul to bleed just as Almighty 
Yahweh has said, Hallelujah!) 


4-16-19 
L)  SIS;   Gather My Meat;  Gather to feed;  follow My lead;   follow every step of 
My lead   
HH)  aggrieve not, My Children;   come to Me;   aggrieve not;  keep it tended, 
Child;   it must not be allowed in;   understand;   perfect submission;   strive for 
perfect submission to Me 


4-20-19 
HH)   parallel, parallel, parallel;   (saw it several times)   bring your parallel ever 
closer to Me, Child;   soon, soon, soon, Bride, you shall truly be one with My Son;   
(Hallelujah, Father)   yes, many, many, many, Hallelujahs;   let them ring forth all 
across the lands, the waters, the heavenlies, and the airways, let them legally 
ring forth;   (I legally allow Hallelujahs to ring forth where and how Almighty 
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Yahweh desires according to His will and plans and I LAAI it WTLAOYNY.)   be 
ready, Bride, Be Ready;  


4-23-19  
HP)  SIS;   Clean the house, Clean the house, My Children, I adjure you to Clean 
the house;  follow My steps as I give them;   


4-29-19 
HP)    muddle not, My Children, be perfectly clear in all matters;   seek My 
guidance and heed it;   understand;   step forth with sure feet;   tend only as I tell 
you to tend;   assume nothing on your own;   let Me guide, let Me guide;   


5-01-19 
L)   Perjure not, My Chosen;   be careful to not Perjure for any reason;   My truth 
and yours must prevail;   understand  
HP)   SIS;   hinder not My plans and purposes, My Chosen;   I put each of you in 
remembrance of ministering within the parameters of your positions, gifts, and 
mantles;   encroach not on others 


5-10-19 
L)   SIS;   Regenerate;   allow Me to Regenerate what each of you needs;   
(Almighty Yahweh, I LAAI allowing You to Regenerate all I need to have You 
Regenerate in me and for me WTLAOYNY.  Hallelujah.)   so be it, Child;   now 
hope and expect;   legally so;   (Yes, Lord, I legally allow hope and expectancy to 
come forth in me and be permanently established in me and ( I LAAI it 
WTLAOYNY.   Hallelujah.)   yes, yes be it so 


5-18-19 
HH)   sync with Me, sync with Me;   Build Me a Church;   yes, I said Build Me a 
Church;   it must be, Child;   Faith, Faith, Faith, use your Faith and My 
specifications;   yes, there is to be one without man's walls, but yet another to 
house massive gatherings;   Believe it, Believe it, Believe it;   Believe it for it must 
be;   settle it in your souls, your spirits, your entire beings, My Children for I have 
now said it and it is written and soon to be spoken;   BELIEVE it;   Amen and 
Amen; 


5-27-19 
L)   SIS;   holy;   wholly;   be now holy wholly, My Children;   understand;   I desire 
for you to be whole and holy;   be aware and strive, strive for this;   


6-14-19  
HP)  lead, lead, lead, My Chosen;   lead as I guide you to lead;   lead as I have 
chosen you to lead;   overstep not, assume not, but lead as I reveal your steps;   
understand;  lead according to the dictates of your positions;   you each 
must thoroughly understand your positions and those of one another;   seek Me 
for what you don't grasp   
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6-20-19 
HH)  vSIS;   Cleanse, Cleanse, Cleanse;   keep Cleansing;   tell My People to 
Cleanse before Me;   this must be;  thorough;   it must be thorough;   quick 
dips don't do much;   wash and Cleanse yourselves thoroughly;   overlook not;  
deep, deep, deep Cleansing must be done;   teach the babes, teach My babes;  
Cleansing must not be overlooked;   rush it not;   rush it not;   so many are not 
thorough;   this must change, My Chosen;   every step, every act imperative for 
thorough Cleansing;  see to it, My Children    


6-23-19 
HH)  grasp and re-grasp;   never assume you have grasped all I have for you;   
you know all things have many details and facets;  again I say, grasp and re-
grasp;   re-grasp as many times as it takes to get My truth deeply imbedded 
within you , My Children;   delve deep into the archives for re-grasping;   go 
slowly, rush through them not;   read, grasp, read, grasp;   let this be your 
pattern;   understand, My Children, you are now capable of firmly grasping and 
understanding what My words of truth are saying to you;   yes, yes, yes, now you 
can, now you can grasp and understand;   


6-25-19 
L)   Bride, you must be prepared and ready;   flood the nations with Joy Bells;   
understand;   let it be as though they are flooding the nations so My will can go 
forth unhindered;   


6-29-19 
L)     Surge ahead, My Chosen;   Surge ahead how, when, where I say;   be 
ready to Surge ahead at My rate and time;   understand;   (Yes, Lord, and I 
choose to do so exactly as you say WTLAOYNY, I LAAI this choice.)   Hallelujah, 
yes, sealed;   move on 


6-30-19 
HP)  all is well, fear not for I am here;   adjust as I say to, My Children;  only as I 
say;   understand 


CHANGES / REVELATIONS 
6-01-19 
L)   SIS:   Significant changes;   be ready, Child;   soon Significant changes;   
stay close, close, close to Me;   allow no influences from man; extra alert;   Yes, 
Child, I am here, always, be not afraid;    ( I LAAI WTLAOYNY allowing no 
influences from man and I choose to be extra alert as You say.)   hallelujah 


7-18-19 
HP)  SIS;   (As I stood in silence waiting...)   reach, reach;  (I opened my eyes 
and reached up with both hands and looked up and saw the curtain rod.)   the 
bar, the bar has been lifted, raised with you holding it;   SIS;  your vision shall 
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clear, your vision shall clear, your vision shall clear;   SIS;   be patient;   SIS;   
clear the way, clear the way, clear the way;   move forth  


8-01-19 
HH)  My Purposes, My Purposes;   revelations of My Purposes coming about;   
receive as I give;  understand;  receive each overlooking none;   this must be;   
pay attention, pay attention  


8-27-19 
L)   placement;   be not surprised at placements I am making;   allow each as I 
make them;    
HH)  Calm, Child, Calm;   be in it and stay in it;   Child, keep praying for the 
students;   student by student by student;   (Yes, Lord)  


9-02-19 
L)  sync;   sync again with Me, Child;   new things, new happenings;   sync with 
Me;  (Yes, Lord, I legally agree to sync and be in sync with You concerning the 
new things and new happenings according to Your Will and plans and I LAAI it all 
WTLAOYNY. Hallelujah!)   good, good, now let hope get to work;   (Hope, I let 
you now legally get to work as Father  says.  Hallelujah!) 


10-24-19 
HH)  change up, change up;   resist not;   trust Me;  worry not, your Praises go 
forth;  


11-13-19 
HP)  collect, collect;   gather and collect all I am revealing;   gather and collect, 
Core;   imperative;   understand;  (Yes, Lord, please guide us in this.)   listen 
carefully, Core;   listen as I reveal 


11-16-19 
HP) SIS;   come, come into My light;  yes, My Holy Light;   enter unafraid, enter 
boldly for I have asked you to;   (yes, Lord, here am I.)   Child, know My light 
shines that you may see, see clearly all I have for you to see;   (Thank You, Lord)   
be not afraid for your eyes were made to see with My light;   (Thank You, Lord.  
Now what do I do?)   simply be here and absorb as I give, as I reveal;   
acclimate, acclimate for a spell 
HH)  vSIS;   fret not for I shall reveal in My timing all you need to know, what you 
must do;  understand;   (Yes, Lord)  


11-20-19 
L)   SIS;   listen, My Children, listen;   more revelations;   pay attention to My 
revelations;   understand and tend to these revelations coming forth; 
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12-10-19 
HP)  sugarcoat not, Child;   speak as I show you to speak;   (Yes, Father)   add 
not nor detract;   (I agree, Lord.)   revelations soon, Child;   imperative you speak 
only what I show you to speak and act as I show you to act;   understand;   (Yes, 
Lord)  


12-29-19 
HH)   Proceed towards healing, Child;   choose to be receptive to My revelations 
of the workings of healing;   (Yes, Father, I do choose to be receptive to Your 
revelations of the workings of healing and I LAAI WTLAOYNY this choice.  
Hallelujah!)   yes, yes, Hallelujah many times over. Amen;  


COALS 
4-05-19 
HH)   (As I bowed in homage to Yahweh, I placed my hands on the hearth.)   
Your hands are upon the coals of My alter;   they are gaining in Power, Power, 
Power;   the Power of My fires 


4-06-19  
HH)   (As I gave homage to Him, I put my hands on the coals again...)   gaining in 
Power, gaining in Power, gaining in Power;   (I legally receive and activated it.)  


4-07-19 
HH)   (I gave homage and placed my hands on the coals again...)   Power, 
Power, Power increasing;   be not amazed, be not amazed;  


4-09-19  
HH)  place your hands upon My coals;    grasp from them;   place them upon 
your eyes once again;   


4-10-19  
HH)   (I placed my hands on the coals until he said...)   release;   soon, soon, 
soon, you shall use the fires;   the fires shall legally shoot forth from your hand to 
heal;   they shall burn without burning;   understand;   Never doubt, Never doubt;   
so, so crucial that you and Kyle doubt not ever as you use and allow My Power, 
Might, and Healing;   they must go forth freely 


4-11-19 
HH)   place your hands upon My coals;   stir them;   place  your hands upon your 
head now that I may sear your brain for what lies ahead;   (did)   your brain, your 
brain, your brain;   nothing can now penetrate your brain, My Obedient One;   
your brain can now operate as I created it;   understand;     Submit, Submit, 
always Submit to Me, My Child;  so be it, My Child;   
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5-04-19 
HH)    sweep more coals upon your feet;  your feet, your feet;   they are about to 
flame;   allow it, Child, and be not amazed;   allow the work they must do, the 
places they must travel;      


5-30-19 
HH)   place your hands on the coals again;   (did)   now place the soles of your 
feet on the coals;   (did, left then right)   significant;   every facet, every detail 
has significant purposes;   all must be grasped;   understand;   never assume 
you have realized them all;   ask Me, ask Me;   My children, I am thorough;   you 
also must, must, must be thorough   be not so quick to move on without being 
absolutely thorough;   understand that this gives the enemy openings that should 
not have been left open to them;   My Children, allow yourselves to be diligent in 
being this thorough 


6-13-19 
HH)  place your feet on My coals  


6-19-19  
HH)  (As I bowed and gave homage to Almighty Yahweh...)   touch your forehead 
to the coals, Child;  for your mind's sake;   for the sake of your mind;   that it too 
now can flame as I say;     


7-22-19 
HH)  (For some reason I laid this book on the hearth when I gave homage to the 
Lord.  When I realized it was on the coals, the words that came forth...)   sit to 
write that the words of this book flame forth with the Power I have placed in each 
of them.   That they each do the work I have given them to do for My words are 
life.   (I asked that every word of this book be seared into my brain, my memory.)   
it shall be;   doubt Me not;   (I agree, Father, and I doubt you not.) 


7-26-19 
HH)   the coals are still lit, Child;   partake of them as I instruct;   swipe them 
onto your feet;   (did)   your feet shall flame and burn as I say now;    


8-16-19   
HH)  the coals, the coals, the coals;   fan the coals, Child;   (did and told them to 
be at the temperature Almighty Yahweh wanted them to be for His purposes.  
Hallelujah!)   so be it;       


11-13-19 
L)   SIS;   juncture;   We are at a juncture;   aware, My children, you must be 
consciously aware of  circumstances all around;   let there be joining only if 
and when I say;   understand;  (Yes, Lord, I do.)   significant happenings 
occurring;  be totally, acutely aware;   Core specifically 
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HP)  collect, collect;   gather and collect all I am revealing;   gather and collect, 
Core;   imperative;   understand;  (Yes, Lord, please guide us in this.)   listen 
carefully, Core;   listen as I reveal 
HH)  breathe in of the coals;  breathe in of the coals that there be fire within 
your belly;   (did)   now allow them to kindle and burn according to My will and 
plans;  ( I LAAI WTLAOYNY the kindling and burning You desire to be in my belly 
according to Your Will and Plans.  Halleluyah!)   yes, definitely, Halleluyah! 


11-27-19 
HH)   the coals are about to flame;   be not surprised;  My fires, My fires are Holy 
for all that I am, all that I have is Holy;   put them not out;   allow them to burn as I 
deem;   (Yes, Father, I agree and do so allow.)   


11-30-19 
HH)  stir the coals;   (did)   blow upon them, child, blow the breath of life upon 
them;   3 breaths;   (did)   they flame, they flame with My Holy flames;   allow 
them to burn;   (Coals and flames, I legally allow you to burn as Almighty Yahweh 
says, and I LAAI WTLAOYNY this burning. Hallelujah!)   good, Hallelujah;    


12-05-19  
HH)  sense the coals, sense the coals;   (Yes, Lord)   blow on them;  stir them;   
keep them stirred, ready to flame each time I say;   (Yes, Lord)   


12-09-19 
HH)   (I stirred the coals.)   watch them flame, watch them do this work I have for 
them and their flames;    


12-10-19 
HH)   (stirred the coals)   allow the coals to warm your soul, Child;   (Coals, I 
LAAI WTLAOYNY  allowing you to warm my soul.  Hallelujah!)   agreed, I agree, 
Child 


12-12-19       
HH)  (I found myself gently stirring the coals.)   not all things are done with vigor;   
(I agree, Lord.)    


12-17-19 
HH) (As I stirred the coals...)   they shall amass;   expect and watch;   great heat, 
great fire;      


12-18-19 
HH)  these coals are perpetual never  ceasing;   Understand;   I have called them 
and named them so they shall ever smolder being ready to flame as I say;   
(Hallelujah, Father)   yes, yes;      
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12-22-19 
HH)    (As I stirred the coals...)   feel the heat, feel the heat;   (did)   blow;   
convenient, convenient;   I have made all convenient for you, My Child;   take 
notice; 


12-23-19 
HH)  (As I stirred the coals...)   anchor them, declare them anchored that they not 
blow away;   (I legally anchor the Lord's coals and declare them anchored that 
they not blow away and I LAAI WTLAOYNY this Declaration, Hallelujah!)   done, 
Child, done, Amen;   


12-24-19   
HH)     adjure the coals to stay in a constant state of stirring;   (Coals, I adjure 
you to be in a constant state of stirring.  I do so and I LAAI WTLAOYNY this 
adjurement;   Hallelujah!)   Amen;   vSIS;   


12-30-19  
HH)   (I told the coals to flame when Almighty Yahweh calls upon them to flame.)   
Hallelujah, Child 


COMMANDEER 
3-25-19  
HP)   Commandeer, Commandeer, Commandeer;   (Lord, what do You want me 
to Commandeer?)   Commandeer all My truths that have been stolen by the 
enemy or covered up by the enemy in some way;   (WTAOYNY, I legally 
Commandeer all truths that the enemy has stolen or covered up in some way.  I 
legally do so under the instructions and according to the will of Almighty Yahweh 
and I LAAI this recovery WTLAOYNY.)   Hallelujah, Child, Hallelujah;   may your 
obedience be accounted to you 
Ohh, great, great Hallelujahs, Child 


5-17-19 
HP)   SIS;   Commandeering is increasing;   be not amazed;   focus and follow 
My lead at all times;   crucial;   crucial;  


7-15-19 
HP)  Commandeer, Commandeer, be ready, Child, for I soon will have you 
Commandeer many more things;   be ready and prepared;   peruse;   Child take 
time to peruse the words I have given you in this book 


8-28-19    
HP)   commandeer all the angels needed to bring forth My plans for this place, 
Child;   ( I LAAI WTLAOYNY commandeering all the angels needed to bring forth 
Your plans for this place, Almighty Yahweh, Hallelujah!)   so be it;   Hallelujah, 
Hallelujah, Hallelujah and Amen;   it is time to begin;   (Hallelujah, Lord, so be it;  
I agree, I agree, I agree.) 
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COMMANDS / DIRECTIVES / INSTRUCTIONS 
5-13-19      
HH)   listen to My new commands for you;   you shall Bless all I tell you to Bless 
with the fingers of your right hand;   receive what I say to receive;  reject what I 
say to reject and how I say to reject;   you must be absolutely obedient in 
these things, Child;   (I understand and agree to be obedient to what you say, 
Father.)  


5-16-19 
HH)   enjoin Us at your seat, your SOA;   (did)   another command I give;   
enlighten the lost, carefully enlighten the lost;   no preaching;   enlighten them, 
very carefully enlighten them;   understand   


6-08-19     
HH)   wail not, My Children, take comfort in Me 


6-12-19 
HP)   Cleanse, Cleanse, Cleanse;   listen carefully, My Children, Cleanse 
carefully all I tell you to cleanse;   yes, there will be many souls, but there are 
things that will need Cleansing;   My directive is to Cleanse all, absolutely all I 
say to Cleanse;   some will be by fire;   be not surprised;   understand 


6-20-19 
HH)  vSIS;   Cleanse, Cleanse, Cleanse;   keep Cleansing;   tell My People to 
Cleanse before Me;   this must be;  thorough;   it must be thorough;   quick 
dips don't do much;   wash and Cleanse yourselves thoroughly;   overlook not;  
deep, deep, deep Cleansing must be done;   teach the babes, teach My babes;  
Cleansing must not be overlooked;   rush it not;   rush it not;   so many are not 
thorough;   this must change, My Chosen;   every step, every act imperative for 
thorough Cleansing;  see to it, My Children  


6-23-19 
HP)    harbor no grudge, My Children;   harbor not;    refuse them;   refuse them 
to root, to grow, to fester;   understand, My Children;   rid yourselves of them;   
choose wisely to rid them from your beings 


6-24-19 
HP)   Clear My way;   make way;   make clear My way, My Children;    follow My 
lead;   just follow My lead 


6-25-19 
L)   SIS;   Tell them, Tell them, Tell them to listen for My instructions, for My 
guidance;    
HP)  SIS;   render, render, render unto Me, My Children;   render all I ask of you;   
hold not back;   hold not back;   be legal in all;  understand;   always legal 
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6-26-19 
L)   petty, petty;   My Children, recognize the works of pettiness and refuse it;   
allow it not in our midst;   it must not take root;   understand 


7-04-19 
L)   Conjure;   My Children, you must not Conjure;   enter not into its clutches;   
understand;    (WTLAOYNY, I LAAI disallowing all aspects of Conjure.)   
Hallelujah, Child, Hallelujah 


7-06-19 
10 minutes:   next best step, Cherish Me;   (After a bit I saw a young girl 7 or 8 
years old walk into either a lush corn field or milo field.  The leaves were about a 
foot and a half tall.  She walked a few feet into the field and lay down between 
the rows.  Immediately, I said in my mind, “Lord, I do not want to lie down in Your 
abundance.”)   come, work with Me 
L)  SIS;   Share;   Share as I direct, Child;   be not shy in it;   Be prepared to 
shout “Amen” when I tell you;  be instantaneous in doing so;   My timing is always 
precise and crucial;   understand;    


7-08-19 
HP)  Provoke not, Provoke not;   My Children, I adjure you to Provoke not 
anyone or anything;  understand;   I Provoke not and I expect the same of you 
each;   think on this and understand;    


7-09-19 
HP)   prepare for Me a place, prepare for Me a place;   (Father, what do you 
mean?)   your hearts, your minds, your souls, your spirits,. Your entire beings;   I 
want a place withing each;   understand;  (Yes, Lord, I ask for Your specific 
guidance in this.)   receive instructions as I give;    
HH)  Bride, Bride, Bride, prepare to reign with My Son;   allow Me to perfect;   
break the dominance of evil from you and permit Me to perfect;  this must be, it 
must legally be;  understand;   you must truly understand;   (Father, please guide 
us with complete understanding as You deem.)   permit Me, permit Me, legally 
permit Me;   (Almighty Yahweh, I legally permit You to perfect me as You desire.  
This I LAAI WTLAOYNY.  Halleluyah!)  


7-14-19  
HH)   honor Me, My Children, truly give Me honor;   (Father, I LAAI WTLAOYNY  
honoring You in all the ways I possibly can for You are truly worthy of all honor.)   
My Children, you must draw closer, ever closer to Me;   I desire to bless you 
each, but you must draw closer, closer, closer;   tell them, Child, tell them;   be 
not satisfied lest ye grow stale and stagnate;   understand, My Children;  you 
must come closer, desiring for more of Me and yielding more, more of yourselves 
to Me;   understand;   Child, tell them tell them;   tell them to think on these things 
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and make a serious decision to come closer and to truly desire more of Me and 
be willing to yield themselves to Me 


7-15-19 
HH)   extend the homage to Me legally now;   ( I LAAI  WTLAOYNY extending 
homage to Almighty Yahweh legally so.  Hallelujah!)    


7-17-19  
HH)   (As I roiled up from the depths...)   accelerate;   (I roiled faster and faster.)  
delve deeper, Child, ever deeper;   I have more to reveal through you;   agree to 
delve deeper;   (FATHER,  I LAAI WTLAOYNY delving as deep as You desire for 
me to go and to receive whatever You desire to reveal.)   so be it, so be it;   
Prepare to receive now;   (I held out and up my hands... )   depths of healing, 
depths of healing, depths of healing;   (Immediately my hands became hot.  The 
right hand was much hotter than the left.  After a bit...)  your eyes, your eyes, 
they will know My healing is coming forth from watching your eyes;   your eyes 
will change, your eyes shall change;   now write it;   (did)   be not hesitant to 
allow Kyle to hold the healing sword during these times 


7-18-19  
HH)   lengthy;   I have given you, My Children, many instructions;   I am a God of 
detail;   begrudge not My details for they each are important;   I could not have 
created all that I have without seeing to each and every detail and facet;  My 
Children, you too must be thorough in all I ask of you;   I desire for you to 
experience the success of being diligently thorough 


7-30-19 
L)   SIS;   go forth, Child, aligned anew with Me  (Hallelujah, Lord, thank You.  Be 
it now as You say.  I LAAI WTLAOYNY being aligned anew with You, Lord.)   
Amen, Child, Amen 
HP)   SIS;   cling unto Me;  (did)  SIS;   push forward;   push with gusto;   (did)   
now get ready;   watch, hope, and pray; Child, watch, hope, and pray;   (Yes, 
Lord, I choose to watch, hope, and pray as You say.)   


7-31-19 
HP)  get on board;   tell all who will to get on board now so they be not left 
behind;   imperative they not procrastinate;   (I understand, please help and guide 
us in this.)   be it so, be it so; 
HH)  Child, tell of My angels;   educate all who will listen;   (Yes, Father, I ask You 
to lead me to whomever will listen.)   yes, follow My lead;   (Yes, Lord, I gladly 
choose to follow Your lead.)   step by step by step;   no running nor leaping, it 
must be step by perfect step;   Let My Righteousness Reign;   Let it Reign, Let it 
Reign;   (I agree, Father, so I do legally let Your Righteousness Reign and I LAAI 
WTLAOYNY the Reign of the Lord's Righteousness.)   Hallelujah, Amen, 
Hallelujah;  
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8-01-19 
HP)  tongues, tongues;   deny not My tongues;   (Father, I agree and do not deny 
Your tongues, but rather I LAAI them WTLAOYNY.)   Hallelujah;   now pay 
attention to them 


8-04-19 
L)   accommodate;   Child, prepare yourself to accommodate;   (Lord, how do I 
do this?)   free your heart, free your heart;   (Lord, I choose to free My heart 
according toYour Will and Plans and I LAAI WTLAOYNY this freeing of my heart.)   
so be it 


8-05-19 
HP)    (As I stood waiting for instructions...)   enter into My Kingdom;   (How do I 
do it, Lord?)   take a step and lift with truth;   (did – TPHR)   (after a minute or so)   
enter on in;   (What about tending to the Praises?)   call them tended;   (did) 
HH)   (I entered and stood briefly wondering what to do...)   come before Me;  
(did and bowed)   sit in the seat and allow My anointing upon you;   (did – legally 
allowed the anointing)   hope, that for which you have hoped shall be;   (Thank 
You, Father)  ( At this point Dennis came home early but went to the basement.)   
(What do I do?)   receive what I have said and given;   (Lord, I LAAI WTLAOYNY 
all that You said and gave to me and I receive it all, legally receive it all and LAAI 
WTLAOYNY the receiving of it.  Halleluyah!)   Amen, truly Amen 


8-06-19 
HP)  understand My longings for you, My Children;   (Yes, Lord, please guide us 
in understanding Your longings for us.)   I shall;   excited;   My angels are excited 
and ready;   be ye also;   (Yes, Father, again please guide us in being completely 
ready as You deem.)   follow after Me, My Children;   Follow after Me 
HH)  be agile;   yes, agile in the work I call you to;   Child, you must be;   (I 
understand, Lord.)   your awareness levels must be agile;   your reactions must 
be agile;   your eyes, your eyes, your eyes must, must be agile;   Child, take in, 
grasp all I am and am about to reveal to you;   (Father, I legally choose to grasp 
and take in all You have for me and I choose to be agile as You say.  I do LAAI 
WTLAOYNY all these things Almighty Yahweh has just asked of me.  Halleluyah!)   
yes, legally done so they now are;   Halleluyah, Child 


8-08-19 
L)   sugarcoat nothing;   be not afraid to come before Me;   come before Me, 
come before Me;   sincere, sincerely come before Me;   come before Me and 
allow Me, legally allow Me in all matters, understand;   tell them 
HH)  Child, I desire for you to take comfort in what I am about to do;   (Thank 
You, Father, I shall, legally shall.)   let there be no dismay or surprise;   
immediately see it for what it is and take comfort in it;   (Yes, Father, I agree to 
Your desire.)   good;   now be ready to join the others and minister whenever, 
wherever you can;   understand;  (yes, Lord) 
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8-10-19 
HP)   invoke legally My presence where I desire in your midst;   (Yes, Lord, I LAAI 
WTLAOYNY the legal invoking of Your presence in our midst wherever You 
desire and whenever You desire.  Hallelujah!)   well done, Hallelujah and Amen 


8-12-19 
HP)   take My directions, take My directions;   follow them exactly, My Chosen;   
My words, My words, examine them, study them, take them in;   take in every 
facet and detail;   so many have been overlooked;   tend, tend, My children;   (I 
agree, Father, please guide us.)    


8-14-19 
HP)   be ready, Child;   much coming;   much is coming;   I call upon you, Child, 
to be ready to receive and do as I ask;   (Yes, Lord, I choose to be ready and 
receive and do as You ask.  I LAAI WTLAOYNY this choice.  Hallelujah!)   Amen 


10-18-19   
HP)   study Mt priorities;   yes, My priorities;   overlook not any detail;   bring them 
all into focus;   adjust as I say to adjust for perfect focus;   understand;  (I choose 
to, Lord.)   good 


11-06-19 
HP)  SIS;   go forth, Child;   be prepared to go forth as I say, where I say;  
understand;   be not surprised at My directives I have for you;   be not amazed or 
surprised;   be ready, be ready, Child 
HH)   hither, hither, Child;   come as I say, as I call;   understand;   (Yes, Lord, 
and I  choose to come as You call.)  I have called you, I have called you by 
name;  you are My called, My Chosen;    


11-07-19 
HH)   Child, place your hands on these words and absorb them;   Child, from 
now on you must do this at the end of each meeting;  (Yes, Father, I 
understand and choose to do so.)  


11-13-19 
L)   SIS;   juncture;   We are at a juncture;   aware, My children, you must be 
consciously aware of  circumstances all around;   let there be joining only if 
and when I say;   understand;  (Yes, Lord, I do.)   significant happenings 
occurring;  be totally, acutely aware;   Core specifically 


11-14-19 
HH)   vSIS;   configuration;   Child operate in My configuration;   (Yes, Lord, 
please lead me in it.)   follow Me, follow Me 
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11-16-19 
L)   Cleanse, Cleanse, Cleanse all I tell you to cleanse;   be prepared to do a 
great cleansing;   be not surprised or amazed at the greatness of this cleansing 


11-20-19  
HH)   this night, this night, Child;  bow before Me before you sit;   bow and yield 
all to Me;   just you, Child;   the rest need not notice;   establish;   you must first 
establish this as I lead you;   understand;   (Yes, Lord)   you will be 
representing the Core;   understand;  (Yes, Lord)   tell them later so they too may 
bow with you for the rest of the body;   (Yes, Lord)   significant, significant acts 
covering much;   be not remiss;   you must be the first ones for all are not ready 
for immediate steps that must be taken;   are you, My Core, ready to act on their 
behalf;   answer yet this night;   consider and answer  


11-22-19 
L)   SIS;   fallow, fallow;   plant the fallow ground;   (Yes, Lord, how do You want 
me to do this?)   be ready, be ready;   work the ground first;   wherever I send 
you, first clear the ground and I will then instruct;   understand;    


11-27-19 
L)   SIS;   give Me your ears, give Me your ears;   (Yes, Father, I gladly legally 
give You my ears so I can hear what You want me to hear)   My children, there is 
much, so you must heed;  give great effort to heeding   
HH)   Child, stay yielded   yielded totally to Me;   (Father, I so choose.)  


12-02-19 
30 minutes:   (I saw a large field of good looking cotton ready to harvest.  Its 
sticks were straight and all leaves were gone.  And then the cotton changed to 
what looked like twinkling stars.  I thought they might be diamonds but I don't 
know for sure.  Then a tractor pulling a John Deere planter came whizzing in.  In 
the natural it couldn't have moved this fast.  What I got from this is that there is to 
be a huge harvest and that as soon as the harvest is gathered, we need to 
immediately start planting.)  


12-06-19 
HP)  SIS;   league, league, league;   My Children, be in league only with Me;   
understand;   be aware of any ties, unholy ties you may have made and sever 
them all;   again, I say be in league only with Me;   (Lord, I do legally choose to 
and do sever any unholy ties I may have made and I choose to be in league only 
with You Almighty Yahweh, King Yahushua, and Ruach Hakodesh  I LAAI 
WTLAOYNY this choice.  Hallelujah!)   Amen, Child, so be it, so be it 


12-18-19 
HH)  these coals are perpetual never  ceasing;   Understand;   I have called them 
and named them so they shall ever smolder being ready to flame as I say;   
(Hallelujah, Father)   yes, yes;     Conjoin, Conjoin;   Conjoin with Us anew this 
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day;   renew your Conjoining with Us;   (Father, I gladly renew Conjoining with 
You this day and I LAAI this Conjoining WTLAOYNY.  Hallelujah!)   agreed and 
sealed, Hallelujah:   seek, seek My avenues I have for you to trod, Child;   be 
aware, Child, wherever you are and ask Me for the directions I have for your feet.   
(Yes, Father, yes, Father, please help me in recognizing each one and guide me 
in what to do.)   just be ready, Child;   now, absorb and go   


12-29-19 
HP)  SIS;   Hover, Hover, Hover, Child continue to Hover near Me;   understand;   
(Yes, Lord, and it is my desire to Hover near You.  Hallelujah)   Amen 


12-31-19 
HH)  vSIS;   gather;   gather, My sheep;   (When and how?)   let Me guide;   (Yes, 
Father, I trust you.)   


COMMUNION 
1-27-19 
HH)    (As I sat, I suddenly thought about communion and asked Him, “What 
about the bread.”)   it shall come, it must come;   as there was a single cup, there 
was a single loaf; 


10-20-19    
6:00 Sabbath Meeting 
(I washed, then thrust the cup forth for France.)   sit;   take of the cup from the 
seat of authority;   (sat)   wait to drink;   smell the cup;   now drink slowly;   (did;   I 
sipped, waited and sipped.  As I took the 5th sip...)   for the world;   you shall take 
healing to the world;   (I know each sip I took had a specific purpose even though 
I didn't know what each was until the 5th one.)   allow Me to put you under that I 
may adjust;   (Yes, Lord.  I put up the foot rest and leaned back and gave 
permission for His purposes;   I was out for 35 minutes.) 


CONGREGATE 
4-07-19 
L)  SIS;   Congregate, My Children;   Child, Congregate My Children, My Chosen 
Ones;   (WTLAOYNY, I Congregate Your Children, Your Chosen Ones according 
to Your will and plans and I LAAI it WTLAOYNY.)   so be it 


4-12-19  
HH)  forget not to congregate;   I will soon call you together;   be not surprised at 
My plans 


6-06-19 
L)   SIS;   Congregate not in vain;   Congregate for My purposes, My Children;   
be ye aware of My purposes for you each;   grasp, grasp, grasp 
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DEPTHS 
2-01-19 
L)  SIS;   seek, seek more in My depths;   be not satisfied, seek more, My 
Children, seek more;     remember, seek and ye shall find;   this is a truth 


2-18-19 
HH)  trust, trust, trust;   allow your trust in Me to increase at maximum, My 
maximum rates;   (WTLAOYNY, I LAAI my trust in You to increase at Your 
maximum rates.)   now expect, watch and expect;   watch, watch, watch the 
depths, Child;  solemn watch;   your watch must be most solemn;    


7-17-19   
HH)   (As I roiled up from the depths...)   accelerate;   (I roiled faster and faster.)  
delve deeper, Child, ever deeper;   I have more to reveal through you;   agree to 
delve deeper;   (FATHER,  I LAAI WTLAOYNY delving as deep as You desire for 
me to go and to receive whatever You desire to reveal.)   so be it, so be it;   
Prepare to receive now;   (I held out and up my hands... )   depths of healing, 
depths of healing, depths of healing;   (Immediately my hands became hot.  The 
right hand was much hotter than the left.  After a bit...)  your eyes, your eyes, 
they will know My healing is coming forth from watching your eyes;   your eyes 
will change, your eyes shall change;   now write it;   (did)   be not hesitant to 
allow Kyle to hold the healing sword during these times 


8-30-19   
HP)  garner;   garner daily from My depths and My heights;   garner from all I say 
and do;    


12-19-19 
HH)   Child, keep looking and looking to grasp the depths, and there are many 
levels of depths, of all I reveal to you; understand;   (Yes, Father)   good;   think 
on these matters  


DOORS 
2-26-19 
L)   SIS;   ajar;   leave no door of the enemy ajar;   close and seal them;   
(WTLAOYNY, I close, legally close every door of the enemy that I have the legal 
right to close and I cover all parts of them with hallelujahs so they are sealed and 
cannot be reopened by the enemy.  I LAAI this closing and sealing WTLAOYNY.)   
so be it 


4-15-19 
30 minutes:   (I had just finished the 30 minutes when I suddenly realized the 
dream AP had on measures not only tried to open doors of jealously, but also of 
discouragement.  I then broke the power of discouragement and cast it out 
legally and legally closed the doors of both jealously and discouragement and 
sealed them shut with Hallelujahs.)  fine job, Child, fine job 
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5-08-19 
L)   SIS;   ask for My doors, My Chosen;   (Lord, WTLAOYNY, I LAAI the asking 
for Your doors.)  


8-30-19   
HP)  pass not My gates nor My doors;   enter all as I say to enter;  be aware, be 
aware ;   Many of My doors have been passed by by those who were unaware;   
look, listen, always aware;   (Yes, Father, I agree.)    


9-02-19 
HH)   close no doors, Child, allow Me to close those I want closed;   (Yes, Father, 
I LAAI the closing of the doors You want to close WTLAOYNY.)   PERFECT;   
Child, I appreciate your faithfulness to duty  


EMBARK 
8-31-19 
L)   (as I was writing the date, etc...)   embark, the embarking coming forth;   
legally allow it;   (I legally allow the embarking exactly according to the will of 
Almighty Yahweh and I LAAI it WTLAOYNY.  Hallelujah!)    


ENCASEMENTS 
3-20-19 
L)  SIS;   Encasements, Encasements complete;   call them complete, Child;   
(WTLAOYNY, I call all the Encasements of Praises for those in this laver 
complete and I LAAI it WTLAOYNY.)   (hallelujah)   yes, encircle the 
Encasements with Hallelujahs, protective Hallelujahs;   (I encircle the completed 
Encasements of Praises with protective Hallelujahs completely sealing them so 
the enemy cannot penetrate them.  WTLAOYNY, I LAAI this sealing.)   great, 
great 


3-25-19 
L)   Encasements are sealed, Encasements are sealed, Encasements are 
sealed;   Hallelujah, be it now so;   Child, ongoing, ongoing, ongoing, this must 
be ongoing;   forget not;   keep these Encasements active and ongoing;    


3-28-19 
HH)  encased, encased, encased in Might;   be aware of it, Child;   be aware at 
all times, in all situations, in all matters;   


4-19-19 
L)  SIS;   (As I was covering those I placed in the laver with protective Hallelujahs 
and Hallelujahs to seal the encasements, I heard myself saying that each 
encasement be sealed with Hallelujahs so the enemy could not penetrate in 
order to destroy the seeds of truth implanted in them)   Hallelujah 
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5-31-19 
L)   SIS;   encased, encased;   see to the sealing   (did with hallelujahs)   forget 
not, Child, forget not 


7-22-19 
L)  SIS;   Encasement, Encasement;   keep the Praises stirred in each for more 
increasing;    this truth, this truth, this truth;   the Bride must know of this truth;   
(meaning the walking on Praises)  


10-13-19 
L)   SIS;   encasement;   encasement;   protect it, receive and protect it;   (How, 
Lord?)   assisting angels;    (WTLAOYNY, I LAAI  asking for all the assisting 
angels needed to protect the encasements.  Hallelujah!)   yes, keep them on task 


ENEMY 
1-17-19 
HP)  SIS;   contraband;   look out for, be aware of contraband of the enemy;   be 
not bamboozled by it;   receive it not;   none of it;   understand;   give the enemy 
no rights, loopholes, or toeholds;   understand;    


1-22-19   
HH) vSIS;   patronize not nor allow yourself to be patronized;   subtle entries of 
the enemy;   be not a part of it;  My Children, your senses must be on the highest 
level of awareness;   understand;   (Yes, Father, I do and I ask You to aid us in it.)   
of course, but you must be alert at all, all, all times, Child;   understand;   keep 
Praises flowing;   you know the enemy cannot function as they wish if Praises to 
Me are flowing from you;   (hallelujah, Father)   yes, yes, Hallelujah 


2-27-19 
HH)   the enemy looks for ways to steal time from My Children;   push your 
awareness;   reclaim what has been stolen from you;   reclaim as is your right;   
understand;   a thief takes what he has no rights to;   police them, My Children;   
reclaim and police;   understand;   


3-02-19 
L)   SIS;   seek Me;   revenge not;  seek Me;   be not tempted to seek revenge;   
seek Me;    shout Hallelujah 


3-11-19 
L)   SIS;   tongues;   shuck out of unrighteousness and wash again;   (did)   now 
be aware when the enemy tries to cover you with its thickest covering;   (yes, 
Father, please guide me in being aware of it.)   I shall 
HP)  SIS;   Conjuncture;   aware;   highest alert;   aware and beware;   let not the 
enemy infiltrate;   understand;    eyes, ears on high alert;   (Guide us, Lord, 
please guide us.)   you know I shall 
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Conjuncture:   combination of circumstances or affairs:  especially a critical time, 
proceeding from a union of circumstances;  a crisis of affairs 


3-15-19  
HP)  penetrate, penetrate;   Child you are penetrating through the enemy forces 
and their territories;   push, push, keep pushing, My children, push 
HH)   chagrin not at what you may see, Child;   look beyond the grotesque;   look 
beyond;   focus on Me in the beyond;   understand;   you know I will guide, lead 
and guide;   let not your eyes allow the grotesque entrance on any level;   grasp 
My understanding in this, Child;    


3-16-19 
L)   SIS;   Commiserate;   Commiserate not the enemy;   (I agree, Father, I shall 
not pity the enemy.)   excuse not their activities;   excuse not;   understand;    


3-18-19 
L)   SIS;   Converge;   yes, Convergence must continue;   Converge on the 
enemy;   halt their activities, halt their plans;   exercise your rights, My children 


3-27-19 
HP)  intensity, intensity, intensity;   Child, your intensity does much;  call it forth 
when in battle;   understand;   call it forth to aid you in battle;   


4-01-19 
30 minutes:  purge  the enemy from this place;   persevere just as I have, Child;   
L)  SIS;   slack not in your efforts, Child;   push, push, you must continually push 
the enemy back;   use your authority;   ( I pushed Satan and his cohorts out of 
the house and off of this property legally with the authority given me and also that 
of Yahushua. Hallelujah! I sealed all with Hallelujahs and stationed angels and 
hosts to guard.)   This needed to be;   now We work 


4-05-18 
HP)   shelter not the enemy they must be exposed;     eyes and ears open ready 
to expose as I lead;   
  
4-11-19 
L)   SIS;   stand, strong, stand strong;   let not the enemy steal of your strength;   
(I choose to stand strong as Almighty Yahweh has instructed and I disallow the 
enemy from being able to steal of my strength and I LAAI WTLAOYNY these 
statements and seal them with Hallelujahs.)   so be it;  now and forevermore 
HP)   leave nothing undone, My Children;   work to completion on all tasks and 
assignments;   be aware of enemy roadblocks and detours;   these must be 
efficiently destroyed 
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4-14-19 
HH)   Chagrin no more, My Children;   let it not enter your presence;   
understand;   tell all;    My Children, all the pesky irritants of the enemy must be 
recognized and kept out;   pay attentions, pay attention;   vitally important;   
understand;    


4-15-19 
HH)   legally refuse discouragement on all levels and be consciously aware 
when it tries to sneak in;   be instantly aware of it and instantly deny it place;   
understand, My Chosen, understand;    Child, you have correctly discerned these 
matters;   now stand firm;   allow no one to change your stance;   I have spoken;  
   
HH)   Challenge;   Child, you are equipped to meet every challenge the enemy 
puts forth;  


4-24-19 
HP)   Condone no evil, My Children;   let it not increase in any way or manner;   
legally curtail with My authority;   deny, deactivate legally so;   understand    


4-25-19 
HP)   lead not astray nor allow yourselves to be led astray, My Children;   you 
know the enemy lurks waiting, waiting, looking for an opening;   give them none;   
choose to be aware paying attention 


4-30-19 
HP)  assist Me, My Children;   put on your armor and assist Me in overcoming 
unwarranted evil forces;    


5-02-19 
L)   SIS;   Sway not;   My Children, My Children, you must not sway;   keep your 
course steady and sure;   allow not the winds of evil sway you in any manner or 
for any purpose;   let there be no contention;   let your answer and actions be yes 
or no;   no maybe's;   understand;    
HH)   aware, aware, Child, for the enemy tries to replicate what I do;   you must 
recognize and receive not his ploy to detour you;   understand;    


5-12-19 
L)   SIS;   WOW;   Child;   so much accomplished;   enemy scattered;   keep it 
thus;   
HP)   mass exit, mass exit of enemy cohorts;   Child, keep up your intensity;  
understand;    


6-08-19    
HP)   goad not the enemy;   defeat them a I say and lead;   (Yes, Lord)   good;   
stand stalwart, Child, in all I say, all I instruct you to do;  Hallelujah;    
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6-11-19 
L)   SIS;   Confiscate;   Confiscate what the enemy has stolen, My Children;   
yes, you have the faith needed for this task;   then you must close the doors 
the enemy entered through for the thievery;   understand;   


6-16-19 
L)  SIS;   superimpose;   let not the enemy superimpose anything on you, My 
Children;    
HP)  Child, dominate;   dominate;   I call you to dominate over the enemy;   
dominate over all he says and does;  understand;   (Yes, Father, I know You have 
me prepared for this.)   yes, Child, you are;   do so in power and calm;   be 
assured, always assured that I am leading and guiding you 


6-17-19 
L)   SIS;   Concede nothing to the enemy, Child;   careful, careful attention to all 
thoughts, words spoken, and actions made;   understand;   remember, Concede 
not anything 
HP)  feint not, My Children, feint not;   meet straight forward, always forward;   
sidestep for no evil force 


6-25-19 
HH)   the enemy must not be given any right to interfere;   you know they 
watch, wait, and listen for openings;  My Children, pay attention to Me, close 
attention;  


6-28-19 
L)   SIS;   Adjure, Adjure,Adjure;   Child, Adjure the enemy to back off;   
(WTLAOYNY, I LAAI Adjuring the enemy to back off precisely according to the 
will and plans of Almighty Yahweh.  Hallelujah!)   do so, Child, when you see 
them trying to encroach;    
HP)  subtle, subtle, subtle;   watch for the subtle actions of the enemy, Child;   
(Yes, Father, I ask for Angels to aid me in this.  I ask for Angels that are equipped 
for this task.)   on their way, Child, they are on their way;   expect their aid  very 
soon;   (Thank You, Father)   you are welcome, Child 


6-30-19 
L)   Negotiate;   Negotiate not with any enemy force whatsoever;   tell the babes, 
tell the babes this must not be;   (Yes, Father, I agree.)  good, Child, good;   be 
ready to teach My truths on many levels of readiness;   understand   


7-09-19 
10 minutes:   All dominance of evil from the first picture in Kyle's room must be 
broken.   Roy's authority, Roy's authority;   Bride, Bride, Bride must be perfected;   
all evil dominance must be broken 
L)   SIS;   wow, Child, wow, Child;   your intensity scatters the enemy;   they 
shudder and shake at it;   keep putting it forth, Child;  understand;   (Yes, Father, 
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with Your guidance I can and shall.)   so be it;   I have now spoken;   believe it;  
(Yes, Lord, I do.) 
7-10-19  
HP)  Bend not;   Bend not to the wiles of the enemy or his cohorts;   My Children, 
I adjure you to Bend not to any of them;   understand;  yield to them in no way, no 
manner;   imperative, imperative;  you must, must be aware and not bend or yield 
to them;   


7-31-19 
L)   SIS;  sublime, sublime, sublime;   refuse the sublime effects and advances of 
the enemy;   expose and rid them from your presence;   (Guide me please, Lord, 
in this.)   for certain;   Child, for certain 


8-02-19  
HH)   hallelujah, Child;  Child, I call you to be staunch;   firmly staunch in this 
position;   be firmly staunch against all enemy forces including Satan;   yield 
absolutely nothing in anyway to any of them;   understand;  good;   


8-28-19 
L)   counteract all the enemy does;   cancel, revoke, deny and use all the tools I 
have given you;    


8-31-19 
HH)    Child, I desire for you to be aware of the enemy's temptation and for you to 
freely, gladly refuse them;   (Yes, Father, I too desire as You have said.)   good, 
call it forth legally call it forth;   (I legally call forth the desire of Almighty Yahweh 
for me to be aware of and refuse the temptations of the enemy.  I do so LAAI 
WTLAOYNY this calling forth.  Hallelujah!)   Amen;  


11-07-19 
HH)   Child, Child, We are embarking;   can you sense it;  (Yes, Lord, I do.)   vital;   
allow not the enemy access to Our agendas;   (I agree, Father.  I trust You to 
guide me to guide Us in keeping the enemy from having any access whatsoever.)   
you know I will, but you must be on high alert at all times;  (Yes, Lord, it is my 
choice to be so.)    


11-21-19 
L)   SIS;   Prepare to decrease;   Prepare to decrease the attacks of the enemy;   
(Yes, Lord, please guide me in this. Hallelujah!)   Hallelujah it is gaining in 
momentum, Child;   you are gaining momentum;   so be it 


11-23-19 
HP)  SIS;   hear Me;   tell My Children to hear Me and to dismiss Me not;   adjure 
them to pay closer and closer attention to all detail;  My detail, yes, but also that 
of the enemy;   overlook nothing;   (Yes, Lord) 
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11-28-19 
L)   SIS;   fever pitch;   the enemy is riled into fever pitch;   aware, My Children, 
and deny them all access;   (I LLAI WTLAOYNY this denial of all access of all the 
enemy is and has. Hallelujah!)   true form, Child, well done 
11-30-19 
HH)   SIS;  mesmerize;   allow not the enemy to mesmerize My Chosen Ones;   
(Enemies of Almighty Yahweh, I allow you not to mesmerize the Chosen Ones of 
Almighty Yahweh.  I LAAI WTLAOYNY this disallowance, Hallelujah!)   so be it, 
so be it, Hallelujah;   be aware, Child;   be aware as never before;   (Yes, Lord, I 
so choose to do as You say.)    


12-01-19 
L)   SIS;   Clear, Clear away the rubble;   the rubble the enemy leaves;   (I LAAI 
WTLAOYNY this clearing away of the rubble the enemy leaves. Hallelujah!)   yes, 
Hallelujah 


12-04-19 
L)   SIS;   Clandestine, Clandestine;   the enemy has Clandestine events 
planned;   aware, aware, My Chosen;   all must be exposed;   (Guide us please. 
Lord)   eyes and ears open, My Children, eyes and ears open 


12-05-19 
HP)  SIS;   darken, darken, darken not, My Children;   deny all darkness coming 
from this enemy;   allow it not to come upon you;   recognize and deny;   
understand;   (Yes, Father, I do.  Please guide us in recognizing the enemy's 
darkness.)   


12-11-19 
HP)   Clear the way;   Clear My Way;   make it all Clear;   (Lord, I so choose.  
Please guide me in how to do it.)   use My Name;   charge, charge, charge all 
blockages put forth by evil forces to leave with those forces;   adjure evil forces to 
leave My pathway and to not leave anything behind and to not ever return;   (evil 
forces, I adjure and charge you to leave the pathway of King Yahushua, and to 
leave nothing of yours behind and to not ever return  I LAAI WTLAOYNY this 
charge and adjurement to the evil forces.  Hallelujah!)   yes, yes, yes, Hallelujah, 
many thunderous Hallelujahs 


12-18-19 
L)  SIS;   Cease, Cease;   (I kept seeing the word “Cease.”)   My Children, thrust 
forth your right hand and tell the enemy to Cease, using My Name;   legally use 
My name along with your right hands to command the enemy to Cease whatever 
you see them doing;   understand;   (Yes, Lord, thank You.) 


12-20-19 
30 minutes:   (I asked the Lord what truth He wanted to deal with through me.)   
Rebellion;   My Children must cast all aspects of Rebellion from them and tell the 
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Rebellion Spirit to leave and to take all their minions with it.   Ask for an angel to 
block its return;   ( I cast all aspects of Rebellion from me and Rebellion Spirit, I 
tell you t leave my beings and my presence and I adjure you to take all your 
minions with you and I LAAI WTLAOYNY this Declaration, this decree, this 
adjurement from this legal Seat of Authority given me by Almighty Yahweh.  
Amen and Hallelujah!)   yes, Child, yes, Child, and I Almighty Yahweh add My 
stamp of approval to your Proclaiming Declaration, Decree, and adjurement, 
Amen and Hallelujah;   (Almighty Yahweh, I ask for Your choice of angel or 
angels to now block any attempt of the Rebellion Spirit or its minions to return in 
any manner or for any of their purposes.   I LAAI WTLAOYNY this request.  
Hallelujah!)  done, Child, done;   (As I was thinking back on all of this and 
wondering if this spirit had been in me....)   it had not been in you but it had on 
occasion influenced the words you spoke 


12-23-19 
L)   SIS;   Combat;   Combat the enemy at every turn with My truths, My 
exposures, and My arsenal I have given you, My children, and My core;   pay 
close attention and defeat the foes legally;   (Yes, Father) 


FAITH / BELIEF 
2-15-19 
L)   SIS;   much amok, much amok;   fear not, fear not for I am in control;   follow 
My lead, My Children;   exercise your strong, strong faith and follow My lead;   be 
aware though, always be alert and aware 


2-24-19 
L)   SIS;   watch the time;   watch the time;   it is shorter than many think;   My 
Children must be prepared;   release your faith to work its best, Child;  ( legally 
did) good;   now interfere not with the working of your faith;   hold it back not;    


4-19-19 
HP)  Child, Child, be ready for the potency levels of your Faith are excelling;   
accept, embrace, totally receive and allow these levels;  Hallelujah, Child;   so be 
it;   stay ready;   expect and stay ready 


4-22-19   
HH) (As I gave homage and thanked Him, I found myself thanking Him for my 
stubborn faith.  Once I realized what I said, I asked if it were wrong to have 
stubborn faith.)   you are determined with and in your faith, Child;   it is good, it is 
good and has served you well;   let it not go;   how else would I have been able to 
call you “Child” all this time;   keep pushing forth with this faith;   recognize the 
potency of it;   use it, stand on it, let it not go by the wayside as so man have 


7-11-19   
HP)  breathe, Child;   breathe Me into your beings;   sometimes wrath is needed;   
(I had been very stern with the evil within and around DM.)   now back it up with 
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your mighty Faith, Child;   (I LAAI WTLAOYNY backing up the wrath I spoke 
against the enemy with my mighty Faith.  Hallelujah!)   agreed, Child, agreed;  
We all are agreed with you 


8-12-19  
HH)   sit and watch;   eyes closed first then open them;   (did)   Perfection, I call 
you into Perfection, Child, deep Perfection;   (Lord, here am I willing to answer 
Your call into deep Perfection and willingly allow You to accomplish Your Will for 
me with the deep Perfection.  Therefore, I LAAI, WTLAOYNY the legal allowance 
for You to accomplish Your Will for me with the deep Perfection.)   Hallelujah, 
Child, Hallelujah;   now allow your Faith and Hope to receive this of which you 
have allowed Me to do with the deep Perfection for you;   (Lord, I LAAI 
WTLAOYNY my Faith and Hope to receive the deep Perfection exactly as You 
deem.)   So be it, Amen, Amen 


12-14-19 
HP)  all is possible, Child;   believe it, believe Me;   (Yes, Lord, I do.  If there ever 
be any unbelief found in me, please help me, guide me in ridding myself of it.)   
legally ask, Child;   ( Almighty Yahweh, I ask that if any unbelief be ever found in 
me that You help me and guide me in ridding it from me and I LAAI WTLAOYNY 
this request.  Hallelujah!)   yes, Child, yes, Child;   Hallelujah and I Shall grant 
this request if it ever be needed 


FEAR, DOUBT, UNBELIEF 
1-29-19 
L)  SIS;   fear not, My Children;   there is much to come, but I adjure you each to 
fear not for I am with you;   Yes, I am with you;   understand;    accept this fact;   
yes, it is fact;   stand on it;    


3-01-19 
HH)   dispel the fears that are at large, sit and dispel the fears that are at large;   
(sat)   (Lord, WTHLAOYNY, I legally dispel the fears that are at large and I LAAI 
this act WTLAOYNY.)   done;    


FIRE 
1-01-19 
HH)   (I asked the Lord to stoke the fires within me.)   they shall burn;   holy as I 
say;     


1-07-19 
HP)   SIS;   My fires, My fires, they are burning;   keep them fed and tended, 
Child;   your diligence is greatly appreciated;   watch My fires;   much ado among 
them;   watch, watch aware of every fact of them;    
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2-03-19 
30 minutes:   ( I had my hands out palms up.)   blow across your right hand;   
yes, kindle the fires I have in this hand;   (I kept blowing.)   you must kindle the 
fires of this hand before touching Kyle's stick;   (yes, Father, I shall.)   good, now 
relax;   (I glanced at the clock.  It was exactly 20 minutes into the silence.)   this is 
My pattern for you;   Perfection, Silence, Laver meeting;   understand;  
L)  much, much, much accomplished here, Child;   you scattered, terrified the 
enemy; keep them thusly;  understand;   stand firm on your declaration;    


2-14-19 
HH)  (I was giving homage to Yahweh at the fireplace...)   yes these fires will be 
kindled soon, soon;   vSIS;   bring in the wood, prepare;   have all prepared;   lay 
the fire, lay the fire;     special, special, special happening;   (Thank You, Father, 
and WTLAOYNY, I LAAI this special happening.)   wise, wise discernment;  


2-15-19 
HP)  SIS;   stagnate not;   keep up the intensity, Child;   keep it up;   stoke, prod 
as need be;   keep your hands ready, ready to work when and how I say, how I 
show you;   understand;   
HH)   (As I began stirring the Praises in this room...)   kindle the fire in your hand 
and stir to fire them up;  be aware, be aware, be aware of how I have you use 
your right hand;   cognizant, always cognizant;  constantly remembering not to 
touch ANYTHING with it unless I reveal what to do with it and when;   I know you 
understand 


2-16-18 
L)   SIS;   Ignite;   be not surprised, Child, when My fires Ignite in your being and 
flame through your hand;   be ready to extend your hand when, where, and how I 
say;   hesitate not;   (Father, I gladly accept this Ignition and choose to be ready 
and willing to do as You say with it.  WTLAOYNY, I LAAI this statement.)   so be 
it;      
HH)  (I saw what to me was a beautiful red covering my whole vision.  I kept 
seeing it and finally asked the Lord what I was seeing.)   My fires, My fires are 
coming;   (The red was slightly darker at the bottom.)   warn them, warn them;   
(What do we do?)   get in covenant with Me;  (I asked if I weren't already in 
covenant with Him.)   recommit;   (I choose to recommit being in covenant with 
You, Lord, and I LAAI this choice WTLAOYNY.)   break it not, break it not, break it 
not;   tell them to break it not;   dire, dire 


3-27-19 
10 minutes:  (After a bit, my hands that were out and turned up and with my arms 
resting on the chair arms, I noticed my hands getting warm.)   yes, charging, 
charging up, ramping up so that they will be able to withstand a full charge;   (I 
began wondering about the fire I saw coming from my fingers in the past.)   the 
fire will come from them;   you will see it but all of mankind will not;   to them it will 
be invisible;   understand;   
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30 minutes:   My Power  has healing virtue in it;   the fires from your hands 
shall have healing virtue in them;   (Somehow I knew it would flow down from my 
arms into my hands.)  correct for it must ramp, grasp and allow;   (WTLAOYNY I 
grasp all Almighty Yahweh said about the workings of healing virtue and I LAAI it 
all according to the will of Almighty Yahweh WTLAOYNY.)   so be it 


4-05-18 
HH)   (As I bowed in homage to Yahweh, I placed my hands on the hearth.)   
Your hands are upon the coals of My alter;   they are gaining in Power, Power, 
Power;   the Power of My fires 


5-04-19 
HH)   sweep more coals upon your feet;  your feet, your feet;   they are about to 
flame;   allow it, Child, and be not amazed;   allow the work they must do, the 
places they must travel;   (WTLAOYNY, I LAAI  the flaming of my feet for the 
work they must do and the places You have for they to travel, Lord.)   be it all so, 
Child, Hallelujah;    


5-11-19 
L)   SIS;   stoke My Mighty Fires;  see them blaze;  they blaze for My purposes;   
interrupt them not;    


6-15-19 
HH)   (Sang)   SIS;   ignite My fires;  be prepared, Child to ignite My fires;   the 
joined anointings shall ignite many fires as I direct;  yes, you shall use the 
circulating powers of the sword created when your anointings were joined, when 
they became one powerful sword, not ever known by man;  understand;   grasp 
the complete truth of what I am telling you  


6-18-19 
HH)   (As I bowed before Him...)   hands first then feet;   (I gave Him my hands 
after placing them on the coals...)   they shall burst forth;   now the feet;  (I placed 
first the right and then the left foot....)   they shall flame when you walk as you 
walk My path for you;   you shall scorch the earth beneath your feet, you shall 
scorch the earth beneath your feet, you shall scorch the earth beneath your feet;   
be not surprised, My Child;   impurities must be burned away;   you must not 
walk on tainted unholy ground;   understand;   now seal your hands and feet 
and the fire within;   (I legally seal my hands and feet and the fire within with 
massive Hallelujahs and WTLAOYNY, I LAAI  this sealing.)  


7-27-19  
HH)   utter no more, just sit;   vSIS;   (My elbows were on the arms of the seat, 
My hands were up.)   Holy Ghost and fire;   Holy Ghost and fire, Holy Ghost and 
fire;   My Spirit and fire are upon  you, Child, upon your hands, upon you;   (I 
began to see into the spirit world, but could not identify anything specifically.)   
you shall know and you shall see, you shall know and you shall see;   allow My 
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Spirit free access through you, Child;   ( I LAAI WTLAOYNY allowing the Holy 
Spirit free access through me according to the Will and Plans of Almighty 
Yahweh.  Be it so, Lord, Be it so.)   Yes, Hallelujah Be it so, Be it so now;   Child 
you must absorb, then you may go;   (After absorbing)   My Spirit is as an 
overcoming fire;   Be not surprised 


11-27-19 
HH)   the coals are about to flame;   be not surprised;  My fires, My fires are Holy 
for all that I am, all that I have is Holy;   put them not out;   allow them to burn as I 
deem;   (Yes, Father, I agree and do so allow.)    


FORGIVENESS 
7-05-19  
HP)(Suddenly, I forgave xxxxxx and I heard myself ask for forgiveness to flush 
through her.  Father, I LAAI WTLAOYNY forgiveness to flush through XXXXXX. 
Father, I ask for her back debt.)  $.50;  (Do I report it, Lord?)  yes, I want others 
to know of the depth of My forgiveness;   (I realized I would be paying it on her 
birthday.)   yes, truly her birth day;   leave it all to me;   (After I orally read his 
words...)   there will be much dancing and shouting;   (The next morning as I was 
getting ready to get $.50 out of my billfold, I suddenly knew I was to get a quarter, 
a dime, a nickle, and 10 pennies,)   ten new pennies;   (When I looked at my 
change I had exactly 10 new pennies.) 


8-11-19 
L)  forgiveness is Mine and I freely give of it;   (Thank You, Lord and I receive it 
gratefully.)   good it is yours;   move forth 


GLEAN 
4-02-19  
HP)  keep gleaning, Child;   glean and pass them on;    enhance not, only glean 
and pass them on;   let them not be enhanced 


4-20-19 
L)  glean, glean, glean from My word;   glean and share what I tell you to share, 
Child;   no more, no less;  


4-26-19 
L)   glean, glean, glean from My Wisdom, Child;   (WTLAOYNY, I LAAI gleaning 
all that Almighty Yahweh desires for me to glean from His Wisdom, hallelujah!)   
yes, Hallelujah again and again 


12-02-19 
HP)   glean, glean as you work, Child;   grasp as you glean;   pull My words into 
your beings;    
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GLORY 
1-23-19 
L)  SIS;   Glory;   My Glory;   receive of it Child;    yes, it is now down upon you 
for My purposes;   deny it not;  


3-21-19 
L)   Shekinah Glory upon you My Chosen;   allow it, allow it;   resist it not, My 
Children;   so be it 
4-24-19  
HP)   yes, allow My Glory to fortify you, Child;   yes, Child, yes, Child;   
(numerous times)   sense it increasing, ramping in potency, power, and might   
this must be;   hinder it not;   allow it to continue throughout tonight's meetings;   
(Yes, Lord, I LAAI  WTLAOYNY the increase and ramping of potency, power, and 
might of the Lord's fortifying Glory upon me throughout tonight's meetings.  
Hallelujah!)  


GOVERNMENT / GOVERN 
5-29-19 
HH)    govern;   My Children govern only as I say;   assume nothing   tend to the 
matters of government as I lead and direct;   take it not on unless I direct;   
listen only to Me, follow only My instructions   understand;  


HALLELUJAHS / HALLOWED 
4-19-19 
L)  SIS;   (As I was covering those I placed in the laver with protective Hallelujahs 
and Hallelujahs to seal the encasements, I heard myself saying that each 
encasement be sealed with Hallelujahs so the enemy could not penetrate in 
order to destroy the seeds of truth implanted in them)   Hallelujah 


5-21-19 
 Hallowed, remember, I am Hallowed;   even My Name is Hallowed;   all I do is 
Hallowed;   all I think is Hallowed;   all I speak is Hallowed;   My Children, 
understand Me as Hallowed;  it is time, it is time;   (Yes, Lord, I agree.) 


6-21-19 
H)    Child, cover this house, this room with protective Praises and protective 
Hallelujahs;   (Father, I do now legally cover this house and this room with 
protective Praises and protective Hallelujahs and this protection I LAAI 
WTLAOYNY.  Halleluyah!)  good;   so be it; 


7-02-19 
HP)    (As I told the Praises to keep making inroads and expansions and 
expanding all of those for the angels and hosts to have free access to do 
Almighty Yahweh's will, I then heard myself telling the Hallelujahs to cover the 
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inroads and expansions to protect them keeping out the enemy so the angels 
and hosts had free unhindered access at all times that the enemy could not 
penetrate.  Hallelujah!)   yes, yes, yes, Child, so be it;   SIS;   move forth, move 
forth, Child, much has  been accomplished 


7-05-19 
HH)    Hallowed, Hallowed, see Me as Hallowed;   (Lord, I so choose.  I ask for 
Your guidance that I see You Hallowed as You desire for me to see You.) n I 
looked at my change I had exactly 10 new pennies.) 


7-07-19 
L)     send forth Hallelujahs;   send them forth as warring Hallelujahs;   (cover, I 
adjure you to cover all that Almighty Yahweh says for you to cover, to protect, to 
seal.   I LAAI WTLAOYNY  this covering by warring Hallelujahs.) 
HP)  (As I was sending forth the warring Hallelujahs, I told them to also protect 
and seal the Joy Bells so the enemy cannot penetrate the protection and 
sealing.)   so be it, Hallelujah and Amen;   SIS;   push forth, push forth, push 
forth, Child;   slack off not;   monumental gains being made;   push forth 


8-31-19 
L)   yes, I release My Hallelujahs from My depths through My heights;   be it so;   
expect, strongly expect;   (Yes, Lord, I do and shall continue so.)    
HP)  Preparation, Preparation, Preparation; dread not the Preparation needed 
My Children; gladly, obediently prepare all I ask; (Yes, Father, I agree.)   so be it, 
Child;   I will lead, I will lead;   (Thank You, Lord)  
HH)  accept My Will;   (Yes, Father, I choose to legally accept Your will 
(WTLAOYNY, LAAI the giving of My will legally to You and WTLAOYNY, I LAAI 
the giving of My will legally to You Almighty Yahweh.  Hallelujah!)   yes, Child, 
yes, be it all now so;   Child, I desire for you to be aware of the enemy's 
temptation and for you to freely, gladly refuse them;   (Yes, Father, I too desire as 
You have said.)   good, call it forth legally call it forth;   (I legally call forth the 
desire of Almighty Yahweh for me to be aware of and refuse the temptations of 
the enemy.  I do so LAAI WTLAOYNY this calling forth.  Hallelujah!)   Amen;  


HAND 
2-15-19 
HP)  SIS;   stagnate not;   keep up the intensity, Child;   keep it up;   stoke, prod 
as need be;   keep your hands ready, ready to work when and how I say, how I 
show you;   understand;   
HH)   (As I began stirring the Praises in this room...)   kindle the fire in your hand 
and stir to fire them up;  be aware, be aware, be aware of how I have you use 
your right hand;   cognizant, always cognizant;  constantly remembering not to 
touch ANYTHING with it unless I reveal what to do with it and when;   I know you 
understand 
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3-31-19  
HH)  (As I was giving the Lord homage, I became aware of His hand upon my 
head.)   yes, My hand is upon you grounding and rooting My truths in you;   
(Thank You, Father, I LAAI WTLAOYNY  this act of grounding and rooting Your 
truths in me.  Hallelujah!)   yes, yes, Hallelujah,  may they be now sealed in you, 
My Child;   


6-14-19  
HH)  Power and Might I bestow, Power and Might I bestow, Child;   even more, 
even more;   sit;   vSIS;   receive ye, Child, of My Right Hand;   (Yes, Lord, I 
receive all You have for me from Your Right Hand, Your Righteous Right Hand 
and I LAAI WTLAOYNY all You just gave and I received;   Hallelujah.)    


6-16-19 
HH)  (As I was bowed before Him...)   My Hand, My Hand, (several times)   My 
Mighty Hand is upon you, Child, be not afraid;   (Father, I am not afraid because 
Your Mighty Hand is upon me.  With Your Mighty Hand upon me there is nothing 
to fear.)   correct, correct, Child;   set your face, set your eyes upon Our work, My 
Child;   Remember, always My Hand is upon you, guiding you in and through all 
matters, all situations; 


7-24-19 
HP)   all is well;   believe it;   My hand is capable, filled with Might and Power 
man knows not of;   (I believe You, Father.)   allow My hand to do all I desire to 
do for you, My Child;   ( I LAAI WTLAOYNY allowing Your hand to do all You 
desire to do for me.  Father, I also allow You to work through me however You 
deem.)   watch, now, watch and receive;   tell Kyle and Jacob to also allow My 
hand to work as you did, Child 


7-30-19 
HH)   My Hand of guidance is upon you, Child;  (My hands had begun to heat.)   
the temperature of your hands increases because My Hand is upon you;   the 
Power shall shoot forth, the Power shall shoot forth;   the Power shall shoot forth;   
be not surprised, be not surprised;   (I understand, Lord.)  


8-06-19 
L)   work as My hand guides you, My Child;   (Yes, Lord, I agree to work as Your 
hand guides me.)   be aware, totally aware of My Hand, Child;   (Again, Lord, I 
agree and choose to be aware, totally aware of Your Hand so I LAAI WTLAOYNY 
being totally aware of Almighty Yahweh's Hand and Yours too;   Halleluyah!)   
Amen 
  
8-28-19 
HH)   time, time time, time, time (many times)   My time;   it is My time that 
counts;  My Hand, My Hand controls it;   no Hand but Mine;   (Father, I am so 
very grateful that it is Your Hand that controls.)   allow My Hand upon your head;   
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(Lord, I legally allow Your Hand upon my head for Your purposes, and  I LAAI 
WTLAOYNY this choice. Hallelujah!)   Hallelujah is right for now My healing virtue 
shall flow through your hands;   Hallelujah, My Child, Hallelujah;   (Father, I am 
so blessed, thank you.)   


10-02-19 
HH)   My hand is upon you and the work I have called you to do;   the work I 
have designed you to do;   Oh, Child, this seat, this seat of authority I have given 
you;    you shall prophecy many times from this Seat of Authority;   I have freshly 
planted that seed within you;   be not surprised nor amazed;   I am that I am and 
you, My Child, are that you are;   nothing, no one can change what I have 
ordained;   understand;    your eyes shall witness great happenings;   fear them 
not;   I am in control 


10-07-09 
HH)  My hand is upon you, upon you, upon you, My Child;   My hand is upon 
your head, your shoulders, your back, your eyes, your ears, your entire 
beings;   grasp, truly grasp this fact;   bless Jacob, with My special blessing I 
have for him at this time, this day;   make certain he receives, legally receives it;   
tell Kyle to prepare to receive a blanket covering I have for him;    blanket 
covering of protection he must have that only I can give him;   tell him to 
prepare to see it, to recognize My covering and to receive only My covering;   
Child, tell, you tell his eyes to recognize My covering and to receive only from 
Me, only from Me;    make it legal  


12-15-19 
HP)    legal tender;   yes, legal tender;   massive amounts;   yes, Child, to your 
hands;   I trust your hands;   follow My lead, understand;  (Yes, Lord, I shall.)   
bank account, bank account;   your name only at first;   understand;   (Yes, Lord)   
(PCH only once) 


12-18-19 
L)d  SIS;   Cease, Cease;   (I kept seeing the word “Cease.”)   My Children, 
thrust forth your right hand and tell the enemy to Cease, using My Name;   
legally use My name along with your right hands to command the enemy to 
Cease whatever you see them doing;   understand;   (Yes, Lord, thank You.) 


HEALING ROOM / HEALING WATERS 
1-02-19 
H)   (As I was thanking Yahweh for the Healing Waters...)   they are waning;   roil 
them with authority;   (did – w/A of the NY and legally AAI'd them.)   know you 
have legally restored this room and its purposes;   yes, Child, you have discerned 
correctly;   Kyle and you will need to legally rid this room of unrighteousness 
brought in by those coming to you for My healing;   you must remember to do so 
regularly;   sometimes several times a day;   be aware and discern; 
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1-04-19    
HH)  (I came against and forbid any attempt at tainting the Healing Waters and 
PHHM established in the Healing Room by any person, thing, spirit, or force of 
evil now and forevermore legally so w/A of YNY and I legally AAI this forbiddance 
w/A of YNY.)   good discernment, Child;   now keep close watch over this Our 
Healing Room;   


1-09-19 
HH)   keep the Healing Waters roiled;   drink;  tend;  vSIS;    


1-14-19 
HH)   roil gently;   drink and savor;   significant utterances made, Child;   know 
that;   (Thank You, Father)   healing, healing is on the wings of the air;   be not 
surprised at this, Child;   and know they are increasing;  therefore there is more 
and more healing, doubly so;  understand;  (according to the law of increase, 
healing will increase but then when it is on the wings of the air, it too increases 
making a double increase of healing.)   correct, Child, you understand;    


1-29-19   
HH)  enter with Us;   (I roiled the Healing Waters and heard myself declare they 
were filled with healing virtue,)   of course, Child, of course they are;   drink now;   


1-30-19 
HH)   come forth to receive;   (Father, here am I.)   multiple, multiple, multiple 
blessings I bestow upon you;   receivest thou;   (Yes, Father; w/the LAOYNY, 
ILAAI receiving of these Your multiple, multiple, multiple blessings upon me.)   
they are for your work in this room;   Kyle must receive the ones I have for him as 
well;   blessings shall abound in this place;   I have spoken;   it now is in effect 


3-09-19 
HH)  (As I was roiling the waters and drank of them, I realized that the Healing 
Waters, PHHM all were increasing in Power, Might and Power.)   this is true, fact, 
Child;    (As I mixed in the Hope, I said,”that they are alive and well.”)   again, 
true, Child;   Declare from this seat that My complete will for this room be done in 
My timing;   (Father, I Declare Your will for this room not only be done, but that it 
will also be done in Your timing.  I LAAI this Declaration WTLAOYNY.)   so be it, 
so be it;  


3-16-19 
HH)   My purposes;   overlook them not;   look, look, seek My purposes;   Child, 
you and Kyle must always see My purposes of each healing that takes place in 
My Healing Room;  understand the depths of each;   there will be purpose and 
depth in each;   parts you will need to relate to those receiving healing;   you 
must recognize doubt and fear and disengage it, aid them in disengaging them;   
understand;   give them freedom and understanding as well as healing 
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3-17-19 
HH)   (Thanked for the Healing Waters and was roiling them...)   they are 
Massive;   massive in ways man understands not 


3-21-19 
HH)  crash course;   principle points;   principle points I've given you and Kyle for 
this room;   list and study them;   get them into your memories;   most important;   
each list and conjoin the lists;   understand 


3-27-19   
30 minutes:   My Power  has healing virtue in it;   the fires from your hands 
shall have healing virtue in them;   (Somehow I knew it would flow down from my 
arms into my hands.)  correct for it must ramp, grasp and allow;   (WTLAOYNY I 
grasp all Almighty Yahweh said about the workings of healing virtue and I LAAI it 
all according to the will of Almighty Yahweh WTLAOYNY.)   so be it 


4-02-19 
HH)  enter with Us;   (I walked in the Healing Waters and just before I was about 
to roil them, I said, “They are increasing in potency.”)   YES, Child, they are;   
they are being prepared for their work;   soon, soon they will be completely 
ready;   now roil and tend;   (I realized that as I went about the room roiling, I 
would roil and say hallelujah as I roiled.)   (As I tended to PHHM, I realized they 
too were increasing not only in quantity but in potency as well.)   Hallelujah, 
great, great Hallelujahs for you have grasped and made legal all potency in this 
room;  


4-13-19 
HH)   put your hands on your back so that strength will go from them into your 
legs;   sit and write;   Child, the Peace you sense is My gift to you;   know that it is 
as a healing agent;   


5-07-19  
HH)  call her forth;   (Deann)   (did so legally)   Child, the time shall begin, the 
time shall begin, the time shall begin;   understand it shall begin;   Prepare 
yourself, stand firm, justified;   you and Kyle acting using the healing sword 
with your united anointings for My purposes;   yes, united in healing, united 
in healing;   each of you allow your belief, faith, Power, Might, backed by My 
Mighty Mercy;   to come forth for My Purposes in this place;   imperative, 
child, imperative;   do so in one accord;   understand;   one equal accord;   
this must be;   balanced in one accord 


5-13-19   
10 minutes:   (what about my hip?)   pluck out the infliction;   (I did and cast it into 
the lake of fire for its total destruction and that it burn into absolute nothingness.  
Hallelujah) 
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L)   SIS;   console every joint, My Child, with My healing Balm;   (Thank You, 
Father.  did)   do so twice each day    
HP)   SIS;   lift with joints soothed with My Balm;  SIS;   Praise well, Child, Praise 
well;    tell all who come to you to hunger after Me;   


5-14-19 
HP)   intensity, intensity;   push it forward;   (did)   close not your spiritual eyes, 
Child;   allow them to be open at all times;  (WTLAOYNY, I LAAI the opening of 
my spiritual eyes 100% of the time exactly as Almighty Yahweh says for them to 
be.)   Hallelujah 
HH)  Stand;  Shift your focus;   (Shift my focus to what?)   Shift your focus to the 
depths of what I am doing in this room, in this place;   Child, you must see all;   
miss nothing;   let no one or thing capture your focus from what I am having you 
do;   understand;   (Yes, Father)   this must be, Child;   you must see all I am 
doing here;   allow nothing to distract you;  (Father, WTLAOYNY, I LAAI focusing 
on only what Almighty Yahweh desires for me to see and focus on.)   Hallelujah 
and Amen; 


5-15-19 
HP)   time, time, time, watch the time, My children;   critical;   let it not be wasted;   
understand 
HH)  [As I roiled the waters, I realized the Healing Waters were over my head 
and I didn't need my hands to drink of them.]  your jurisdiction from this seat of 
authority is expanding;    be not surprised;   be obedient to what I ask of you, 
Child;  Power, Power, Power shall come forth through you from this seat;   be not 
surprised;   it is time;   I have called the time;   it is now in effect;   be aware, be 
on time, My Children, be on time;  


5-16-19 
30 minutes:   (After several minutes...)   yes, Child, be thou inundated with My 
roiling Healing Waters;  


6-07-19 
30 minutes:   let the healing begin;   (I officially LAAI WTLAOYNY the letting of 
the healing to begin.)   Hallelujah, so be it;   
L)   SIS;   Well being, Well being;   Yes, now upon all in this laver;   (I declare 
Well being upon each one in this laver now and LAAI WTLAOYNY.)   so be it, so 
be it 


6-09-19 
HH)  (As I was bowed before Him...)   prepare a place for Me in this place;   (Yes, 
gladly, Lord.  I trust You to guide me in doing so.)   I shall stand behind you and 
Kyle;   My hands will be upon you each supporting you, strengthening you, 
infusing you with Power and Might as you need;   fear not for I shall be with you;   
yes, you will take great comfort from Me as you fulfill your purposes in this place 
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6-17-19 
HH  Child, take comfort in all I've taught;   sit  angst not;   let not anger have 
place in this place, Child;   keep it out;   (Yes, Father, please guide me in this 
task)   yes, Child, yes;   let this place not be tainted with any form or facet of 
anger;   (Again, Father, I certainly agree and ask once again for Your perfect 
guidance in it.)  be it so, Child;  (time passed)   My Heavenly Hosts shall sing 
Hallelujahs in this place;   expect it, Child;  


6-22-19 
L)   SIS;   Consensus;   yes, Our Consensus;   for healing virtue to go forth;   yes, 
this virtue is ready, ready, Child;   Be ye also ready;   (Father, I choose to be 
ready according to Your will and plans and timing.   My hands are Yours to use 
and through which to work when, how, and to what extent.  I legally AAI 
WTLAOYNY each of these statements of readiness.  Hallelujah.)   yes, yes, yes, 
Hallelujah and Amen 
HH)    (I prayed about NS's heart.  I asked for miracles to create, to eliminate, 
and to restore what needed to be for NS's heart to be perfect and I LAAI 
WTLAOYNY this request.  I then asked if there was anything I needed to know 
about any of this for NS.)   I shall Provide;   (Thank You, Father, Hallelujah. 
Hallelujah and Amen.)   I agree, Child;  


6-27-19   **********  MASTER PLANS  
HH)    enhancement to this place will soon begin;   know it and welcome it;  (Yes, 
Father, I choose to and WTLAOYNY, I LAAI the enhancement that is soon to 
come to this place all according to Your will and plans, Almighty Yahweh, and I 
welcome them gladly.  Hallelujah!)   yes, yes, Child, Hallelujah and Amen;   Child, 
ask for My Master Plans for this place;   (Father, WTLAOYNY, I LAAI asking You 
for the Master Plans for this place.  Father, I ask what are the plans you have for 
this place?  I ask, legally ask You for them.)   I shall unfold them for you;   accept 
them as I give them; 


7-02-19 
HP)    heal as you go (many, many times) ( As I read the words orally, I wondered 
if this meant we would heal in other places.)  We shall see;   


7-18-19 
L)  SIS;   teach, teach, teach;   Child, you and Kyle must be prepared to teach as 
you minister healing unto those who come to the Healing Room;   understand;    
be vigilant in this, watching and being aware of the needs 


7-20-19   
HH)   ( as I tended PHH and the healing virtue in this place, I told the Healing 
Virtue that I instilled in it all that Almighty Yahweh wanted in it for the healings 
that were to take place here  I LAAI WTLAOYNY this instilling.)   be, be, be, be it 
so;  now watch, carefully watch, Child;  
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8-12-19 
HH)  ( As I was thanking Him for the Healing Waters...)   take them into your 
hearts, your minds, your total beings;   (Yes, Lord – did)   (As I roiled from the 
depths, My right foot from my arch to the end of my toes became hot.  I asked 
why it did?)   so you can stamp out evil;   (Be it so as you say, Lord.)   Hallelujah;   
now step as I guide;    (Yes, Lord)   


10-05-19 
HH)   prepare to minister;  Child, you and Kyle must prepare yourselves to 
minister;  you must be in full contact with Me as you minister;   set your 
minds on allowing Me to work fully, completely as I deem through you;   you must 
be totally yielded to Me and My purposes in this place, for this place;   set your 
minds, your thoughts on me, yielded, yielded, yielded to Me and what I show or 
tell you to do;   set them with no fear nor doubts within;   you must remember to 
take charge of the angels I send you to aid in accomplishing all I ask of you 
in this place;   there is much, much ado and excitement in My angels and hosts 
as they too are preparing;   


10-18-19 
HH)   (As I was roiling the waters up from the depths, I began saying, “It is time, it 
is time” again and again.  Hallelujah!)   join Us in your Mercy seat, your seat of 
authority;   yes, you shall dispense Mercy from it as I direct;   understand;  now 
sit;   vSIS;   you and Kyle must be deliverers of Mercy to those who come to this 
place;   joined efforts in giving Mercy;   give as I say;   no helter-skelter;  
understand;   (Yes, Father)   there shall be great Merciful Healings;   grasp, 
grasp;   (Yes, Father)   your toilings shall be blessed;   remember, remember that 
fact;   (I agree, Father.)   good, good;   now relax and soak in the blessings of 
Mercy I have for you, Child;   


10-24-19 
HH)  (I entered the Healing Room and asked what I should do.  I roiled the 
waters and splashed them over me, drank them and remember saying, “that I  be 
refreshed.”  (several times)   I drank that I be refreshed from the inside out.  The 
next that I remember, I called out that Praise, Healing, Hope, and Might come 
into fruition.  I said it several times.  Somehow I then knew I was to sit in the seat 
of authority and write what was done.  Hallelujah!)   yes, Child, multiple 
Hallelujahs;   (I then leaned back in the chair.)   time has started, the time has 
started;   


11-09-19 
HH)   (As I roiled the healing waters...)   that they consume that they consume 
the evil and wash it away;   (Halleluyah)   I agree, Halleluyah;    adjust;   be 
willing to adjust as the need arises;    
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11-17-19 
HH)  (as I drank of the healing waters...)   fill your belly;   (did until He said...)   
enough;   be still;   (did)   


11-25-19 
HH)   opportunities, opportunities,  opportunities, Child;   seize them as they 
come forth;   put your trust legally in Me for these opportunities;   (Father, I 
LAAI putting my trust legally in You for the upcoming opportunities and allow You 
to lead and guide me in seizing them according to Your Will and Plans and I do 
so WTLAOYNY. Hallelujah!)   yes, Amen and many, many Hallelujahs so be it, so 
be it, Child;   now, Child, ready your house;  


12-12-19      
HH)   many declarations you shall make from this Seat of Authority, Child;   
hesitate not as I lead you;   (Yes, Father, I agree.)   tend to all the details of each;   
some shall be quickly spoken;   some shall be done by legal written documents 
and then spoken or announced;   understand;   (Yes, Father)   in all cases, I shall 
guide;   be certain to seek and obey My guidance;   (Again, Father, I agree.  
Hallelujah!)   yes, certainly yes, Hallelujah;   hesitate not to inquire of Me, Child;   
(I shall not hesitate to ask of You, Father.)  


12-19-19 
HH)   (I found myself thanking Him for the Healing Waters and for being able to 
have the privilege of standing in His waters, and that I was soaking them into my 
bones.  Lord, I legally declare that I am soaking Your Healing Waters all the way 
into my bones.   I LAAI  WTLAOYNY this declaration.  Hallelujah!)  Hallelujah and 
Amen, Child, so be it for it now is;   grasp, grasp, grasp the understanding;   (did 
and slammed it into all parts of my beings. I LAAI WTLAOYNY this grasping and 
slamming the understanding into my beings. Hallelujah!)   Amen;    


12-22-19 
HP)  SIS;   deluge;   deluge coming;   on the horizon;   set your sights and watch 
their progression;   soon, soon, soon, understand;   (Yes, Lord)    


12-29-19 
HH)   Proceed towards healing, Child;   choose to be receptive to My revelations 
of the workings of healing;   (Yes, Father, I do choose to be receptive to Your 
revelations of the workings of healing and I LAAI WTLAOYNY this choice.  
Hallelujah!)   yes, yes, Hallelujah many times over. Amen;  


HIS WILL PLANS, & TIMING 
THE LORD'S BUSINESS 


1-21-19 
L)  SIS;   Succumb to My will, My Chosen,  Succumb;   (Lord, I legally choose to 
Succumb to Your Will w/ the LA of YNY, I L AAI this choice.)   good, Child;   grasp 
all facets of your choice;     watch and expect;   expect much;    
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HP)   SIS;   keep tending to My business;  Our business because it is now yours 
as well;   understand;  leave nothing undone;   push, push, push;   


1-24-19 
HP)   load, load;   take on no load not of Me, Child;   be about Our business;  
understand;   (Yes, Father, I do, please help me in this.)   give Me the loads not of 
Me;   I can carry any load too heavy or burdensome for you, Child;    


1-25-19 
L)  SIS;   be not caught out of My flow;   understand;   My flow;    My will for you 
each;   aware, be aware of My flow;   also recognize the enemy's flow;   his 
mimic;    
HP)   go forth with Mighty Praises on your tongues and lips, My Chosen;   Our 
business, Our business flourishes;   Yes, be it so according to My Will;   agree?   
(Yes, Father Yahweh, I certainly do agree.)   


1-28-19 
HP)  SIS;   amiss, amiss, amiss, amiss, be ye not amiss, My Children;   yield to 
Me, My will, and My plans for you each;   this must be;   it must be;   legally so;   
(Yes, Father Yahweh, I choose to legally yield toYou, Your will, Your plans and to 
not be amiss in any matters.  I do w/the LA of YNY, and I LAAI this choice;   I 
accept your choice, legally accept it 


1-29-19   
10 minutes:   breathe;   (did)   again;   (did and saw bits of  red)   again;   (did)   
(This went on several more times and with each breath I saw more red.)   I am 
Yahweh and I have directed;  follow, follow after Me, My directions;   


1-30-19 
L)   significant;   My prayers upon you each is Signifiant;   receive, allow, accept, 
employ them;   (w/The LA of YNY, ILAAI Your prayers upon me and I choose to 
receive, allow, accept and employ them as You Will it to be, and again, I w/the 
LAAOYNY, I LAAI this choice.)   Hallelujah;   


6-07-19 
HP)  all must be, all must  be, Child as I have said, as you have written, and as 
you have spoken;   believe it, believe it, believe it;   (Father, I do believe it.  I 
believe it all from the depths to the heights, I believe all You have said.)   


8-04-19 
HP)   lift with silence that Our Wills be done perfectly;  invoke My Will for you, 
Child;   (Lord, I willingly invoke Your Will for me exactly as You desire and I do so 
LAAI WTLAOYNY this invoking of Your Will for me.  Hallelujah!)   Amen and 
Amen;   move forth  
HH)   allow Me to write through you;  be not surprised when I ask you to write nor 
at what I ask you to write;   (Yes, Lord, be it all according toYour Will and Plans.)   
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yes, Child, so be it;   be prepared to allow Me to work through you in Minnesota;   
Child, interact as I show you;   only as I show You;   (I understand, Lord) 


8-31-19 
HH)  accept My Will;   (Yes, Father, I choose to legally accept Your will 
(WTLAOYNY, LAAI the giving of My will legally to You and WTLAOYNY, I LAAI 
the giving of My will legally to You Almighty Yahweh.  Hallelujah!)   yes, Child, 
yes, be it all now so 


9-01-19 
L)  SIS;   Congeal;   Child;   be silent and allow all I have for you, all I have given 
you to Congeal;   yes, Child you understand that it all must meld together;   My 
plans all meld and work and blend together;   grasp this concept;   (yes, Lord, I 
do grasp it.) 


10-13-19 
HH)   Child, Child, My Plans, My Plans;   allow My Plans;   every jot and tittle 
exact;   (Yes, Lord.  WTLAOYNY, I LAAI the plans of Almighty Yahweh exactly as 
He says and that even every jot and tittle be exactly done as He says.  
Hallelujah!)   Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Child, be it now so;   


11-30-19 
L)   SIS;   the stage, the stage;   pay attention to My stage I have set;   watch the 
fulfillment of My words, My Will, My Plans;   My children, take it all in;   watch and 
glean;   (Yes, Lord) 


HOLY / HALLOWED 
2-21-19 
L)   SIS;   Hallowed ground;   I invite you to walk on My Hallowed ground 


4-05-19 
10 minutes:   Perfunctory;   be it as I say;   Hallowed;   My name is Hallowed;   
grasp what I am saying;   true, I am Hallowed and even My Name is Hallowed;   
the Aura around Me is Hallowed;   yield, gladly yield to Me;  


4-30-19  
HH)   holiness;   breathe in My holiness;   breathe it in that the dark corners  be 
driven out;   breathe in My  holiness that the light of My  holiness dispels all 
darkness that attempts to come in;   


6-06-19 
HH)   My elect, your feet;   forget not to tend to, to protect, to guide them as I say;   
they must be shod with My holiness, My purposes;   understand;    see to it, 
see to it;  
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6-26-19 
HP)   holy ground;   keep your feet on My holy ground;  


7-21-19  
HH)   sit, Child, so you can receive;  (I was saying to the Lord that He was Holy, 
Holy, Holy, (over and over)   allow My Holiness to be in you, Child;  (Lord, be it as 
You say.)   it is now in your veins  coursing through them in your body;   allow it to 
increase and to do its purpose;   ( I LAAI the WTLAOYNY coursing of Your 
Holiness in my veins and working according to Your will.)   Hallelujah 


8-09-19 
L)   Compare Me not to mammon;  I am holy and beyond man's comparison;   
understand;    
HP)   Child, Child, keep using wisdom;   My holy wisdom, I've given you;   yes, all 
I give is holy;   understand;   (Yes, Lord, I believe that .)  


10-02-19 
HP)   Holiness, Holiness, My Holiness is present in this place;   be ye in it, Child;   
Child, Child, your determination has availed much;   know that;   Hallelujah, let 
the Hallelujahs ring, and ring, and ring;   so be it 


11-27-19 
HP)  SIS;   Holy, Holy;   every word I speak is Holy;   receive them as such;   (I 
agree, Father)    


HUSH 
2-08-19 
HP)   let My hush be upon you , Child;   My anointed hush – yes, My hush upon 
you;    


INCREASING / INCREASE / EXPAND 
4-08-19 
HH)   potency, potency;   be aware of your potency levels;   see to it that they 
increase;   (How, Lord?)   allow it; 


5-10-19  
HH)  (For some reason I became aware that I hadn't seen the color Purple much 
lately.)   I have already given My seal of approval over much knowing they would 
increase according to the law of increase;   think about it;   I have already 
approved them which includes the increases;   now for Hallelujahs;   they 
seal and they protect;   this sealing is different;   remember, they too will 
increase in mass and potency;   can you see that this seal is protection;   they 
go hand in hand;   understand;  
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6-21-19 
H)  take comfort in Me, take comfort in Me;   yes, expanding, expanding, 
expanding, things are expanding;   eyes aware, Child;   take in what I show you;   
grasp and understand;   you must understand;   


7-15-19 
L)   progress;   allow progress to increase at all levels and at My rates;   ( I 
LAAI WTLAOYNY  progress increasing at all levels and at Your rates Lord.  
Hallelujah!)   good, good 


9-02-19 
 prolong not ;   increase;  your pace;   (Yes, Lord, May it be at the pace You 
desire for me.)   (My field of vision was then a dark fiery red.)   they are burning, 
burning as you have provided Me fuel, Child;   keep it up as you do daily, daily, 
daily   (Yes, Lord, I understand.)   so be it; 


12-17-19 
L)   SIS;   Child, Child, Child, such energy, force, effort;   yes, you have displayed 
such and it shall now grow forcefully in mass and potency;   I have spoken 
HH) (As I stirred the coals...)   they shall amass;   expect and watch;   great heat, 
great fire;     Joy, such Joy you are now experiencing;   (Yes, Father, I am)   let 
My Peace enter with it;   (Yes, Father,  I LAAI WTLAOYNY letting the Peace of 
Almighty Yahweh enter along wit the Joy.  Hallelujah!)   Amen;   all this too shall 
increase;   increase at My accelerated rate I have chosen for it;   agree, Child;   
(Yes, Father, I certainly do agree with You for this rate of increase.  Hallelujah!)  
yes, I agree with even more Hallelujahs;   Amen   


JOY BELLS 
2-09-2019 
HP)   SIS;   lift so the Joy Bells can ring;   (did – TPHR )   SIS;   tending daily is 
imperative   reap joy from this assignment;   Hallelujah;      


3-24-19 
L)    Heap the Joy Bells;   Heap the Joy Bells over and around XXXXXX so 
enemy lies are drowned out;    I agree, many Hallelujahs over and around XXX;   
so be it 


3-30-19  
HH) (XXX interrupted the reading of this meeting.  After he left I asked what I 
needed to do to stop him from this.  Immediately I remembered about heaping 
Joy Bells.  I then heaped Joy Bells on both xx and XXX so the enemy could 
not get their lies through to them nor tell them what to do. Hallelujah!  I LAAI 
this heaping of the Joy Bells on them WTLAOYNY.  Hallelujah!)   so be it 


6-05-19 
HH)    keep the Joy Bells ringing wherever you are; 
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6-10-19 
L)  I realized earlier that when sending the Joy Bells, we need to not only say that 
they drown out the lies of the enemy, but that they do so before those lies can 
reach the ears of the spiritual and physical beings.)   now, Hallelujah 
HH)  (prayed for the lies of the enemy to be drowned out by the Joy Bells before 
reaching the  physical and spiritual beings of LT and OT, DM, all my family, the 
Bride)   divide asunder, divide asunder the enemy lies from the ears of My 
people;   (WTLAOYNY, I LAAI the dividing asunder of the enemy lies from the 
physical and spiritual beings of Your people.)   Hallelujah and Amen, so be it;  


6-22-19 
HP)   coverage, coverage;   make it complete with more Joy Bells;   (did – I LAAI  
WTLAOYNY by sending forth Joy Bells with the Praises all across the lands, 
waters, airways, and heavenlies to drown out the lies of the enemy.  Hallelujah)    
agree, Child, I agree Hallelujah 


6-25-19 
L)   Thunder, Thunder, Thunder;   My truth shall be as Thunder upon nation 
after nation;   Bride, you must be prepared and ready;   flood the nations with 
Joy Bells;   understand;   let it be as though they are flooding the nations so My 
will can go forth unhindered;   


7-02-19 
L)  yes, wow!  Thank you, Child for allowing Me to speak through you;   much, 
much accomplished;   (I remember telling the protective Praises, Hallelujahs, and 
Angels to protect the Joy Bells so they could ring wherever and however 
Almighty Yahweh desired.) 


7-07-19 
HP)  (As I was sending forth the warring Hallelujahs, I told them to also protect 
and seal the Joy Bells so the enemy cannot penetrate the protection and 
sealing.)   so be it, Hallelujah and Amen;   SIS;   push forth, push forth, push 
forth, Child;   slack off not;   monumental gains being made;   push forth 


8-04-19 
L)  SIS;   (As I was tending to the Joy Bells, I found myself telling them to also 
drown out the lies that come from the flesh of people as well as from the enemy.  
Hallelujah!)   


12-24-19 
HP)   SIS;   lift with Joy that the Joy Bells ring;   (did - TPHR)   
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JOY / GLADNESS 
2-08-19 
L)   SIS;   hold not back, hold not back all Joy;   yes, accept fully all the Joy I 
have for you;   exist in it, My Children  


4-08-19 
L)    Let there be Joy in this place;   (I legally allow Joy in this place according to 
the will of Almighty Yahweh and I LAAI it WTLAOYNY.)   so be it, Child;   expect 
and hinder it not   


4-28-19 
HH)  Joy, Joy, Joy, Joy, Joy;   let there be Joy in this place;   (I LAAI WTLAOYNY 
the letting of Joy  being in this place as Almighty Yahweh has said)  


6-28-19 
HH)   prepare to be smitten;   My love and Joy;   prepare to be smitten with My 
love and Joy;   (Yes, Father, here am I.)   (Suddenly I placed both hands on the 
front parts of my head.  I immediately saw a swirling in my hand.)   may it be 
throughout your beings;   My undieing love;   understand, My undieing love for 
you;   (Yes, Father, I accept it and appreciate it so much.)   and now for the Joy;  
(It was like it was being sprinkled all over me.)   good description, Child;   now 
seal them;   ( WTLAOYNY, I LAAI the love and Joy of Almighty Yahweh that is 
now on and in me and I seal them with Hallelujahs.  I spoke many Hallelujahs.  


7-17-19 
L)   SIS;   Joy, Joy, Joy;   call forth Joy, Child;   ( I LAAI WTLAOYNY calling forth 
Joy as Almighty Yahweh has directed.)   Hallelujah;   receive it, Child and tell all 
who will to receive it legally so;   ( I LAAI WTLAOYN the legal receiving of Joy by 
all  who will.)   again, Hallelujah 


7-19-19 
L)  SIS:   go forth with gladness, gladness, gladness;   understand;   allow 
gladness within all of your beings, My Children, that your hearts be truly glad;    (I 
LAAI  WTLAOYNY the allowing of gladness withing my physical and spiritual 
beings that my heart be totally glad.)   Hallelujah, so be it 
  
HP)  glad tidings, glad tidings;   prepare to receive;   (Father, I do so prepare, 
accept, receive Your glad tidings whatever they are.  I shall be glad because of 
them. Hallelujah.)    
HH)  come, Child, join Us and Rejoice for a time is nigh   


7-21-19 
HP)   SIS;  lift with exceeding (many x's)   Solemn Joy from your depths     
7-23-19 
HH)  exceeding Joy, exceeding Joy;   let it descend upon you, Child;   ( I LAAI  
WTLAOYNY letting exceeding Joy descend upon me.)   now, Child, employ Hope 
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and expectancy in receiving it;  use them to Hope for and expect it;  (Yes, Lord,  I 
LAAI WTLAOYNY the employment and use of Hope and expectancy in receiving 
the exceeding Joy You desire to descend upon me.  Hallelujah!)   yes, yes;   call 
forth warring and ministering angels to aid you, Child;   (I call forth all the warring 
and ministering angels needed to aid me in receiving the exceeding Joy Almighty 
yahweh desires for me to have.  I LAAI WTLAOYNY the calling forth of warring 
and ministering angels to aid me in receiving the exceeding Joy Almighty Yahweh 
desires for me to have. Hallelujah)   


11-05-19 
HH)   Justify;   allow Me to Justify as I choose, Child;   (Father I LAAI 
WTLAOYNY allowing You, Almighty Yahweh the legal right to Justify all it is legal 
for me to allow You to do. Halleluyah!)  vSIS;   now watch, watch, watch;   see My 
Joy at work, Child;   watch it work and increase 


12-06-19 
L)   SIS;   songfest;   songfest;   allow My songfest in your belly, Child;   (Lord, I 
legally AAI whatever songfest You desire in my belly WTLAOYNY.  Hallelujah!)   
good, now sing joyfully at will, Child;   (Yes, Lord, I shall.) 


12-17-19 
HH)  Joy, such Joy you are now experiencing;   (Yes, Father, I am)   let My Peace 
enter with it;   (Yes, Father,  I LAAI WTLAOYNY letting the Peace of Almighty 
Yahweh enter along wit the Joy.  Hallelujah!)   Amen;   all this too shall increase;   
increase at My accelerated rate I have chosen for it;   agree, Child;   (Yes, Father, 
I certainly do agree with You for this rate of increase.  Hallelujah!)  yes, I agree 
with even more Hallelujahs;   Amen   


JUDGEMENTS / JUDGING 
STANDARDS 


2-06-19 
HPH)   judge not;   judge not unjustly, My Children;   judge only if, when, how I 
say for I am the one true judge;   this you know;   take care, watch yourselves 
that ye not enter into unholy judging;   understand 


2-07-19 
HP)   judgment comes;   be ready;   stand, make a righteous stand, My Children;   
stand strong, stalwart, My Chosen Ones 


3-03-19   
HH)  My warriors, I call you to attention;   all eyes focused on Me;   be ready for 
My commands;   judgment comes, judgment comes;   you shall withstand;   My 
Children, many will not;   time is short;   get all saved that you can;  understand; 
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4-14-19 
L)  SIS;   Standards, Standards, Standards;   push forth My Standards;  accept 
them and push them forth;    (WTLAOYNY, I LAAI accepting Your Standards and 
pushing them forth according to Your will and timing.)   hallelujah 


4-18-19  
HP)  judge not, My Chosen;   be not tempted with unrighteous judgments;   
recognize and dismiss them;   understand;   fear not nor be dismayed at what 
You see Me do;  


6-03-19 
HP)   judgment comes;   prepare;   ready;   ready for what I have for you to do;   
prepare, prepare, prepare, My Chosen;   listen and understand 


11-07-19 
L)   SIS;   careful judgments;   look deep, deep before making judgments, My 
Children;  every detail is to be considered;   imperative;   understand 


12-20-19  
L)  SIS;   vindicate;   Child, send vindication to cover your President;  (I send 
vindication to cover President Donald J. Trump in every way You desire Almighty 
Yahweh and I LAAI WTLAOYNY this vindication.  Hallelujah!)   Hallelujah, Amen;   
now expect great happenings, Child;   (Father, I do, I do, thank You.)    


KNOWLEDGE  /  UNDERSTANDING  / WISDOM 
1-12-19 
HP)  SIS;   grasp, grasp, grasp understanding;   I am revealing new 
understanding for you, but you must grasp it;    Hallelujah 


2-06-19 
L)  SIS;   fit, fit, fit the pieces of My knowledge given you together;   the fit is 
perfect;   understand, perfect;   twist them not;   twist them not 


4-06-19 
30 minutes:   Verdant, Verdant, Verdant;   all is not Verdant;   pay attention to  My 
words;  be thorough, absolutely thorough in all matters;   
Verdant:   green as in grass or green in knowledge 


4-23-19 
L)  SIS;   stand upright and firm in My knowledge I've given you, My Children;   
prepare to receive great abundance;   quite soon for it must be, Child;   receive, 
receive, receive, and receive again;  
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5-20-19 
L)   SIS;   meet every challenge, My Child;   meet  it with great fortitude equipped 
with wisdom and knowledge;   


7-25-19 
HH)  take heed to the knowledge I am giving you, My Faithful;   (Yes, Lord, I 
so choose.  I trust You to aid me in staying on course.)   so be it;   waves, 
waves;   it shall come in waves;   some waves are massive;  some waves are 
small;   pay close attention to all My waves for each is important and must not be 
overlooked;   understand;    


8-27-19 
HH)  prepare your minds for an implosion of knowledge;   knowledge you and 
Kyle must have;   share not with others until I tell you to do so;   understand;   
you both must firmly root in this knowledge before sharing any of it;   
crucial, My Children;   most crucial; 


LEGAL 
1-14-19 
HP)  SIS;   legal;   My Chosen, keep pushing yourselves to make and keep all 
things, all matters legal;   vitally important;   slack not;  remember the enemy 
watches for any loopholes no matter how small 


1-16-19     
L)  SIS;   grant;   grant Me the right to do as I will with you, Child;   (Father, I 
gladly choose to grant You the legal right to do all according to Your will 
concerning me, Almighty Yahweh.  I do so w/ the legal A of YNY, and I legally AAI 
it.)   so be it;   now you have legal rights to expect Me to act My Righteous Will in 
all matters concerning you;   (Thank You, Father, I receive this as fact.)   


1-17-19    
30 minutes:  reclaim this land;   (With the legal A of YNY, I legally reclaim this 
land Almighty Yahweh wants reclaimed and I legally AAI the reclaiming of it giving 
all rights and authority over it to Almighty Yahweh according to His will, plans, 
and purposes.)  


2-25-19 
L)   SIS;   Dig Deep;  allow Me to Dig Deep into your beings for legal 
adjustments;   (Father, King Yahushua, I allow You legal rights to Dig Deep into 
my beings so You may make legal adjustments in me.  I LAAI this allowance 
WTLAOYNY.)   call it done, Child;   (I legally call the Lord's adjustments in me 
done WTLAOYNY it all is LAAI.)   good;  expect;  


5-03-19 
L)   SIS;   Legally go forth, Child;   My Mercy and Grace Be upon you;   
understand;    
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HH)  legalities, My Chosen, you must be totally aware of legalities in all 
things,   all matters;   be aware and give not legality to the enemy in any 
matter, any situation;   this calls for total awareness;   do you understand, total 
awareness;   Hallelujah, Child, pass it on so others can fully understand and 
grasp;    keep your feet on My solid ground;   remove them not;   understand;   
again, Hallelujah;    


6-25-19  
HP)  SIS;   render, render, render unto Me, My Children;   render all I ask of you;   
hold not back;   hold not back;   be legal in all;  understand;   always legal 
HH)   again, I say legal, legal, legal, all must be legal;   the enemy must not be 
given any right to interfere;   you know they watch, wait, and listen for 
openings;  My Children, pay attention to Me, close attention;  


7-26-19 
HP)    SIS;  Child, allow Me to install legal access into your beings;   (Almighty 
Yahweh I do allow You to install legal access into my beings according to Your 
Will and Plans and that of none other.  I do so and I LAAI WTLAOYNY this 
instillation.)   Hallelujah;   hang on Child, hang on;   


8-01-19 
L)   SIS;   Prevail;   Prevail, My Child;   I have destined you to Prevail according 
to My Will, My Plans;   yes, Child for you gave Me legal rights in all matters 
concerning you;   legally done, legally done, legally done;   so be it, so be it 


11-02-19 
L)   legal, legal;   ease into explaining My legalities to others;   remember step by 
step;   overwhelm not the babes 


12-15-19 
HP)  SIS;   legal tender;   yes, legal tender;   massive amounts;   yes, Child, to 
your hands;   I trust your hands;   follow My lead, understand;  (Yes, Lord, I shall.) 
ly once) 


12-31-19 
HH)  (I told Almighty Yahweh that I choose to be a legal source for Him to work 
through, to be a legal point of contact here on earth for Him.  Hallelujah!)   legally 
Purchased;   no servitude, legally purchased, legally done;   Child, Child, legally 
done, Hallelujah;   they are ringing;  Hallelujah after Hallelujah;   you've made the 
enemy cringe even more;   take it all in now, absorb 


MERCY / GRACE 
1-14-19 
L)  SIS;   Mercy;   receive ye My Mercy;   (Father, I gladly receive Your Mercy;   I 
legally receive it w/the LA of YNY and I legally AAI it.)   good;   increasing 
amounts are now yours;    
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1-19-19 
L)  SIS;   Mercy;   be ready to show, bestow Mercy where Mercy is needed, My 
children;    


3-13-19 
HH)  vSIS;   Abundant, Abundant, Abundant, My Mercy is Abundant;   now walk 
in Mercy, Child;   as you show or give Mercy, the Mercy on you will doubly 
increase;   understand;  you will frequently need to give Mercy;   hold it not back;   
hold it not back;   doubt not My Mercy, doubt it not;   man has not understood My 
Mercy;   allow Me to take you to My depths;   I desire for you to glean facets and 
understanding from them;   (WTLAOYNY, I allow Almighty Yahweh to take me to 
the depths of Mercy so I can glean facets and understanding of Mercy.  I LAAI 
this allowance WTLAOYNY.)   Hallelujah, Child;   expect  


3-15-19 
L)  SIS:   Complete work;  I call Complete work covering My Body of believers, 
My Chosen;   understand;   keep the Mercy upon and within you stirred and 
active ready for usage;    remember, remember;   plant it in your beings, Child;   (I 
plant the remembering to keep Mercy that is in and on me stirred, WTLAOYNY 
and I LAAI this act.)    


4-12-19 
L)  SIS;   achieve, achieve;   achieve My Grace;   it is yours, My Children, for the 
humble asking;    take it and allow it to do its work;  


4-23-19 
HH)   sit in My Grace;   allow My Grace to do its work on and in you;   
(WTLAOYNY, I LAAI letting Your Grace do its work on and in me.)   now, sit and 
absorb it, let it be totally absorbed, Child;   
(As I was absorbing the Grace...)   increasing, increasing, ramping and 
increasing 


5-01-19 
HH)  Child, allow that Mercy within you to burst forth;   yes, burst forth with all 
wisdom, Power, Might, and Potency;   be quick to share it, to let it undergird 
and support whatever hope others have that it have the opportunity to grow and 
expand;   


5-03-19 
L)   SIS;   Legally go forth, Child;   My Mercy and Grace Be upon you;   
understand;    
HP)   realm, realm;   yes, Child, new realms and levels;   resist not;   enter as I 
lead;   understand;   expect and enter exactly when I say;    
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5-06-19 
L)   SIS;   Mercy;   receive My Mercy;   allow its undergirding and support;   
HP)   see to the salvation of the babes and the lost;   cover and teach them;   
hesitate not;   let no opportunity pass by, My Children;    


6-02-19 
HP)   SIS;   lift with Grace;   (did – TPHR)   (“I lift with Grace because it is now on 
and in me with which to lift.”  I suddenly realized the impact of what I had just 
said as I lifted TPHR to Them.)   understanding just now bloomed within you;   
(Thank You, Father, may its presence be in and on me from this day forward for I 
LAAI it WTLAOYNY.)   well done, Child 


7-03-19 
L)   Mercy;   Call forth My Mercy to reign as I say;   (WTLAOYNY, ILAAI the 
calling forth of Mercy to reign as Almighty Yahweh says.  Hallelujah!)   yes, yes, 
Child, so be it 


7-30-19  
HH)   Mercy, Mercy, Mercy;   Child, know My Mercy is upon you   


8-10-19 
HH)  Child, Mercy bound;   yes, you are on course for great Mercy;   great 
understanding;   I have declared it therefore now is;   believe and receive;   
believe and receive;  


8-14-19 
HH)   Child, Child, receive My Mercy that you in turn give it to others in need of it;  
(Yes, Father, I receive Your Mercy and choose to give it to those in need of it.   I 
LAAI   WTLAOYNY the legal fortifying Almighty Yahweh desires to do concerning 
me.  Hallelujah!)   so be it, so be it, so be it; 


8-16-19 
30 minutes:   SIS;   Solemn;   Solemn;   Mercy;   My Mercy is Solemn and filled 
with Power;   grasp the depths of the understanding of this, Child;   grasp it;   (I 
LAAI WTLAOYNY the grasping of the depths of  the understanding of Solemn 
Mercy.  Hallelujah!)   so be it;   so be it 


10-18-19 
HH)   (As I was roiling the waters up from the depths, I began saying, “It is time, it 
is time” again and again.  Hallelujah!)   join Us in your Mercy seat, your seat of 
authority;   yes, you shall dispense Mercy from it as I direct;   understand;  now 
sit;   vSIS;   you and Kyle must be deliverers of Mercy to those who come to this 
place;   joined efforts in giving Mercy;   give as I say;   no helter-skelter;  
understand;   (Yes, Father)   there shall be great Merciful Healings;   grasp, 
grasp;   (Yes, Father)   your toilings shall be blessed;   remember, remember that 
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fact;   (I agree, Father.)   good, good;   now relax and soak in the blessings of 
Mercy I have for you, Child;   


11-02-19 
HH)  Mercy, Child, My hand of Mercy is upon you;   gladly receive and use;  (Yes, 
Father, I so choose to legally receive and use Your Mercy as You deem, and I 
LAAI this choice WTLAOYNY.)    


11-21-19 
HP)   traveling Mercies;   extend them;   (Yes, Lord)   ( I LAAI WTLAOYNY 
extending traveling Mercies to both Kyle and Jacob.   Traveling Mercies I adjure 
you to  take care of their every need, every pathway as they travel to their homes 
and families.   I LAAI WTLAOYNY this extension of traveling Mercies Hallelujah!)   
yes, Hallelujah and Amen;   (Is there anything else, Lord.?)   yes, I bless their 
minds to expand with the knowledge I have for each of them to receive;   so 
be it, so be it;   it is now adjudicated according to My Will;   tell them each to 
grasp, grasp, grasp, and to grasp again; 


11-27-19 
HH)  Mercy, My Mercy is upon you;   receive it, Child;   (Father, I choose to 
legally receive Your Mercy upon Me as You have said and it is now written and 
soon to be spoken I LAAI WTLAOYNY these statements. Hallelujah!)   yes, so be 
it; 


12-10-19 
L)   SIS;   Mercy given to you, My Children;   Mercy must be shown;   be willing to 
show Mercy as I reveal its need;   understand;   (Yes, Lord and I agree.) 


12-23-19 
HH)   vSIS;   from this seat, Child, Declare Mercy, My Mercy upon all who enter 
this place   ( I legally Declare the Mercy of Almighty Yahweh be upon all who 
enter this place and I LAAI WTLAOYNY this Declaration.  Hallelujah!)   yes, 
Hallelujah;   now, Child, take notice of all that My Mercy does for those who enter 
here 


MIGHT / STRENGTH / POWER 
1-09-19 
HP)   SIS;   push forward with Might, Child;   the Core must join you in this;   
push, push, push forward in Might;   be in total absolute awareness;   dire;   you 
can, you can;   understand  


1-22-19   
HH)  strength building, Child;   sense it;  (Yes, Father)   
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2-03-19   
HP)  strong, strong, strong;   Child, your strength is rapidly increasing as is your 
faith;   hold it back not;   allow, allow, allow, allow, allow it to flow forth according 
to My will for you;   (I allow, allow, allow, allow, and allow my strength and faith to 
increase rapidly according to Your will, Almighty Yahweh, and I LAAI this allowing 
WTLAOYNY.)   be it now so, Child;   watch them increase;   yes increase in 
Might;   Mighty strength and Mighty Faith;   so be it 


2-08-19  
HH)  your feet, your feet, your feet, My Child;   daily you have planted them in My 
Might for reshodding;   the Might shodding your feet is now massive and still 
increasing;   be not surprised at what I will have them do, where I shall have 
them go;   that is all for these moments 


2-09-19 
L)   SIS;   Consider My worth;   (Father, it is so very, very vast.)   yes it is;   know 
that I can do all that needs to be with the vast Power, Might, Strength, and yes, 
My Worth;   think on it, Child 


2-11-19   
HH)  (While I was bowed before Yahweh...)   parameters broadened;   yes, look 
for and expect My timing;   vSIS;   glean, Child, glean from My truth;   glean the 
Power and Might within them;  take of the Power and Might for your arsenal;   
take of their increase;  glean again and again;   your work is a Mighty work;   
glean in preparation for it;   you must have massive Power and Might;   
overcoming Power and Might;   glean, glean, glean;   understand 


2-12-19 
L)   SIS;   Charge;   allow Me to Charge you, Child;   Mighty, Mighty, Mighty, My 
Charge for you is Mighty, Child;   hang on;  let it not go, Child;   let it not go;    
HP)   SIS;   take comfort in My purposes, My Children;  Child, use the Charge I 
have given you;   the Power, Might, and Strength within you I have given a 
sizable boost;   use wisely;      


2-17-19 
HH)  (When I planted my feet in Might, I became aware of it rising up, so I 
allowed it to envelop me.)   strength, strength within;   strength of character;   
Child, know you are now stronger, stronger than ever before;   I allow it to 
increase in you at maximum rates;   you allow My allowance;   (WTLAOYNY, I 
legally allow the strength Almighty Yahweh has allowed me to increase at 
maximum rates according to His will and words and I LAAI Our allowances 
WTLAOYNY.)    
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2-26-19 
HP)  SIS;   My Might, My Might, My Might;   Child, stand in My Might, use My 
Might;   Mighty, Mighty Purposes to fulfill;   understand;   sense it, Child, sense it 
upon you, surrounding you;   


4-17-19 
HH)   rise up strong in My strength;   (Yes, Lord, I choose to do so with the exact 
measure You have for me.)      Child, you now have it;  I tell you to receive it and 
believe you receive it;   (Yes, Father, I do receive and believe I have the measure 
of strength You have for me, so I LAAI WTAOYNY this declaration.)   forget it not, 
Child, for I want you completely fortified;     


4-20-19 
L)  SIS;   generate;   allow Me to generate greater potency within you, Child;   
potency, strength, power, and might;   all for what is to come;   (Father, King 
Yahushua, I legally allow You to generate greater potency, strength, power, and 
might within me.  I LAAI it all  WTLAOYNY.)   so be it;  receive as it comes;   


4-30-19 
HP)  lift with Might that it increases;   (did – TPHR)   


5-14-19 
L)   SIS;   Might, Might, Might;   recognize My Might at work on your behalf;  so 
be it now;  allow Me to impregnate you with all I desire for you, Child;   (Father, 
WTLAOYNY, I LAAI all with which You desire to impregnate me.)   Hallelujah 


5-15-19 
L)   SIS;   Push, Child, Push;   Push forward at My pace;   so be it;   Push with 
solid, firm strength 
HP)   SIS;   lift beyond what you are capable;   


5-15-19 
L)   SIS;   Push, Child, Push;   Push forward at My pace;   so be it;   Push with 
solid, firm strength 
HP)   SIS;   lift beyond what you are capable;     
HH)  [As I roiled the waters, I realized the Healing Waters were over my head 
and I didn't need my hands to drink of them.]  your jurisdiction from this seat of 
authority is expanding;    be not surprised;   be obedient to what I ask of you, 
Child;  Power, Power, Power shall come forth through you from this seat;   be not 
surprised;   it is time;   I have called the time;   it is now in effect;   be aware, be 
on time, My Children, be on time;  


5-18-19 
30 minutes:   Power Surge, Power Surge, Power Surge;   Be ready, Child, Be 
ready;   Be ready, Child to lightly touch with only your fingers;   
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6-06-19 
HP)   Power and Might, Power and Might;   on you and within you, Child;   allow 
them, allow them to work exactly as I will and have plans for them;   (I legally 
allow the Power and Might that are on and in me to work as Almighty Yahweh 
wills and plans for them to work on and in me and I LAAI WTLAOYNY this 
complete allowance.)   so be it, Hallelujah 
HH)   rise up and be strong;   


6-29-19 
HH)  (As I was bowed before Him...)   My Power and My Might upon you, My 
Power and My Might upon you,  MY POWER AND MY MIGHT UPON YOU;   (I 
receive, I receive, I RECEIVE.)  (I asked if there was anything else He wanted to 
tell me today.)   stay humble, Child, stay humble;   (Lord, I truly desire to stay 
humble exactly as You want me to be so I LAAI WTLAOYNY staying humble 
according to Your will and plans Almighty Yahweh.   


7-02-19 
HH)   this day, this day, Child mark this day;   (July 2, 2019)   from this day hence 
there shall be a doubling and at times a redoubling of My Power working 
here in this place;   legally allow it now;  ( I LAAI WTLAOYNY the doubling and 
at times the redoubling of the Power of Almighty Yahweh working in this place, 
Hallelujah!)   yes, I too add Hallelujahs and Amens;   now, Child, absorb this 
working done here this day 


7-05-19 
HH)   ( As I tended Might, I heard myself say that it be embedded in  Jacob and 
me.  I LAAI WTLAOYNY the embedment of Might within Jacob and me.  
Hallelujah!)   Hallelujah;     


7-06-19 
HH)   (As I declared that PHH were upon me as a cloak, the words I spoke were, 
“They are upon me as a Mighty Cloak.”)   (Hallelujah, Lord, Hallelujah!)   I agree 


7-07-19 
HH)  enclose;   enclose yourselves, My Children, in My Might;   yes, in My Might, 
My overcoming Might;   allow it to increase at maximum rates according to My 
plans;   understand;   (Yes, Lord,   I LAAI WTLAOYNY enclosing myself in Your 
overcoming Might and I also allow it to increase at maximum rates according to 
Your plans.  Hallelujah!)   keep this Might and its workings covered in 
Hallelujahs for sealing and protection;   understand 


7-08-19   
HH)  Power, Power, such Power, My child;   allow it to come forth;   sit and 
receive it;   
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( I LAAI WTLAOYNY Power coming forth as You say and I gladly receive it, and I 
LAAI WTLAOYNY the receiving of this Power and it purposes. Hallelujah!)   yes, 
Hallelujah and Amen, Child;   


7-13-19  
HP)  SIS;   Child your desire to lift to Us is already granted this day;   (TPHR – 
tended Praises)    
HH)  strengthen;   Child you have been strengthened this day;   gladly receive ye 
it;   (Yes, Father, I LAAI  WTLAOYNY  receiving the strengthening from Almighty 
Yahweh this day.)   Child, forget not that Power and Might come with Strength;  (I 
LAAI  WTLAOYNY the receiving of Power and Might along with the Strength, 
Halleluyah!)   Child, know I take pleasure in giving them to you;  allow them to 
work through you;    (I LAAI  WTLAOYNY allowing Power, Might, and Strength of 
Almighty Yahweh to work through me as He deems.)   so be it; 


7-18-19 
HH)   yes, Child, your feet are solid, most solid in My Might that you can 
withstand all;   understand;  (Yes, Lord, be it as You say.)   


7-23-19 
HH)  (For some reason when I bowed before Almighty Yahweh, I said that I 
bowed before Him and gained strength from it.  I was surprised at this.)   have ye 
not noticed this before;   (No, Lord, I haven't.)   be aware now;  


7-25-19 
HH)  take heed to the knowledge I am giving you, My Faithful;   (Yes, Lord, I so 
choose.  I trust You to aid me in staying on course.)   so be it;   waves, waves;   it 
shall come in waves;   some waves are massive;  some waves are small;   pay 
close attention to all My waves for each is important and must not be overlooked;   
understand;   prepare yourself, Child;   stay anchored in My Might;   anchored in 
My Might so you stand strong and sure;   stand strong and sure against the 
winds of evil;   (Yes, Father, I thank You for the Might that keeps me balanced 
and anchored against their winds.)   good, Child, you shall withstand, you shall 
withstand;   tell Jacob why he too is anchored in My Might 


MISSIONS / JOURNEYS 
1-13-19 
L)  SIS;   mission, mission, mission;   Mighty missions ahead, Child;   be not 
surprised nor intimidated by them;   all is in My control;   fear not;   tell all involved 
to fear not; 


8-05-19 
L)    sojourn, sojourn with My Blessings upon you, Child;   (Father, I ask for Your 
Plans to come into fruition exactly as You desire for them to and I legally allow 
Your Plans to come into fruition according to Your Will and Plans and I LAAI 
WTLAOYNY this legal allowance.)   Halleluyah, child;   be it so 
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8-06-19 
HH)  Halleluyah, Child;   now ask what you will for your trip and I shall provide;   
(Lord, I ask for all the angels needed for our safety and protection wherever we 
are on this trip and that includes our journey home.  I ask for our departure time 
be early enough so we can travel together and our way be made clear.  I ask that 
there be no delays or hinderances.  I ask for favor in parking and seating 
locations and in lodging and places to eat that no time be wasted.  I ask for time 
to be with Jacob and I ask for redeeming angels to aid in getting as many people 
saved as we can.  I ask for Your Will in all situations.)  


8-07-19 
L)  journey's end, journey's end;   be fulfilled with multiple blessings at your 
journey's end, Child;   understand and grasp;   (Yes,  Father, I do, thank You.) 
HP)  SIS;   Child, move forth knowing My hand is upon you;   upon every part pf 
your beings for your well-being;    
HH)   sense My Hand, senseMy Hand;  (I did legally)   give Jacob My love;   
remind him of it;    tell him to expect My Blessings for him;   now ,Child, let all 
else be and enjoy being with him;   


8-30-19 
L)   SIS;   Journey, long;   prepare;   prepare now, Child;   (Yes, Father, what all 
do I need to do to prepare?)   days, several days;   understand;   (Yes, and I trust 
You to guide me.)    


10-21-19 
HP) SIS;  Child, Child;   hasten hasten readiness for your journeys I have 
planned for you;  hasten your efforts;   adjure, angels to aid;   understand 


OBEDIENCE / OBEY / 2019 
2-18-19 
HH)  be silent for 5 minutes;   5  minutes of Silence:  trigger;   obedience is the 
trigger;   (the eye thing taking me into the depths)   obedience triggers yielding;   
understand 


2-20-19 
HH)   pay close attention;   attention, attention, attention;   spiritual eyes alert;   
(suddenly, I disallowed the enemy from Our meetings tonight through any source 
or means and I put up a shield surrounding Our meeting place so the enemy had 
no entrance or access and I LAAI the disallowance and LAAI the putting up of the 
shield surrounding Our meeting place all WTLAOYNY.)   good discernment;   it 
was imperative;   Obedience, Obedience, Obedience is key;   Child, see the 
need for Obedience without discussion;   enemy stopped before they knew or 
could know about the defense being put in place;   stay on guard, stay on guard;   
be aware of unctions I give you and be quick to act on them;  
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5-13-19      
HH)   listen to My new commands for you;   you shall Bless all I tell you to Bless 
with the fingers of your right hand;   receive what I say to receive;  reject what I 
say to reject and how I say to reject;   you must be absolutely obedient in 
these things, Child;   (I understand and agree to be obedient to what you say, 
Father.)  


6-13-19 
HP)  falter not, My Children;   stay the course, stay the course I have chosen 
for you each;   eyes on Me seeing what I am doing;   be ye instantly obedient 
to what I ask of you;   must, must;   timing, timing always be aware of My timing;   
hinder it not; 


9-05-19 
HH)   Child, obedience, obedience, obedience;   you have sacrificed much to 
obey;   prepare your pockets to receive;   (Yes, Lord;  I LAAI this preparation 
WTLAOYNY.)    


10-05-19 
L)   continue in My Obedience, Child;   let it never cease;   (I agree, Lord and 
I do LAAI WTLAOYNY my increasing obedience to You Almighty Yahweh.  
Hallelujah!)   yes, Hallelujah;   follow in My footsteps I have lined out for You;    
   
11-07-19 
HP)   SIS   obedience;   ahh, obedience;   My Chosen, open your eyes to all that 
obedience entails, to all that it accomplishes, to all the benefits of it on multiple 
levels;   yes, open your eyes wide and see;   I have spoken 


11-14-19 
HP)  SIS;   again, Child, keep moving forth in obedience to Me and your 
assignment tasks;   complete them; be diligent 


12-02-19 
L)   SIS;   Contingent;   much is Contingent upon the obedience of My people;   
My Chosen, My Chosen, resolve yourselves to being obedient to Me;   resolve, 
resolve, resolve 


PATHS AND PURPOSES 
1-08-19    
HP)   SIS;   thunder;   allow the thundering reverberations of My purposes, Child;   
(w/ the legal A of YNY, I allow the thundering reverberations of the purposes of 
Almighty Yahweh and I legally AAI them with the legal A of YNY.)   good, good;   
watch, watch;   expect and watch 
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1-20-19 
HP)  conjoin with My purposes, Child;   (Father I legally so choose with the legal 
Authority of  Your Name Yahushua, and I legally Allow, Activate, and Invoke this 
choice.)   now watch closely and stay closely conjoined with Us;   strength, 
strength, strength in Our numbers;   
HH)  (After I planted my feet in His Might...)   that I may bless you this day;   
Hallowed are My purposes;   see them as such, Child;   


1-29-19   
HH)   legalize, legalize now;     mighty purposes to fulfill;   stand ready, My 
Chosen, stand ready;   roadways have been made for Us;   know  that;   be not 
surprised at their magnitude;   roadways as well as airways;   stand ready, ready 
for any hour I call you;   understand;    
30 minutes;   the pressure is off, the pressure is off;   let it go;  


1-30-19  
HH)   Hallowed are My purposes;   you know this;   forget not, forget not;    


1-31-19      
HH)   My purposes are perfect;   understand, perfect, no flaws, no errors, perfect;   
deny them not, My Chosen;   be certain your words deny them not;   


2-01-19 
HP)    allow Me to direct your paths;   teach the babes to let Me direct their paths 
as well;  keep your focus on Me, My pathways, and purposes for you, My 
Children;   be it always so   


2-10-19 
HP)   SIS;   stringent, stringent;   My purposes are most stringent;   hinder them 
not, hinder not Me in any thing;   understand;   Obedience is vital;   absolutely 
vital;   sway not, sway not, My, children, in any manner from Me and what I have 
called you to do;   YOU are vital to Me;   understand;  
  
2-22-19 
HH)   now, Child, I choose to bestow a myriad of blessings upon you;   receivest 
thou them;   (Yes, Father, I do gladly receive and appreciate them WTLAOYNY 
and I LAAI the receiving of Your blessings.)   get ready for they are coming;   be 
certain to allow the purposes of each;   (I do now legally allow all the purposes 
of the myriad of blessings I am receiving from Almighty Yahweh and do so 
WTLAOYNY.)   Hallelujah; 


3-16-19 
HH)   My purposes;   overlook them not;   look, look, seek My purposes;   you 
must always see My purposes  
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4-21-19 
L)  SIS;  My purposes are clear;   see to all I have purposed for you to do;  


4-22-19 
HP)   indeed My purposes, Child;   embrace them, recognize and embrace them;   
allow My words, My purposes to be embedded deep within your beings, My 
Child;   
 of it;   use it, stand on it, let it not go by the wayside as so man have 


6-06-19 
HH)   My elect, your feet;   forget not to tend to, to protect, to guide them as I say;   
they must be shod with My holiness, My purposes;   understand;    see to it, 
see to it;  


6-09-19 
HP)   SIS;   instill, instill;   instill My purposes into all who will accept;   instill them 
into your positions, My Children;   accept all My purposes for you each, My 
Children;   (Yes, Father, I instill and accept all Your purposes You have for me in 
my positions and I LAAI WTLAOYNY each of them according to the will and 
plans of Almighty Yahweh.)   yes, yes, yes and Amen 
HH)  (As I was bowed before Him...)   prepare a place for Me in this place;   (Yes, 
gladly, Lord.  I trust You to guide me in doing so.)  yes, you will take great comfort 
from Me as you fulfill your purposes in this place 


6-12-19 
L)   SIS;   My Children, seek My purposes in all you do;   share My truth, yes, but 
first seek My purposes;   assume nothing;   your good intentions may not align 
with My needed purposes;   understand;   seek, seek, seek Me before acting 


6-13-19 
HP)  falter not, My Children;   stay the course, stay the course I have chosen 
for you each;   eyes on Me seeing what I am doing;   be ye instantly obedient to 
what I ask of you;   must, must;   timing, timing always be aware of My timing;   
hinder it not; 


6-19-19 
HP)  Steady, Steady, Steady;   My Children be Steady in fulfilling your purposes;   
Stalwart and Steady;   


7-03-19 
HH)   My Children, forsake not the purposes for which I have called and 
chosen you each;   strive daily to fulfill the purposes I have for you;   
understand;   be not remiss in this;  diligently strive each and every day;   lag not, 
lag not;   so much is on the horizon moving faster than you think;   be on guard, 
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ready, always ready;   (Yes, Father, I agree.)   continue on pushing yourselves;   
slack not for even a moment 


7-05-19 
30 minutes:   (2/3 of the way I gave the Lord my mind.)   Melchizedek;   (After a 
bit I kept thinking, “Your Will, Your Will, Your Will, Your Will, Your Will.”)   My 
purposes  
L)    Proceed;   Every Step;   let Every Step be the Step I tell you to to take;   
(Lord, this too is my desire.  I LAAI WTLAOYNY  letting Every Step I take be the 
Step Almighty Yahweh desires and says for me to take.)   Hallelujah   (Yes, Lord, 
I so choose to legally.)   Pay attention;   carefully pay attention, 
HP)  Hallelujah;   SIS;   Purposes fulfill;   keep fulfilling the purposes I have called 
you each to fulfill;   Obediently so, My Children, Obediently fulfill them;   (Yes, 
Lord, I so choose to legally.)   Pay attention;   carefully pay attention, My 
Children;  My Children;  


7-11-19 
L)   SIS;   Purpose;   be aware of My Purposes;   the Purposes I have for your 
arsenals, your positions for you each;   be aware and allow them as I say;   
understand;    


7-13-19 
L)  SIS;   Child, Child, Child;   know you just accomplished amazing, amazing 
work in the spiritual realm with the intensity of purpose you allowed to flow 
through you;   you shall be blessed and receive monumental blessings because 
of your yieldedness to Me and Our purposes;   go forth  


7-29-19 
HP)   SIS;   attention, attention, attention;   My Children I call you to attention and 
tell you to adjust your attention and focus;   align them, align them to My 
purposes;   perfectly align;   understand;   (did legally) 


8-01-19 
HH)  My Purposes, My Purposes;   revelations of My Purposes coming about;   
receive as I give;  understand;  receive each overlooking none;   this must be;   
pay attention, pay attention  


8-09-19 
HH)  yes, your reverence is appreciated, Child;   sit before Me;   I call my 
purposes for you this day, Child, I call them done;  


9-05-19 
HH)  My purposes are many, so many that only I can count them;   (I believe that, 
Lord.)   Child, I appreciate your concern and your efforts 
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10-07-09 
L)  SIS;   Walk in My steps, Child;   Walk in the steps I have made specifically 
for you;   you can take each of My steps, even those that make you stretch;   
take them, take them, take them;   (Yes, Lord, I choose to take them 
WTLAOYNHY, I LAAI the taking of each.  Hallelujah!) 
HP)  watch your feet, watch your feet;   see the steps;   see My steps;   be 
certain to precisely step in My footsteps put before you;   recognize enemy 
prints, the fake prints;   tell Kyle, tell Kyle, tell Kyle;    


10-20-19   
L)   SIS;   keep fulfilling, Child;   keep fulfilling your purposes exactly as I say, as I 
lead and guide 


11-08-19 
HP)   purposes spoken;  understand them each;    hinder not My purposes;   
Core, see to it for you can;   you now have this ability  


12-09-19 
L)   SIS;   Classify;   Classify your efforts;   Classify according to the purposes;   
understand;   (yes, Lord)   take heart in this effort, this assignment;   (Yes, Lord)   
HH)   Program;   follow not man's programs, but rather allow Me to Program you 
for My purposes;   Program you for My purposes and for your benefit as well;   
understand;   (Yes, Father, and I LAAI permitting You to Program me for Your 
purposes and my benefit WTLAOYNY.  Hallelujah!)   yes, Hallelujah again and 
again, Child;   now expect to receive;   be not surprised at the benefits you shall 
reap from this decision and actions of it;   grasp them quickly as they come;   
understand 


12-12-19    
L)   SIS;   seek, seek, seek My purposes in all matters;   fervent;   be fervent in 
seeking My deep truths and deep purposes;   purposes not obvious on the 
surface;   understand 


PEACE and CALM 
1-01-19 
L)   Child, Child, Child, My Peace rests upon you;  receive it;   completely receive 
it and all its facets and details;   (Father, I choose to receive Your Peace upon me 
and all its facets and details and I legally AAI this choice w/ the legal A of YNY.)   


1-02-19 
L)  SIS;   release;   release the Praises to cover all and wherever I desire, My 
children;   (I release the Praises to cover all and wherever Almighty Yahweh 
desires and w/A of YNY I legally AAI this releasing of the Praises.)   yes, now, 
Child, send them forth on the wings of Might and Mercy;   (I send forth the 
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Praises on the wings of Might and Mercy according to the will of Almighty 
Yahweh and w/A of YNY I legally AAI this sending forth.)   good, good 
HP)   the Praises, the Praises, the Praises;   Child, Child, Child, they are massive 
and increasing in massive amounts as you, My Chosen, have been obedient to 
send, to cover all I ask of you;   blessings are returning unto you in equal 
amounts;   know this 


1-24-19    
HH)   Child, forget not My calm;   take it not for granted;   it is real and must be 
treated as such;   take it in and enter into it;   both ways;   understand;   (Yes, 
Lord, I do.)   ignore it not;  


1-30-19  
HP)   panic not;   never give in to panic, My Children;  rather, enter into calm;   
the enemy despises Our Calm;   use this wonderful tool against them;  


2-07-19 
HH)   yes, My Peace, My Peace, My Peace is on you;   take respite in it;   yes, 
take respite in it now, but take My working Peace and relax with you wherever 
you go;  


2-08-19   
HH)  My Peace and My Calm continue to be with you, My Child;     stay stalwart 
in this fact;    


2-10-19  
HP)  SIS;   lift with Peace;   (did – TPHR – tended)   (I legally called forth Peace 
in this place.)  


3-11-19 
HH)  enter, enter into solemn service;   (Yes, Lord.  I solemnly thanked Him for 
the Solemn Peace that was here in this house and on the property. I solemnly 
roiled and thanked for the Healing Waters.  I solemnly stirred Praises, intertwined 
healing with them and solemnly mixed in Hope and then solemnly planted my 
feet in His Might.)   (As I was bowed before Him...)   lift your eyes to Me;   close 
them as you see all that I have for you to see;   choose to;   (WTLAOYNY, I 
choose to see all You would have me to see, Father.  I LAAI this choice 
WTLAOYNY.)   so be it;   sit;   vSIS;   (The Peace was so thick and heavy I 
couldn't hold my arms up for more than several seconds.)   experience My 
restorative Power, My Child;   (Yes, Lord, be it as You desire.)   Child, absorb and 
absorb 


3-17-19 
HH)   be at Peace, Child, be at Peace;   (I truly was at Peace.)   use your Peace 
to break out of Chaos;   (I legally used Peace to break out of Chaos.)   now stay 
out   
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3-31-19 
30 minutes:   Calm assurance, calm assurance;   allow yourself to be in it at all 
times;   
  
5-20-19 
HH)   (The winds and storm outside suddenly calmed and I realized I sensed 
such Peace.)   you are in My Calm, Child;   breathe it in;   into your being;   


10-20-19   
HP)   glee, glee;   let there be much glee for My people, in My people;   I call 
forth and give you calm glee, My Children;   I adjure you to receive it, tend it, 
extend it to others;   understand;   good, Hallelujah   let them ring amongst the 
calm glee;   (WTLAOYNY, I LAAI this ringing of Hallelujahs among the calm glee 
that is now in all who have received Your calm glee. Hallelujah!)   Hallelujah, child 


11-22-19   
HP)   serene;   allow yourself to be serene, Child;   at peace, calm and serene;   ( 
I LAAI WTLAOYNY allowing myself to be serene according to the will of Almighty 
Yahweh. Hallelujah!) 


12-03-19 
L)   Peace shall reign throughout My Kingdom;   Prepare for it;   (Yes, Lord) 


12-20-19 
HP)  SIS;   lift with Peace, the Peace which I have given you;   (did – TPHR )   


12-22-19  
HH)   take My Peace with you wherever you go, Child;   (Yes, thank You, Father, 
for it.)   


PERFECTION 
1-09-19 
HH)     Child, today, allow Me to take you to the depths of My Perfection;   
take this not lightly, but make a most careful choice of commitment;   
(Father, I continue to give myself no choice other than to choose You, Your Will, 
Your Plans;   w/ the legal A of YNY, I legally AAI my choice for You, Your Will, 
Your Plans, Almighty Yahweh, this day this hour, this very moment now and 
forevermore.)   it is written, Child, legally written, said, written, now speak it forth 
and enter into Perfection; 


1-16-19     
HH)   ( I had been in a hotel room in Manhattan.)  when you are home, you will 
double your Perfection time;    
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2-03-19 
HH)  prepare the guests;   they must be informed;   they must know what to 
expect;   they must know the basic protocols;   Perfection must come;   shy not 
from it, Bride;   all must be legally done according to My standards, My will and 
plans   hinder not, hinder not;   understand;  hinder not;   nullify not My truth, My 
words;   seek My counsel;  


2-25-19 
10 minutes:   (After the time was up, I legally accepted what Yahweh had  just 
done concerning Perfection.)   it has truly begun 


4-29-19 
10 minutes:   It is time, It is time, It is time, My Child, It is time for Perfection to 
come forth in its fullness;   be prepared to receive it;   (Yes, Father, be it as You 
have just now said.)   it is so;   believe;   believe, believe, believe;   (several 
times)  (I could feel the believing increasing with each time He said it.)   (When I 
orally read these words, I realized the believing was undergirded with Hope 
which was undergirded with Mercy.)   Hallelujah 


5-12-19    
HH)  (eye thing)   your eyes have seen, your eyes have seen, your eyes have 
seen;   unaware, your eyes have seen;   be prepared, Child, for what your eyes 
have seen;   trust Me as I reveal to you;   (Yes, Lord, I so choose as You say.)   
few can withstand;   let Me, allow Me to prepare your inner being;   (Yes, Lord, I 
willingly allow You to legally prepare my inner being according to your will and 
plans.  WTLAOYNY, I LAAI this legal preparation of my inner being by Almighty 
Yahweh.)   good, Hallelujah, I now seal it and call it forth and done;   done legally, 
child;  


7-15-19 
10 minutes:   instigate;   let no one or thing instigate evil in this place;   this place, 
My place for WTLAOYNY,perfecting;   understand, Child;   (Yes, Father, I do and 
agree with You.  I trust You to guide me in what You want me to do concerning it.)   
good 


8-12-19 
HH)   sit and watch;   eyes closed first then open them;   (did)   Perfection, I call 
you into Perfection, Child, deep Perfection;   (Lord, here am I willing to answer 
Your call into deep Perfection and willingly allow You to accomplish Your Will for 
me with the deep Perfection.  Therefore, I LAAI, WTLAOYNY the legal allowance 
for You to accomplish Your Will for me with the deep Perfection.)   Hallelujah, 
Child, Hallelujah;   now allow your Faith and Hope to receive this of which you 
have allowed Me to do with the deep Perfection for you;   (Lord, I LAAI 
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WTLAOYNY my Faith and Hope to receive the deep Perfection exactly as You 
deem.)   So be it, Amen, Amen 


8-30-19    
HH)  stand before Me;   Perfection;   Perfection comes for you, Child;   (be it as 
You say, be it as You say, Father, be it as You say.)   I have spoken now believe 
what I have said  (Father, I do believe all You say;   I choose to do so for it is my 
will, my desire to do all You say,)    I know, Child;   


11-12-19 
HH)  perfection;   expect;   expect its completion;   wonder not, expect;   (Yes, 
Father, I agree and do now expect it)  full house, full house,   soon, Child;   be it 
as I say,   agree;   (Yes, Father, I agree that it be as You say.  I LAAI WTLAOYNY 
the full house when and how Almighty Yahweh says it to be, Hallelujah!)   good, 
so be it;   Hallelujah;  


12-07-19 
L)   SIS;   Perfect;   Perfect;   freely, freely, willingly enter into My Perfection;   fear 
it not;   allow Me to Perfect, My Children;   fear Me not;   allow Me;   understand;   
(Yes, Lord, I believe I do.)   good, teach, teach, teach others  
  


PORTRAYALS 
2-15-19 
10 minutes:   Perform My Portrayals precisely as I tell and show you;   exactly, 
exactly, for I am exact, exactness;    


2-28-19 
HP)  SIS;   shake not nor shudder;   keep focused on Me and not what the 
enemy tries to portray;   deny their portrayals;   (Yes, Father I deny all portrayals 
done by the enemy and will not shake or shudder at what they try to do.  
WTLAOYNY, I LAAI this denial.)   hallelujah 


PRAISES – 2019 
1-02-19 
L)  SIS;   release;   release the Praises to cover all and wherever I desire, My 
children;   (I release the Praises to cover all and wherever Almighty Yahweh 
desires and w/A of YNY I legally AAI this releasing of the Praises.)   yes, now, 
Child, send them forth on the wings of Might and Mercy;   (I send forth the 
Praises on the wings of Might and Mercy according to the will of Almighty 
Yahweh and w/A of YNY I legally AAI this sending forth.)   good, good 
HP)  SIS;   the Praises, the Praises, the Praises;   Child, Child, Child, they are 
massive and increasing in massive amounts as you, My Chosen, have been 
obedient to send, to cover all I ask of you;   blessings are returning unto you in 
equal amounts;   know this 
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1-06-19 
L)  SIS;   (When I was covering those I had in the laver with Praises, He had me 
push Praises into the belly of Kyle.  I did it legally...)   now watch, Child;   he is 
coming into being what I have for him to be;   encourage, push and encourage 
him;   (Yes, Lord) 
HP)  SIS;   lead, lead, lead the Praises, Child;   let them not lag nor wane;   lead 
this Mighty Force forward as I direct;   (Yes, Father, I so choose to do as You ask 
of me.)    
HH)  (I found myself calling the Praises in this room to attention.)   yes, continue, 
Child;   (Suddenly I told the Praises to protect the waters in this room and to act 
as sentinels.)   say it, Child;   (I was wondering if I should AAI the Healing 
Waters.)  (w/the Legal A of YNY, I legally AAI the will of Almighty Yahweh for 
the Praises to protect the Healing Waters here in this room and to act as 
sentinels over them.)   so be it;   tend;   (tended PHHM)   ( When I began 
mixing in Hope, I began speaking in tongues and  strongly mixing.  I remember 
saying that I was mixing in massive amounts of Hope.)    


1-22-19  
HH)  keep Praises flowing;   you know the enemy cannot function as they wish if 
Praises to Me are flowing from you;   (hallelujah, Father)   yes, yes, Hallelujah 


1-27-19 
HP)  SIS;   Declare it so;   (As I was telling the Praises to cover the countries the 
Lord has had me tend, I had just gotten tho the last one on His list when He told 
me...) “China,” it must be.   (finished tending)  SIS;   much accomplished;   (I 
agree, Father and I LAAI it all  w/the LA of YNY.)   Move on 


2-03-19 
HP)  lift with Garments of Praise;   (I put them on and then lifted TPHR)    


2-17-19  
HP)  coverage, coverage, coverage;   double the Praises;  right now call them 
doubled;   (did – WTLAOYNY, I call the Praises doubled and I LAAI it 
WTLAOYNY.)   now watch, watch, Child 


2-19-19 
HP)   (As I tended Praises telling them and their increases to expand and to 
expand the expansions...)   rolling expansion;   (When I was covering the 16 
cities with Praises...)   Toronto;   (I added Toronto to the cities' list making it 17 
cities now.)   Hallelujah;   


2-20-19 
L)   SIS;   encased, encased in Praises;   keep them encased, Child;   (I then 
encased those in my laver with Praises.) 
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2-24-19 
I was wondering about what Praises were needed and I immediately thought of 
impregnated Praises.)   yes,  yes, Child;   ( I legally AAI impregnated Praises to 
be impregnated with all Almighty Yahweh desires according to His will and plans 
and for them to completely cover the core as a whole and individually as well and 
I do so WTLAOYNY.) 


2-25-19 
HP)  Mountains and Mountains and Mountains of Praises going forth;   see them 
as such for they are unsurmountable Mountains against the enemy;   see that, 
Child;   the enemy cannot, cannot mount an attack against them;   truly, 
Hallelujah;   


3-01-19 
L)   (When encasing in Praises, I was speaking in tongues and it noticeably 
changed with each person.  With Wade I saw “announcer.”)   SIS;   major 
headway with Praise covering;   major, major, major at all levels;   continue, 
continue on 


3-05-19 
HP)  SIS;   thundering Praises;   allow them to move forth;   allow their purposes, 
Child;   (Legally did)  Hallelujah;   watch them, watch them 


3-07-19     
HP) SIS;   tell the Mighty Praises being sent out to be obedient to Me again  
(legally did)  


3-08-19 
L)   keep these Praises stirred, Child;  let them not wane;  Child, it is My desire 
that you flow in your anointings, your positions, your mantle, cloaks, and 
coverings;   allow it, allow it now;   (I legally allow the desire Almighty Yahweh has 
for me to flow in all He desires for me to flow in according to His will and plans 
and I LAAI His desires for me WTLAOYNY.)   so be it 
HP)  SIS;   lift with Mercy great Mercy;   (TPHR)   bells of Mercy ringing all across 
My lands;   
HH)   (Thanked and sang Hallelujahs – roiled...suddenly I knew the waters were 
on and in me as an anointing.)   correct, Child, they are;   allow all their purposes;   
( I legally allow all the purposes of this anointing  of the Healing Waters and I 
LAAI them all WTLAOYNY.)   (I asked about my knees and was telling Father I 
really didn't want man's version of fixing or repairing my knees...)   get the x-rays;   
(Suddenly I knew why.  The x-rays would show bone on bone and when He 
restored them, the perfect cartilage would show His work, His miracle.)   now you 
understand 
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3-09-19 
L)  SIS;   Hallowed are My Praises;   Hallowed are all My Praises;   grasp, grasp;   
teach it, teach it, My Children;   many, many facets;   start simple;   understand 
HP)  (As I was tending the praises, I said, “Praises I fortify you.”)   SIS;   My 
Children, allow all My Praises to work as I desire;   (WTLAOYNY I legally allow all 
Praises to work as Almighty Yahweh desires and I LAAI this allowance 
WTLAOYNY.)   so be it;   pay close attention to them, My Children;   let none 
wane 


3-20-19 
L)  SIS;   Encasements, Encasements complete;   call them complete, Child;   
(WTLAOYNY, I call all the Encasements of Praises for those in this laver 
complete and I LAAI it WTLAOYNY.)   (hallelujah)   yes, encircle the 
Encasements with Hallelujahs, protective Hallelujahs;   (I encircle the completed 
Encasements of Praises with protective Hallelujahs completely sealing them so 
the enemy cannot penetrate them.  WTLAOYNY, I LAAI this sealing.)   great, 
great 
HP)   be assured the Praises are at work, on task and at work;   cover yourself 
with hallelujahs, protective hallelujahs;   


4-14-19 
HP)   send silent Praises covering all the earth;   (I LAAI WTLAOYNY,  the 
sending of silent Praises to now cover the earth exactly as Almighty Yahweh has 
instructed and according to His will and plans.)   Hallelujah 


4-16-19 
HP)   Crucial, Crucial, Crucial, My Chosen, that you keep the Praises stirred and 
active as I have instructed;   slack not in these duties;    


4-24-19 
L)  SIS;   allow potency to increase at My rates in all matters with Praises, Child;  


5-04-19 
10 minutes:   Yes, I Praise;   receive My Praises;   allow them to minister unto 
you, My Children;   My Praises are Holy;   take not lightly;   My Child,know ye not 
that I ask not of you anything that I am not also willing to do;  I send asking that 
only you receive;    


6-10-19 
L)  (As I was tending the Praises of those in the laver, the words that came out 
when I covered each with Healing Praises was, “that the Healing Praises create 
what needs to be created and that they eliminate all that needs to be eliminated.”   
After realizing what I had said and thinking about it, I added that they restore 
what needs to be restored as well.   now, Hallelujah 
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6-11-19  
HP)  SIS;   Praise, Praise, Praise;   cover all I am doing with Praises, My 
Chosen;   be absolutely aware of what I am doing in your midst and cover it all 
with massive Praises sealed with Hallelujahs;   understand;   
HH)  Consider your positions, My Children;   check yourselves;   be certain 
there is no assumptions, overstepping, nor jealousy;   each of you must 
operate in your positions doing all in My timing;   yes, My timing;   hinder not My 
timing nor My plans;   be sure to work wearing your garments of Praise;   
imperative to forget this not;   now, My children, think on these things;   
carefully, purposefully think on them 


6-21-19 
L)  SIS;   Adjure the Praises to do the work I intend for them to do;   (I adjure all 
the Lord's Praises to do the work He intends for you to do and I LAAI 
WTLAOYNY this statement, this command.)  Hallelujah 
H)  Child, cover this house, this room with protective Praises and protective 
Hallelujahs;   (Father, I do now legally cover this house and this room with 
protective Praises and protective Hallelujahs and this protection I LAAI 
WTLAOYNY.  Halleluyah!)  good;   so be it; 


6-22-19 
HP)   coverage, coverage;   make it complete with more Joy Bells;   (did – I LAAI  
WTLAOYNY by sending forth Joy Bells with the Praises all across the lands, 
waters, airways, and heavenlies to drown out the lies of the enemy.  Hallelujah)    
agree, Child, I agree Hallelujah 


7-20-19 
L)   (As I was tending Praises and encasing each one in the laver with Praises, I 
stated again as I have been for some time now that the Praises are under our 
feet so that wherever we walk we are walking on Praises.  Then it struck me as to 
why the Lord has me declare this.  It is so that wherever we walk our feet do not 
touch unholy ground.  Hallelujah!)   yes, yes, now you understand;   now state it 
legally so;  ( I LAAI WTLAOYNY being encased with the Praises Almighty 
Yahweh has had me declare that we be encased with including our feet so that 
wherever we walk we are walking in Praises so that our feet do not touch unholy 
ground, Hallelujah!)   yes, yes, yes, Hallelujah and Amen, encased and sealed  


7-26-19 
L)   SIS;   adjure, adjure, adjure;   adjure all Praises to fulfill the purposes I, 
Almighty Yahweh have for them to fulfill;   ( I LAAI WTLAOYNY adjuring all 
Praises to fulfill the purposes Almighty Yahweh has for them to fulfill;   Hallelujah!)   
Amen 


7-29-19 
L)   SIS;   generate good will wherever you go, Child;   speak to unholy ground 
denying it the ability to penetrate through the Praises upon which you walk;  (I 
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LAAI WTLAOYNY and declare that I deny any and all unholy ground from the 
ability to penetrate through the Praises upon which I walk and also upon which 
those I have encased in Praises walk and I seal and protect this declaration and 
denial with massive Hallelujahs!)   so be it and Amen 


8-13-19 
HP)  keep the Praises rolling, Child;   slack off not;   push, push, push them forth;   
forget not to push them forth;   keep it up, keep it up, Child;    your positions in 
which I have placed and anointed you allow you more Might in doing so than 
some others;   understand;   you also have a greater responsibility, Child;   (I 
understand, Lord, please guide me in doing as You desire for me to do.)   so be it 


9-02-19 
HH)  (I sang a short Praise to him.)   Child, I accept your Praise 


10-24-19 
HP)  SIS;   go forth in Praises praising Me;   (did into the Healing Room.) 


11-14-19 
L)   Child, keep Praising;   keep working dutifully so;   keep watching;   keep 
tending 


11-17-19 
L)   SIS;   Continue on, Child;  bring forth the Praises;  
HP)  SIS;  be aware, be aware, be aware of the Praises and what they are 
accomplishing, Child;     keep them tended 


12-30-19 
HP)  Command, Command the Praises to fulfill their purposes;   (I legally 
Command all the Praises we have sent forth under the guidance of Almighty 
Yahweh and King Yahushua to fulfill their purposes.  I LAAI WTLAOYNY this 
command.  Hallelujah!)   good, good, Amen 
HH)   vSIS;   Praises accepted, Child;   keep them coming, flowing;   (Praises, I 
adjure you to keep flowing forth exactly as almighty Yahweh deems.  Hallelujah!)  
yes, Child, I agree, I agree;   keep sending them forth that their truth, the truth of 
the Praises reaches all peoples in all nations;   (Praise, I legally send you forth 
that the truth of the Praises reaches all peoples in all nations;   I LAAI 
WTLAOYNY this act.  Hallelujah!)   HALLELUJAH, Child, so be it;  


PREPARE / PREPARATION 
1-31-19    
HP)   gear up, gear up;   (Yes, Lord, I so choose to gear up according to Your will 
and plans.  W/tLAOYNY, ILAAI this choice I just made.)   good;   imperative, My 
Chosen, gear up;   of major importance;    
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2-03-19 
HH)  prepare the guests;   they must be informed;   they must know what to 
expect;   they must know the basic protocols;   Perfection must come;   shy not 
from it, Bride;   all must be legally done according to My standards, My will and 
plans   hinder not, hinder not;   understand;  hinder not;   nullify not My truth, My 
words;   seek My counsel;  


2-04-19 
HP)  SIS;   situations, situations, upcoming situations;   you are equipped;   
handle them precisely as I say, My Children;   be ye ready;   ready, ready, ready;   
you have been legally deemed ready;   now prepare to act as I say 


4-18-19 
L)  SIS;   Prepare, Child, Prepare;   final stages of Preparation;   hold not back;   
absorb of My archives;   so be it, Child, so be it;    
HH)   Be ready, Child, Be ready, Be ready;  (many times)  yes, Child;    keep 
tending to your duties;   all must be kept up-to-date;   


8-16-19 
HP)  preparations, preparations, preparations;   allow My preparations for Our 
forthcoming work here int his place;   ( I legally allow Almighty Yahweh's 
preparations for the forthcoming work here in this place and I LAAI WTLAOYNY 
this preparation.  Hallelujah!)   be ready and stay ready for it shall soon be;   


8-31-19    
HP)  Preparation, Preparation, Preparation; dread not the Preparation needed 
My Children; gladly, obediently prepare all I ask; (Yes, Father, I agree.)   so be it, 
Child;   I will lead, I will lead;   (Thank You, Lord)  


9-01-19 
HH)   come, stand before Us;  study My words;   prepare your heart and mind to 
receive;  receive, grasp, and appreciate;    allow My truth to well up within you, 
Child;   (I legally allow the truth of Almighty Yahweh to well up within me and 
WTLAOYNY, I LAAI it.  Hallelujah!)   yes, Hallelujah;   


10-27-19 
HH)  prepare;  yes, continual preparations must be ongoing;   understand;  slack 
not;  


11-05-19 
L)   SIS;   Prepare to go forth;   Mighty strides you shall take;   be not surprised 


12-16-19 
L)   SIS;   Prepared, Prepared, Prepared;   Child, I call you Prepared;   (Thank 
You, Lord)   receive this knowledge deep within your beings, Child;   (Lord, I LAAI 
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receiving this knowledge that I am Prepared as You say deep within me and I do 
so WTLAOYNY.  Hallelujah!)   Hallelujah, Child, legally sealed 
HP)  use your Preparedness, My Child;   you and the rest of the Core must, must 
use all that I have Prepared for you;   understand;  (Yes, Lord)   hide not, but use 
that it be increased at the maximum I have set for you;   understand;   (Yes, Lord)   
tell them, tell them so My Core will act as one as My hub;   much ado in this hub;   
much activity;   be not afraid;   (Lord, I choose to be not afraid just as You have 
said.  Hallelujah!)   good 


12-23-19 
HP)   Prepare, make more preparations to receive;   be Prepared to receive all I 
have for you on many, many levels;   stand strong and fast and receive;   
understand 


PRINCIPLES / LEVELS / STANDARDS 
4-28-19 
30 Minutes:   Child, I have chosen you to be a Standard for My word;   no doubt;   
there will be no doubt;   Child, My Standards are unbending as so shalt you be 
also;   unbending;   be it now so;   prepare for the onslaught;   it shall be as an 
onslaught,  but you, My Standard, shall be able, most able, to stand and to stand 
firm;   fear not for it shall be and be well with you;   (Thank You, Lord, be it al, be 
as You say.  I trust You and believe all You say, therefore, I shall stand exactly as 
You have said and it is now written. 


5-04-19    
L)    SIS;   principles, principles, principles;   open your eyes to My Principles, 
Child;   they are before you;   be aware of them;   allow each one in its fullness;   
understand;   
 HP)  Mighty, Mighty, Mighty, Mighty is My Core;   stay closely attuned to Me;   
new levels, new levels of revelations;   be ready to accept. 
HH)   Child, your awareness levels are rapidly increasing;  


5-16-19 
L)  SIS;   High, High, High, High;   Higher levels, Higher Purposes;   I am calling 
you to Higher Levels and Purposes;   Yes, My Inner Core;   this must be;   allow, 
allow, allow, allow;   (Father,I gladly allow , allow, allow Your calling the Inner 
Core to Higher Levels and Purposes.  I LAAI WTLAOYNY all of Your will in this 
calling.)   Hallelujah and Amen, so be it all now 


7-05-19 
HH)  your vision, your vision, Child, I am allowing your vision to go up yet another 
level;   (Father, be it as You say for  I LAAI WTLAOYNY this allowance.)   all 
levels working in conjunction with each other;   (Be it so as You say, Father, be it 
legally so for  I LAAI WTLAOYNY it to being as You say Almighty Yahweh.)   
Oh,Child, perfect;   your response is perfect;   it all now is and shall continue to 
be as I say 
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7-25-19 
L)   SIS;   hunger no more, My Children;   feast on My words;  understand;   
teach the babes this principle 


PROTOCOLS 
2-03-19 
HH)  prepare the guests;   they must be informed;   they must know what to 
expect;   they must know the basic protocols;   Perfection must come;   shy not 
from it, Bride;   all must be legally done according to My standards, My will and 
plans   hinder not, hinder not;   understand;  hinder not;   nullify not My truth, My 
words;   seek My counsel;  


2-16-18  
HP)    conditions met;   understand;   keep meeting all conditions and protocols I 
have for you, child;    


7-25-19 
HP)  stringent;   My Children, be stringent in using My truths, My protocols;   this 
must be;   allow no errors;  understand 


12-04-19 
HH)     (At this time I remembered to invite Almighty Yahweh, King Yahushua, and 
Ruach Hakodesh to attend our meeting tonight.)   as you have invited, We shall 
attend;   make it legal;   ( I legally invite you Almighty Yahweh, King Yahushua, 
and Ruach Hakodesh to attend our meetings this night and I LAAI WTLAOYNY 
this invitation.  Hallelujah!)   Amen, We shall attend;   (Thank You, Lord)   follow 
all protocols;   (Lord, that is our desire, please guide us in it;   I legally ask You to 
guide us in following all Your protocols in our meetings tonight and I LAAI this 
request WTLAOYNY.  Hallelujah!)   so be it, so b it, so be it; 


RAIN / WATER / THUNDER / 2019 
1-08-19    
HH)  Monumental this night;   true ministry;   water, water, water;   experience 
My rain, Child;   blessings untold;   look for them, look at them;   receive them in 
the fullness I intend for you to see;   overlook nothing;  


11-24-19 
L)   SIS;   hear Me, hear Me, My Chosen;   choose to hear Me;   (Father  I LAAI 
WTLAOYNY choosing to hear You, Lord. Hallelujah!)   so be it, Child;   there shall 
be thundering, understand thundering;   be not dismayed by it;   My thundering 
must be and be heard;   (I so choose to hear it, Lord.) 
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REJOICE / REJOIING 
2-21-19 
HH)  allow yourself to Rejoice, regularly Rejoice;   allow your spirit, your soul 
to truly Rejoice from deep within, Child;   all My Children must, but especially 
so for those who have special anointings;   understand;    let not a day go by 
without Rejoicing deep within your depths;   


3-12-19 
L)   SIS;  watch the signs, watch the signs;   Rejoice;  forget not to Rejoice, My 
Children;   the enemy quivers when My Children truly Rejoice;   aware, aware 


11-20-19 
 HP)  join Us in rejoicing;  yes, even when it seems to be dark, let rejoicing 
sound forth;   release it, release it, release it;   let it resound again and again 
and again;   understand    


RIGHTEOUSNESS / RIGHT / RIGHT HAND 
UNRIGHTEOUSNESS 


4-30-19    
(Laver:  When I was gathering up the unrighteousness from those I had put in the 
laver to wash, I heard myself say, “that every stain be removed.” 


5-13-19     
HH)   listen to My new commands for you;   you shall Bless all I tell you to Bless 
with the fingers of your right hand;   receive what I say to receive;  reject what I 
say to reject and how I say to reject;   you must be absolutely obedient in these 
things, Child;   (I understand and agree to be obedient to what you say, Father.)  


7-19-19 
HH)  Child, Child, Child, relax and remember My Righteous Right Hand is upon 
you;   I remove it not 


7-31-19 
HH)  Let My Righteousness Reign;   Let it Reign, Let it Reign;   (I agree, Father, 
so I do legally let Your Righteousness Reign and I LAAI WTLAOYNY the Reign 
of the Lord's Righteousness.)   Hallelujah, Amen, Hallelujah;  


SABBATH 
1-13-19    
HP)  SIS;   enjoin with Us in celebration of this Sabbath day 


SIGNS  
4-12-19  
HP)  Signs, Signs, Signs;   more Signs to be watchful of, My Children;   aware;   
again, I say be aware;   Contort not My words;   allow them not to be twisted;  
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4-22-19 
L)   SIS;   significant changes coming, Child;   be aware;   keep a close watch on 
the horizon;   understand 


5-13-19     
HP)   SIS;  signs, signs, signs;   Child, there shall be many signs;   be watchful 
for them;    


6-02-19 
L)    Sign and Wonders;   be aware for they are present;   take solid note of them, 
My Children;   many many of them for you to take in;    


7-16-19  
L)  SIS;   signal, signal;   be watchful for My signal, for My signals, Child;   (Yes, 
Lord, what in the way of a signal am I to look for?)   you shall know;   I shall make 
it plain to you;   


11-03-19 
HP)   SIS;   conditions, conditions, conditions;   consider the surrounding 
conditions;   be aware, My Children;   all is not as it seems;   fear not;   pay 
attention;   pay attention to conditions and signs 


SILENCE 
1-28-19  
30 minutes:   render silence before Me;   lead, guide, My Children;   introduce 
them to My concepts, My truth;   this must be;   share openly with them;    


1-31-19 
L)    true silence;   now give it;   your seconds are My hours and days;   begrudge 
not;    


2-04-19 
L)  SIS;   thorough and intense, thorough and intense;   just the way they must 
be, Child;     thorough and intense even in your silence, My Children;   be so, be 
so 


3-13-19 
L)  SIS;   Silence appreciated;   hold it back not;  freely give, My Children, freely 
give;      


7-08-19 
L)     Listen;   tell all to intently Listen for Me to speak;   tell them to be silent 
before Me and  Listen intently 
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10-06-19 
L)   let there be silence;   move silently, Child;   move silently;   aware, aware, be 
aware of the clamor of others;   unnecessary clamor;   silence all you can of it;   
silently silence the clamor;    
HP)   SIS;   many purposes met;   many, many more to meet;   I sanction you in 
this endeavor, Child;   understand;  (Father, I do solemnly choose to legally yield 
all to Your will, so much so that I LAAI WTLAOYNY this written declaration of  my 
choice. Hallelujah!)   so, so, so be it, Child 
HH)   (after quite a while...)   Child, you have been sitting here in silence for My 
purposes;   I have been recharging you giving you the energy you shall need;   
be not surprised for I shall do this as you need it;   


11-22-19 
30 minutes:   (The time was almost up and I had wondered what He had been 
doing with the silence.)   setting the stage 


THOUGHTS 
1-03-19 
HH)  vSIS;   receive My thoughts;   (I gladly receive Your thoughts, Father, w/LA 
of YNY I receive the thoughts Almighty Yahweh has for me to receive and I LAAI 
this choice w/LA of YNY.)   expect, expect, Child;   receive and recognize the 
purity of them;   (Yes, Father, I so choose.  I ask for Your aid that I not miss or 
misinterpret any part of it.)   relax, receive;   sit in silence and receive;   (Yes, 
Lord)   conjure not;   only receive from Me 


5-21-19 
HH)  vSIS;   speak as I say, My Children, speak as I say;   allow My thoughts to 
be your thoughts;   yes, this attuned to Me;   (WTLAOYNY, I ALLI allowing Your 
thoughts, Lord, to be my thoughts.)   allowed, granted;   Child, keep this 
statement in your mind wherever you are  


6-20-19 
L)   SIS;   Carry forth My words, My works, My Children;   Carry it forth exactly 
as I reveal to you each;   overstep not and assume not;   careful thoughts, careful 
thoughts;   take not the thoughts of the enemy;   understand 


12-11-19 
L)   SIS;   Consider every option I give you, Child;  (Yes, Lord)   think carefully, 
fully through each;  only these commit to an answer;   understand;   (Yes, Lord 
and I agree.)   each is crucial and so are your answers;   (again, I agree, Lord.  
Hallelujah!)   so be it 
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TIME / TIMING 
2-11-19   
HP)   SIS;   work, My Children, for time draws nigh;   work, work, work;   
complete assignments as I guide;   understand;   look around in alertness;   
always alert;   slack not 
HH)  (While I was bowed before Yahweh...)   parameters broadened;   yes, look 
for and expect My timing;   


2-17-19 
HH)  yes, Our time together is special;   time well spent;   Commandeer your 
time, Child, that it not be stolen from you and your use of it;   (I asked Yahweh 
how I was to do this.)    Just commandeer it and give it to Me to prorate it to you;   
(Time, My Time, I commandeer you and give you to Almighty Yahweh so He can 
prorate it to me according to His will.  I do so WTLAOYNY and I LAAI it.)  


2-18-19 
HP)   SIS;   compel, compel, be prepared to compel the lost to receive My 
salvation;   the time is nigh;   the time is nigh;   prepare, prepare, prepare, My 
Children 


2-27-19 
HH)   your time, Child, watch your time;   remember to let Me prorate it to you;   
(Yes, Father)   the enemy looks for ways to steal time from My Children;   push 
your awareness;   reclaim what has been stolen from you;   reclaim as is your 
right;   understand;   a thief takes what he has no rights to;   police them, My 
Children;   reclaim and police;   understand;   


3-17-19 
L)  Count down;   the Count down has begun;   work, My Children, push for time 
shortens;    
HP) (As I was tending North America, I suddenly told the spirit in the Democrats 
to be still that it was not their time yet,  Then I legally did it.)   Hallelujah;   (I 
covered it all with hallelujahs sealing it so they could not penetrate out of the 
sealing.)   good job, Child;   move forth 


4-13-19 
 (I wondered why He had told me about the shifting of Power to the Christians in 
the board words this morning.)  they needed to be spoken, legally spoken;   
spoken with the agreement of more than 2 or 3;   this body of true believers must 
speak;   understand;  (I then wondered why now?)   it was time, My time for it;   
doubt not My plans, My Children, doubt not Me;    


4-21-19  
HH)   Child, you must keep tending to your assignments, to your duties;   watch 
the time for you know time as you know it will end;   push harder and harder, 
Child, that you may reach the goals I have set for you;    
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5-15-19 
HP)  time, time, time, watch the time, My children;   critical;   let it not be wasted;   
understand 
HH)  [As I roiled the waters, I realized the Healing Waters were over my head 
and I didn't need my hands to drink of them.]  your jurisdiction from this seat of 
authority is expanding;    be not surprised;   be obedient to what I ask of you, 
Child;  Power, Power, Power shall come forth through you from this seat;   be not 
surprised;   it is time;   I have called the time;   it is now in effect;   be aware, be 
on time, My Children, be on time;  


6-20-19 
HP)   March on, March on, March on;   March on to My beat, My drums;   
understand, My Chosen;   each step in timing with Me 


7-06-19 
HH)  procrastinate not, My Children;   be on time in all matters and with all things;   
this must be;   it absolutely must be ;   understand; 


7-23-19 
HP)   timing, timing, timing;   be aware of My timing, Child;   aware, aware 


7-24-19 
L)   SIS;   worry not, My Children;   it is not of Me for I worry not;   waste not time 
with worry;   understand;   (Yes, Lord, and I agree with You.)   now, pay attention 
to Me, My works, My plans and will, My Children 


7-31-19 
10 minutes:   touch your forehead;  ample time, ample time;   be diligent working 


8-28-19 
HH)   time, time time, time, time (many times)   My time;   it is My time that 
counts;  My Hand, My Hand controls it;   no Hand but Mine;   (Father, I am so 
very grateful that it is Your Hand that controls.)   


11-30-19 
HH)   clear vision, I so speak clear vision for all your eyes, Child;   (thank You, 
Father)   it is time now 


WOOD / TREES 
5-18-19 
HP)   gather My wood;   yes, I said to gather My wood;   piece by piece gather 
My wood;   understand;   (I believe so, Lord.  Has it already begun?)   in the 
process, in the process;   hinder not the process;  
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WORSHIP 
3-20-19   
HH)  (As I was bowed giving Him homage...)   enjoy the benefits;   Child, know 
that all you just did was worship;   you honored Me with worship from your heart;   
worship can be solemn and reverent also;   know that true worship comes from 
the heart;   understand;   tonight, tonight lead them in true worship;   (Father, how 
do I do that?)   Child, trust Me to lead you;   you concentrate on being obedient;   
understand 


11-23-19 
HH)   honor Me;   Child, you honor Me yet I ask for even more from you 
individually and from the Core;   solemn honor;   solemn honor;   ( Almighty 
Yahweh, I LAAI WTLAOYNY giving You solemn honor as You so rightfully 
deserve. Hallelujah!)   Amen, Child, I receive, I receive, I receive, I legally 
receive;   thank you;   breech not, be aware and breech not;  (I agree, Lord, 
please guide me.)  
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